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ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICS AS TOOLS OF MANAGEMENT CONTROL 
PART I--INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBl»>! AND ITS SCOPE 
The Problem 
The main purpose of this study was to dete:nnine the eJe-
tent to which accounting and statistics are used in the modern business 
world of today. This involved several minor problems: first, to show 
how accounting and statistics can be used to control a business ente:r-
prise through the financial statements; second, to show the role of 
accounting and statistics in the preparation and administration of the 
business budget and in budgetary control; third, to study modern methods 
and techniques of accounting and statistics as applied to the control of 
business activities other than those of a financial nature; and fourth, 
to dra!T conclusions from the study that would explain the basis upon 
;mich modern management is able to perfectly control same o:f the large 
enterprises which exist in our modern world. 
~ !:£:: ~ study 
Management is a science, not an art. No man has ever master-
ed science, so there will always be an opportunity for growth in the 
:field o:f management. During the past ten years or more there has been 
a vast change in business m&thods. Many :factors have come in to in-
fluence this change, such as: first, keener competition; second, strict-
er governmental regulations regarding business; third, increasing burden 
o:f taxation; :fourth, labor and social legislation; and, :fifth, the un-
settled conditions of nations. It is the express purpose o:f all manage-
~"'--. 
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ment to make a profit. Profits inspire men who are in management posit-
ions to greater action. Therefore, even though accounting and statis-
tics can be used in the control of business to meet the needs of govern-
ment regulations and other factors mentioned above, they can even be-
come more and more important as tools in the hands of management. 
Think of the modern business organization as a large ship at 
sea. It would be disastrous to try to cross the ocean without a cap-
tain. It would be equally as hazardous to have a captain without t.he 
necessary instruments by which modern navigation is accomplished. As 
navigation instruments are imperative to the safe sailing of a large 
ship, so are the control instruments imperative to the safe running of 
modern business. 
It is not enough to know the mechanics of certain subjects 
like accounting and statistics, but one must be thoroughly familiar 
with the principles of the subjects. It is infinitely more important 
for one to know how to apply his knowledge to certain problems in actual 
business conditions. One of the serious things in modern training is 
that students do not. know how to apply the knowledge taken from the 
classroom and from textbooks. What good would come from a sea captain's 
knowledge of his nautical instruments if he knew just the mechanics of 
them but did not understand how to use them in directing his vessel! 
Therefore, it is felt that this study will help to show how the mechanics 
of accounting and statistics may be used to help management toward its 
goal--business control. 
The majority of accounting books published in the past have 
been written entirely from the accountant's point of View and are of 
interest chiefl.y to the accountant. However, there is a growing ten-
dency for management to become more and more interested in accounting 
and statistics for the possibilities that lie in them for guides to 
sound management policies. There is need, therefore, to present the 
subject from management 1 s viewpoint-the interpretation and use of 
accounting reports and statistics. 
Scope !?f. ~ Problem 
Management control is necessarily broad in scope if its 
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full possibilities are to be realized. The executive in charge directs 
the many phases of modern business. It is his task to coordinate the 
various phases of an organization into a unified whole. It is obvious 
that modern business organizations cannot be run on a hit-and-miss basis, 
but must have a means of control. 
There are various ways of coordinating and controlling the many 
aspects of an organization. This problem deals with two of the tools of 
management to effectively administer the affairs of business, i.e., Account-
ing and statistics. 
Either of these subjects have large possibilities of research 
in themselves. However, it is proposed that in the presentation of this 
study sane of the uses of accounting and statistics may be brought out 
and applied to the control of a business organization. 
Unquestionably the first function of accounting is the recording 
in books of account and records of financial t.r8nsactions and related 
facts of business in a systematic and chronological manner. The record 
so made, taken over a period of years, provides, among other data, a his-
torical presentation of the financial transactions of the enterprise. 
For successful operation under present conditions, this is not enough. 
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Emphasis is now on day-to-day control. In modern accounting the formal 
accounting records are supplemented by data 'Which w.ill serve as day-to-
day and week-to-week guides on present conditions. This guidance is 
obtained through sales quotas, financial and expense budgets, depart-
mental statistics, and other data based on past accomplishments, but 
modified by present trends and conditions. Accounting and statistics 
are tools of management; they give facts which, when properly presented 
and effectively used, make the work of management simpler and far more 
effective. 
The management of a well-conducted business aims at definite 
objectives; to attain any one of these objectives there are, admittedly, 
various roads open to the ll!a.Il8ger. Some of these roads may be direct and 
easy; others indirect and difficult. In an established business, some 
of these roads have been traveled before. Well-prepared accounting 
statements and statistical exhibits afford facts for comparing these 
roads; they disclose the preferable roads; they show the pitfalls of 
some and the detours of others, They may sometimes reveal the fact that 
the roughest road is, in reality, the best one to take and that the 
smoothest road is the worst. 
The burden of this study, therefore, is to deal with account-
ing and statistics as fact-~ing and fact-interpreting tools in the 
hands of management. 
Delimitations 
It is beyond the scope of this study to take up all the va.x-
ious types of controls aseful to management in the efficient operation 
of an enterprise. It is the plan, however, to develop the subject from 
the standpoint of management, showing how the person responsible for 
the control of an enterprise analyzes and interprets accounting and 
statistical reports and records in order that he may be guided into 
intelligent paths of action. No attempt has been made to deal w.ith 
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the treatment given by management after the diagnosis has been obtained 
by the accountant and statistician. 
General Plan of Presentation 
--
Accounting and statistics are more or less related in spite 
of the fact that they relate to different branches of business admin-
istrative procedure. In relation to accounts, statistical treatments 
are very valuable in the preparation of analyses, studies, and charts 
for executive use. 
statistical work does not consist merely of assembling and 
displaying arrays of figures. It consists largely of searching for 
new items of significance--also of using specific statistical tech-
niques in analyzing, interpreting, and presenting data so that they 
will be the most help to management. 
The plan of this study has been to develop the subject from 
the viewpoint of management, showing the uses that can be made of the 
two tools chosen for discussion. In the development of the subject, 
it has been the plan to show the value of accounting and statistics as 
they are used in the balance sheet, the profit and loss statement, the 
budget, charts, and reports. From these data it has been the plan to 
take up the work where the accountant leaves it and to discuss the 
merits of his statements and reports as they are used by the management. 
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Nature .2£ :!:!:! !2!:! already ~ a:a :!:!:! field 
Most of the material written so far is in the general field 
of control. There is not much which treats of accounting and statis-
tics specifically as control tools. Accounting books, management texts, 
and articles written in magazines have sane material on accounting and 
statistics, but they do not deal with the subject as has been planned 
in this study. 
The .Army and Navy have done much during the l<ist ,.,-e.r to de-
velop accounting and statistics to the place where they could be used 
for various control purposes. (l) 
Mr. M. c. Rorty, the Assistant Vice President of the .American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, has contributed much material showing 
how statistics can be used in management control. (2) 
Recently the Pan-American Camnittee of the New York Chapter 
of the Society for the .Advancement of Management selected a list of fifty 
books to be presented to Latin .America that would give the basic prin-
ciples of the Science of Management. The National Office Management Ass-
ociation has done quite a bit in the way of increasing information in 
the field of Management control. Various Research Bureaus of Colleges 
and Universities, such as Dartmouth, Harvard, and Columbia are contri-
bntL'lg valuable material. There has been no opportunity during the pre-
sentation of this study to in:vestigate the list of books to be sent to 
Latin .America, but if they contain basie principles of the Science of 
Management, they must have some valuable material in th~ field of manage-
ment control. 
1. See Bliss, Charles A., and McNeill, Russell B., Management Control 
In Uniform, Reprinted from the Harvard Business ReView, 1944. 
2. "See ROrty, M. c., The statistical Control of .Activities, The Harvard 
Bus:iness Review, Jiiiluary, 1923. -
Individual companies are conducting research on new ways to 
put accounting and statistics to work in specializ.ed ways. Many times 
treasurers, controllers, statisticians, and others? will publish arti-
cles explaining various methods of accounting and statistical control 
which they have found particularly useful in their particular business 
enterprise. 
The Conference Board conducted a survey of over five hundred 
• companies which showed that in early 1940 three out of four conducted 
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economic and statistical research ia a more or less systematic way. (l) 
There are other theses in the library at Boston University, 
College of Business Administration, which deal With the subject of 
accounting as a control factor, but they deal With the Subject from the 
angle of a special business enterprise, while this study deals vrith the 
two control tools in a general way. 
1. Economic and statistical Research in Private Ente~rise, The National 
llidustr:ca.T1l'oara EConOillJ.c Recoi'd, E'reh 5, 1940, ew York, N. Y. 
--'.··. 
CHAPTER II 
THE VALUE OF ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICS IN BUSINESS 
Accounting 
Definition 
"Accounting is the language of commerce--the language in 
which the history of business is recorded, its operations are summ-
arized, its financial conditions are stated, and its budget forecasts 
are expressed. 11 (1) A somewhat similar statement has been made by 
J. K. Lasser. (2) 
!!!:, place ~ Accounting ~ Business Organization 
Accounting can be a very definite help in running a busi-
ness. More and more we are bound to feel that the success of all 
modern businesses, irrespective of whether they are large or small, 
depends on correct control through accounting. EVerywhere in present-
day business the accountant is at work. The manufacturer consults him 
about his costs. The merchant comes to him for price information. He 
assists the credit man in extending credit, and counsels with the banker 
and the capitalist in matters of finance. 
Efficient business organization is based on facts and account-
ancy is the service which supplies these facts in usable fonn. The func-
tion of accounting is to marshal and interpret facts for the organiza-
tion and control of business enterprises. 
An idea is conceived that suggests possibilities of profit. 
But there is doubt. It may or may not be practicable. To help answer 
1. 
2. 
Finney, H. A., General Accounting, Prentice Hall Book Company, New 
York, N. Y., 1941, preface. 
Lasser, J. K., editor, Handbook of Accounting Methods, D. Van 
Nostrand Ccmpany, N. Y., p.l. -
this question is the first part of the function of accounting. It 
brings to attention all facts that have a bearing: estimates of gross 
return, costs, operating e:xpenses, interest, and the net return on in-
vested capital. These are the factors on which the decision must be 
made. 
Suppose the decision is favorable and that a nm~ enterprise 
will be organized. other questions arise. Vlhat amount of capital 
will be required? By what methods can it be obtained and what will be 
the costs incidental to each method? What form of organization should 
be adopted? Vlhat equipment will be most economical? 
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In the solution of all these major problems of organization, 
principles of accounting, together with other information, must be app-
lied. Each problem involves the comparison and balancing of the esti-
mated cost of one method against another, and the decision on each 
case requires the use of sound accounting principles. 
When operations begin, facts about actual results must be ob-
tained and interpreted, costs and e:xpenses controlled, general accounts 
and subsidiary records maintained, and innumerable other administrative 
functions performed with the aid of accounting control. From the be-
ginning and throughout the operation of any business organization, 
accounting plays an important part. 
A business executive to maiJage his establishment properly, 
must be guided by timely and dependable information about it. He must 
base his plans, decisions, and instructions on exact lmowledge of its 
financial condition and operations. Without such lmowledge, he travels 
in the dark, making avoidahle mistakes, overlooking preventable leaks 
and waste and incurring unnecessary losses which, frequently, result in 
failure. 
Wherever and in whatever fonn business is conducted, there 
is the need for management to maintain constant watch over income, 
constant control over expenditures, and to lmow whether or not a 
10 
profit is being made and why. A concern may be purchasing its mat-
erial or equipment at too high a price. Slow moving or obsolete merch-
andise may be tying up its working capital. Its collections methods 
may be lax. Its selling prices may be too high or too low. One of 
its department heads may be incompetent. The only way for management 
to forestall or promptly correct any one of a number of such unsatis-
factory conditions is to have timely and exact lmowledge about its busi-
ness. 
The source of this lmowledge is an efficient system of record 
keeping and investigation, with Wile records kept up to date by a com-
petent accounting department and clerical staff. 
The nature and transactions of same few businesses are so sim -
ple that the most elementa~J records suffice to keep management accurate-
ly infonned. This is not true of business generally, and there are thou-
sands of concerns in this country, large and small, who seriously need 
adequate accounting, but are ignorant of, or blind to, its value. Few 
of them know their cost of doing business or have more than a vague idea 
of their financial condition. 
The life and vitality of all business is profit. It is the 
compelling interest in the simplest transaction; the dominant thought in 
the greatest commercial enterprise. It takes the measure of administra-
tive ability. It finances growth and progress. Real profit begins 
where loss ceases. The profit developed by the accountant's services 
is, in a large measure, the elimination of losses--the waste, leaks and 
mistakes--due to ignorance and guesswork. Accountancy teaches the 
lesson that true success in business is not a matter of pinching 
pennies to the end that desirable policies cannot be followed and 
necessary activities will be cramped; that it is the product of 
genuine usefulness, improvement and conservation. 
Every year the need for accounting services widens and be-
comes more pressing. Guesswork methods of doing business no longer 
survive. The accountant of today is a man of efficiency. He dis-
covers leaks and wastes. He raises the danger signal against wrong 
practices. The saving of untold millions of dollars in industry is 
one of the tasks to which accountants devote their efforts. 
Business managers are constantly in need of recorded facts. 
ll 
The foundation on which intelligent judgment must always rest is the 
accuracy and reliability of these relevant facts. The furt.l•Pr :<'eDOYcr1 
U1e executive is from intimate personal knoWledge of the operations of 
his business, the more dependent is he on the judgments of his asso-
ciates and on reports and records of the various activities coming 
under his control. These records are the very life of business manage-
ment, because in a going concern there is a constant need for planning 
and direction. A steady succession of new situations and problems 
arrises calling for important decisions and solutions. Business succ-
ess today, as never before, is a problem of control. 
When -.ve stop to think about the services which accounting can 
offer to management, we realize that the accounting system is one of the 
most important tools which management has at its disposal. "That acc-
ounting is primarily and basically a service tool of management and 
should always be kept in view," is a thought from Roy B. Kester. (1) 
1. Kester, Roy B., Advanced Accounting, Ronald Press, New York, 1946, 
p. 6. 
Mr. Kester goes on further to say: (1) 
11Given trained management, success of business 
operation is largely dependent on the adequa-
cy of the accounting record and of the flow of 
information from it. 11 
'lhese statements and others (2) quite adequately SUIIl up 
the value of accounting, not only from the standpoint of the past, 
but also of the present and even of the future. In fact, anyone who 
has anything to do with accounting is convinced more than ever be-
fore that because of the advance in the knowledge of accounting and 
the practical use to which it may be put, modern business has been 
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able to expand both in size and ccmplexity. &tsiness in turn has, by 
its growth, spurred the need for accounting and the techniques dependent 
upon accounting. Modern business and accounting records are depend-
ent upon each other. The accounting records needed depend upon the 
business, and the kind of business that is possible depends upon the 
kind of accounting records that can be kept. There can be no true con-
trol of any business without records. The records of a business should 
llhow the required infonnation in such a way that it will be of great-
est value, not only to one or two persons or departments, but to all 
concerned. In small businesses, control records are very simple, but 
as the business gi70WS, it automatically becomes more and more compli-
cated; therefore, more extensive control records are ~quired. &ys-
tems and records should not be too complicated, nor involved in details. 
Those who are to use the records must not be compelled to wade through 
1. Ibid, P• 6. 
2. See the following for statements concerning the value of accounting 
in controlling business operations' Effective Controls ~ ~ 
Management, from Advanced Management, september, 194'7, m. 
C. X. BUI!etin, February 1, 1941, P• 598. 
a mass of details to find the essential facts. The rule for all 
records should be the fewest possible in number and simple in fonn. 
Too much detail results in 11red tape" which defeats the purpose of 
many control systems and records. However, the essential facts must 
be presented in such a way that management may have a sound basis on 
which to work. ''Facts, measured, weighed and compared with other 
facts, constitute the basis of business judgment." (1) 
The administration of business under modern conditions and 
technical progress is a complex problem which can be solved only by a 
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study of the various elements of which business is composed. Planning, 
directing, and controlling the internal operations of a business are 
some of the many phases of business, but they are the major work of the 
business executive and, therefore, he must have adequate facilities 
with Which to work. 
Accounting may be said to be both general and specinc. It 
is general in that the accounting statements, such as the balance sheet 
and the profit and loss statements, although properly classified, may 
not in themselves show how they were produced. The profit and loss 
statement may show a profit or a loss but it does not tell what caused 
the profit or the loss. The balance sheet shows totals which are mean-
ingless unless properly analyzed. Accounting is specific because it also 
provides subsidiary statements which may be made to express clearly the 
workings of business policies, the effects of outside business condi-
tions, and the need for changes in internal structure and methods. 
The general nature of accounting is expressed by the general 
1. Mills, F. c., statistical Methods, Henry Holt & Company, New York, 
1958, p. 6. 
books of account, which are the general ledger and the several jour-
nals. The specific features of accounting are found in the various 
subsidiary records, such as the analysis ledger, the cost department 
records, and the analytical reports or statements that may be readily 
compiled from these. 
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If accounting records and statements are adequate and are used 
as guides to management, they contribute to more intelligent handlinE 
of every :iJnportant management problem. HovTever, (1) 
"Accountants have frequently been criticized for con-
cerning themselves nth what has happened rather 
than what is going to happen. 11 
Accounts are seldom kept solely for the purpose of providing 
historical data of business transactions. If this was the only purpose, 
then the expense of the accounting department could not be justified. 
But emphasis is now being placed on making accounting devices better 
guides to management. 
Recent legislation Emphasises ~ 1mportance ££ Accounting 
New problems involving industrial relationships, security 
sales, and social welfare are reflected in new Federal and state legis-
lation. Production managers in industry responsible for emplo;;>Be re-
lationships, corporate officials promoting the sale of securities, and 
administrative officers in charge of pay-roll and other employee re-
cords are charged >vith a public responsibility in the administration 
of these new laws. The command of facts has become necessary not only 
as a means of making a profit, but also to comply with the various laws. 
1. 
For example, the various Social Security Acts place on the em .. 
Goetz, Billy E., What 1 s Wrol~t With Accounting? Fall, 1959 issue 
of Advanced Management, p. _;--
~,. 
player responsibility for reporting empl~ent statistics on which 
old-age benefits and special taxes are based. The work of the 
accountant is particularly affected because the administration of 
these Acts involves new records, new forms, and a further co-ordina-
tion of accounting principles with the laws of the states and the 
nation. 
Further emphasis on the responsibility of the accountant is 
seen in the Federal Securities Act and the Securities Ex:change Act. 
Under these Acts companies offering securities to the public are re-
quired to give a complete statement of all relevant facts. Corporate 
officials are necessarily dependent on the accounting department. 
Severe personal penalties are assessed for failure to comply with the 
law on all responsible officials, including the chief accountant. 
statistics 
Def'inition 
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statistics may be defined as the "collection, presentation, 
analysis, and interpretation of numerical data." (1) The 1'l"ord "stat-
istics" is sometimes given different meanings, and in order to avoid 
misunderstandings, it is probably better to avoid using the word alone. 
If the terms "statistical data" and statistical methods" are used, the 
meaning is generally clearer. "statistical data" may be defined as 
factse:xpressed in quantitative form. "statistical methods" may be 
defined as techniques used in collecting, summarizing, analyzing, and 
1. Croxton, Frederick E., and Cowden, Dudley J ., Applied General Stat-
istics, Prentice*Hall, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1959, ch. 1. -
interpreting such facts. Statistical Analysis has been defined as 
11the application of technical operations and theo-
retical considerations to the compilation, pre-
sentation, discussion, and interpretation of num-
erical data." (l) 
~ place 2f. Statistics !:! :J:h!!. business Organization 
It goes without saying that numerical records are an ab-
solute necessity now that business has become so complex. Double 
entry bookkeeping has been used for several centuries, but indis-
pensable as it is, it does not completely fulfil the needs of modern 
business. Accounting has to do w.i.th dollars and cents, with debits 
and credits; but the businessman has found it desirable to supplement 
his accounting records with data expressed in terms other than those 
used by the accountant. Accounting alone cannot make available to 
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the management of a big enterprise all the necessary information. To 
supplement accounting, statistical devices and methods have been de-
veloped to present in graphic form the infonnation supplied by the 
accountant. Aided by these devices, the management can determine the 
results of past operations and forecast the future. Important deci-
sions can be made by billion-dollar corporations only after such a stat-
istical analysis has been made. 
Certain fundamental trends in the development of modern busi-
ness are responsible for an ever-increasing reliance upon statistics as 
a basic tool of management. As business enterprise grows management is 
further separated from direct control. It is not surprising, then, that 
statistics as a basis for managerial control should have assumed so great 
:importance. 
1. Kurtz, A. K.l. and Fdgerton, H. A., statistical Dictionary, John Wiley 
& Sons, New York, N. Y., 1959. 
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In the case of the chain store, statistical comparisons of 
the sales and invehtories of its various retail units enable the or-
ganization to work out standard relationships betvreen these factors, 
which, if attained, will result in maximum net profits. A department 
store management by a careful study and analysis of its past sales and 
their distribution by seasons~ price lines, and sizes may plan basic re-
lationships between future inventories and sales in such a way as to 
reduce average inventories, speed up stock turnover, reduce the losses 
due to the accumulation of obsolete styles, and increase net profits. 
The manufacturing enterprise may use statistical J::ethods tc 
ref5.ne its activ:ities uncl to e1a"5.nate sources of waste and resultant 
losses. statistical ana1yses m~ disclose the fact that inventories of 
raw materials have borne little relationship to current manufacturing 
needs and lead in the future to such a modification of practice in the 
purchasing department as Will effect material economies. A careful 
examination of the relationship between the number of new employees 
hired and factor,r costs per unit of output may lead to a modification 
in empl~ent policies and educational procedures. 
statistical studies relating to market possibilities may be-
come prime determinants in the location of branch factories, sales 
offices, sales territories, or in store location. Advertising app-
ropriations and their distribution to various advertising media may rest 
upon careful market analyses designed to determine the location, area, 
and potentialities of particular markets. 
Similarly, statistical studies of indices of general business 
activity~ enable a firm to determine vmether its production and sales 
are in line with the general level of business activity. In addition, it 
may thus dete:nnine whether or not its past sales have confo:nned :i,n 
trend to the movement of general business and what relationship, if 
any, may be expected in the future between its own sales and the 
movement of certain related indices. 
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SUch series as pig iron, steel, petroleum, and copper product-
ion; freight car loading, automobile sales, electrical povrer cons1llllp-
tion, bank clearings, and wholesale commodity prices are only a few of 
the accepted business indicators. Investors make use of the above gen-
eral business indices in addition to studying the sales, costs, profits, 
and security price movements of the industry and particular company in 
which they are interested. The business leader has a vital concern in 
all of the above general business statistics, but more particularly he 
is concerned with studying his awn company and making comparisons with 
current months and previous years, as well as other companies. It is 
by thorough study of sales cost, price, and profit series that modern 
executives are seeking to control their production in the light of pre-
vailing or potential demand. This growing tendency to collect detailed 
info:nnation, properly classify it, organize it into tables, analyze and 
reveal the meaning of these data is all in the day's work of a statisti-
cian; and the constant contact with ever new and varying conditions 
makes this type of work one of the most interesting in modern business. 
The application of statistics in a number of business fields, 
in addition to those mentioned above, will be discussed in some detail 
in later chapters. 
~ Statistical Method ~ about 
The use of statistics is not a new development, for statistics 
are known to have been used long before the Christian era. Even as far 
back as 5050 B. c., data were collected in regard to the wealth and 
population of Egypt. This information was used in arranging for the 
building of the pyramids. (l) 
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No doubt the word "statistics" originated from the fact that 
the administration of states required the collection and use of figures 
for purposes of taxation and for government finance in general. 
" 
~~ statistics ~ Together (2) 
~ BnsWex~~~e~:i:ng-~ statistics .P'lo -t; a ~-·~·c:j 
most 
1he science of~ and statistics may be applied to al-
any group of business trans:ltions in order that they may be eval-
uated, classified, and SUIIDllarized as the basis for guidance. It makes 
little difference whether the transactions are those of a business 
organization operating for a profit, a non-profit institution, such as 
churches, schools, lodges, etc., a government, or a single individual, 
accounting and statistics function to provide a constant flow of in-
formation relative to the results of the policies and efforts of manage-
ment. 
The trend of events during the past two decades has demon-
strated the value and indispensability of RccoUftt~ and statistical 
service. All types and forms of business ~;1,f;p~~:1/epend more or less 
·upon~ing and statistics for the control of their operations. This 
is t~e of the farm, railroad, bank, insurance company, and the 
wholesale and retail store. It applies to a partnership, a corporation, 
and individual proprietorship, or some other form of business organi-
zation. Business owners and managers have recognized the fact that by 
and statistics they can discov~r and present facts 
1. King, w. A., aments of statistical Method, p, 2. 
2. See Rice, Stua ., se of ACcounhng IJiita in Economics and Statis-
tics, taken from Challenges to the Accounting Profession, The Ameri-
can Institute of Accountants, New York, 1947, p. 24. 
not only for their ~.vn guidance, but also for the guidance of stock-
holders, financial institutions from which they borrow funds, and 
governments to whom they must pay taxes. 
been put 
Down through the many years ~B& and statistics have 
to many different uses. They ~en used to determine 
fighting strength of armies and for various administrative purposes. 
They have been used to portray government policies in regard to trade 
and commerce and also as a basis for studying economic conditions. 
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In more recent times they have come to be used in many more 
phases of activities. Almost every business man uses government stat-
istics and facts in running his business. Some large businesses employ 
specially educated and trained men known as statisticians to collect 
data and interpret it for the various phases of business endeavor. Elab-
orate organizations which have been built up to supply essential jn-
formation is as much an important factor in the control of a business as 
an internal department itself. Market information is compiled showing 
changes taking place all over the world in the various industries. In-
formation of this kind may be the difference between a profit and a loss. 
Many and varied are the factors involved in making a profit and the 
efficient busil':tcss man will do well to build up his ~cg and stat-
istical department so they will be able to furnish adequate ·:eliable in-
tonnation. 
Accounting ~ statistics ~ ~ Anned Forces 
The last war brought on a recognition of the use that could be 
made of accounting and statistics. Accounting furnished the necessary 
figures which kept the maae of activities straight and statistics se~ 
ed as a basis for cCI!lparine scores in test firing and in securing uni-
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.formity in ammunition. A very enlightening article was ·,7ri.ttur. during 
the last war illustrating the effectiveness o.f accounting and statistics 
in the army. (1) 
Tile Anny and Navy seem to have a very similar concept o.f 
control as it is used in the business organization. In the ~ Ser-
vice Forces the idea o.f control as an aid to e.f.fecti ve COI!I!Iland has 
been widely developed. The importance o.f accounting and statistics 
within the anned se:rr.i.ces c=enslcrate with the importance being accord-
ed their .function in industry is suggested by a memorandum issued by 
Secretary o.f Defense, James Forrestal, announcing the .formation and 
describing the planned operation o.f a joint cOI!I!Ilittee on Accounting 
Policy and Fiscal Procedures. The memorandum was issued to the Sec-
retaries o.f ~. Navy, and Air Force, the respectiYe c!oain!:ron or ·:.he 
l'unitions Board and the Research and Development Board, Joint Chiefs o.f 
staff, and the Directors of Offices in the Office of the Secretary o.f 
Defense. The statement of powers and duties of the committee includes: 
a. Control over operating costs. 
b. Measurement of the effectiveness and economy o.f 
the discharge o.f assigned responsibilities. 
c. Providing adequate data .for use in determining 
.financial and operating policies. 
d. Control over accountability of assets. 
c. Prov:i.ct~ne a r.1echanisn for use in determining 
requirements of quantities of property and in-
ventories. 
Importance o.f Classified Information 
The old practice of closing the books once a year in order to 
determine whether a profit has been made or a loss sustained is becam-
1. Hl.iss, Charles A., and McNeill, Russell B., Mana~ement Control in 
Uni.fonn, Reprinted .fran the Harvard Business Riinew, 1944. -
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ing obsolete. The business man of today wants daily information. He 
also wants that infonnation in c01nparat5_ve fmv ''o he can tell how it 
compares With that of a month ago, or a year ago. To compete success-
fully With other business men, he must lmow the causes that have con-
tributed to the success of the year's sales, as well as the factors 
that have caused any loss during the year. 
Properly classified, records act as a measure of efficiency. 
With proper records before h:iln the executive is enabled to <l.etenn.ir.e 
1-:here the responsibility for any given condition rests. He is then in 
a position to strengthen the weak points of ILts business and to develop 
strong points. 
Also from an analytical study of classified information the 
manager is able to detennine possible future actions necessary. If, 
for example, the results show that a previous advertising campaign in-
creased the volume of business, it is quite likely that a more extensive 
advertising policy vd.ll follow. S:illlilarl;;·, if the records show that while 
the volume of business has increased, the cash receipts have not kept a 
proportione.t.e pace, assuming that the tenns of sale are the same, it is 
evident that there is a wealmess in the credit depar-~r..ent or in the 
credit policies. This result, if not offset by other factors, may call 
for a restricted policy in the expansion of credits. 
Sources £! Accounting ~ statistical Information 
The accounting and statistical department is in a positio2' to 
:::l'c'nish essential facts accurately and promptly if it is properly org-
anized. One author has this to say about this department: (1) 
"Accounting and statistics work hand in hand to the 
end that losses may be held at a minimum and funds 
may be most intelligently and effectively invested." 
1. DaVies, George R., and Yoder~ Dale, Business statistics, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Nmr York, p. ~v8. 
Monthly statements are prepared which show comparisons 
and ratio analyses that can be derived from them. Since account-
ing is a tool of management, and management is charged with control, 
accounting records are given the responsibility of providint; the 
information for control purposes. Such information is useful in 
planning and budgeting ·whether the probler::.s involve sdes, pricing, 
and price policies, production, stock control, or the establishment 
of standards of perfmnance. Accounting and statistics supply the 
information which allows management to create plans and to control 
performance. (1) The accounting and statistical personnel, with 
their vieVI of the entire organizatio~, are in a strategic position 
to materially aid management in the coordination of all the activi-
ties of the business enterprise. 
The accounting and statistical activities of an organiza-
tion should be included in one department and the department should 
be known as the 11facts 11 department. The accounting personnel and 
the statistical personnel should know the duties of each other be-
cause each activity has been developed into a business tool for coo-
trolling processes and detecting inefficiencies. 
The field of accountil~ and its allied sciences have came 
to the front in recent years as productive activities. Accounting 
gives the desired information in dollars and cents, while statistics 
gives the information in tezms other than those :cserl by the account-
ana. (2} There are feVI accounting records, however, that do not 
lend themselves to statistical procedure. At cne t:u.ce tr1e compiling 
of figures was confined within the accounting department. This 
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1. See Young, Benjamin F., statistics as applied in Business, Ronald 
Press Compaey, NeVI York, N. Y., !92'S; p. 515. -
2. See Rorem, G. Rufus, and Kerrigan, Harry D., Accounting Method, 
Me Grall'-Hill Book Company, Nm1 York, N. Y. , 1!'1'12, p • !J • 
is not true any more because management has learned that many more 
facts are needed than what the accounting department can furnish. 
Sources of control data 
There are two sources of information to the management of 
a business-internal and external. In the average business concern 
..c-- ' 
there is much valuable information on hand, but its use is limited 
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by the fact that it is not organized properly. Most business figures 
are originated as a result of same record of transactions. Thus, a 
figure showing usage of materials is related to the requisition 
which provides authority to transfer materials from a storage roam to 
an operating depariment. 
Another similar source of business figures is to be found 
in the clock cards and job tickets from which pay rolls are prepared 
and labor costs computed. Sales slips, bank checks, and receiving 
reports represent sources of business figures resulting from specific 
transactions. 
Other business figures are created as the result of estimates. 
Examples are to be found in the provision for baC: debts, provision for 
depreciation or obsolescence, estimates of accrued liabilities, ad-
justments of inventory to market value, and the like. 
A third classification refers to special tests or investi-
gations which are made for the varied purposes of establishing stan-
dards, locating new markets, devising more refined manufacturing rou-
tines, or improving the potency of advertising. 
It is possible to get all the above mentioned information and 
a lot more, but without proper arrangement, it is worthless. Mr. Rorty 
has well said: (1) 
11It is possible to have reams of statistical re-
ports and hundreds of charts and diagrams with-
out securing even the beginnings of statistical 
control." 
The essence of statistical control is to picture the activities of 
a business in such a way that the essentials stand out sharply from 
the mass of detail, In other words, statistics must be planned 
with an idea as to usefulness, Much valuable data are recorded as 
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a part of the normal business procedure. All should be used to their 
fullest extent. Besides the supplementary data from which internal 
statistics come, there are the main accounting statements--the balance 
sheet and the profit and loss statement, These two ttatements will be 
discussed more fully in the following chapter, but it is necessary to 
state here that by means of these two camnon forms of statements and 
statistical techniques, it is possible to secure information that 
will aid materially. By the use of accounting and statistical de-
vices, leaks in a business are located, forces contributing to fav--
orable results are found, ways are found for reducing costs, selling 
and administrative expenses are scaled down where there is need, the 
most profitable sales territories are found, the amount of working and 
permanent capital necessary to conduct business in a profitable way is 
determined, and in various other ways accounting and statistics pe:r-
form a real service to the modern business executive. 
&J.ually as important as internal data is the information 
gathered from outside sources, This information may be collected 
directly, as for example, a questionnaire may be sent out to consum-
ers, or secondary data may be used, that is, data collected by some 
other person or agency. 
1. Rorty, M. c., statistical Control ~Activities, Harvard Business 
Review, January, 1923, 
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Often it is found desirable to collect original data. This 
is often spoken of as primary data. The cost of collection may be 
prohibitive unless the process of sampling is resorted to. The theory 
of sampling is that if a sufficiently large number of samples is taken 
from a very large number, the result of the sampling will be sufficient-
ly accurate and representative of the whole. 
Besides the above methods for collecting data from external 
sources, there are a number of reliable sources from which external 
information may be secured. (l) 
It is recognized that regardless of the kind of business in 
question, there is need for information in addition to vmat the account-
ing department can provide. In interpret:ing a set of financial state-
ments one has necessarily to put together many related but apparently 
separate facts into a general picture which will portray in compact 
form the conditions of the organization. One must, therefore, not only 
read into the statements facts taken fron a set of books, but he must 
also consider unrecorded facts as well. Anyone who analyzes financial 
or business statements must estimate the probable future conditions of 
a business in the light of these unrecorded facts. Certain adverse re-
sults, as indicated by the financial statements, may be entirely ex-
plained and accounted for by some conditions vffiich are only temporary. 
Thus, for instance, a severe flood in a western city might 
have caused a decrease in the sales of a business •ihose greatest vol-
ume was disposed of in that terri tory. Inasmuch as the condition was 
only temporary in its effect, one vrould not be justified in basing 
1. See Appendix for a list of external sources of business infonnation. 
See also Riggleman, J. R., and Frisbee, I. N., Business S'tatistics, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, N. Y., 1958, pp. 675-712. 
upon the net results shown for that year an opinion concerning the 
usual volume of business done. 
Along this same line, an idea has been brought forth in 
the ll. A. c. A. :Julletin: (1) 
"T'nat variable and fixed elements of cost are sep-
arable on a practical basis by the application of 
relatively simple arithmetical methods and that, 
this being so, it seems a serious and o'bvious ovel-
sight not to effect the separation of these ele-
ments in profit and loss statements when such sep-
aration holds the key to the present outlook and 
future planning of the operations of any company. " 
The author goes on further to state th.:-d:. t.J.cre are cer-
tain things which the conventional profit and loss statement ;;ill 
not do and then enumer8.tes twelve things which demand further an-
alysis. (2) He says: (5) 
"The apparent simplicity of the conventional pro-
fit and loss statement is highly deceptive." 
statistical and Graphical statements 
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The statistical statement is characterized by two things: 
first, that it is expressed in figures, and second, that it relates 
to a number of things of which it is a condensed summarj. All stat-
istical statements express or imply a comparison. It is of the ut-
most importance that this comparison be correctly stated and that the 
consequences which are derived from it be rightly estimated. 
The principal co::~parisons with which statistics deal, con-
cern: first, -~he same things at different times; second, a thing in 
relation to some larger thing of which it may be a part; and, third, 
l. Harrison, G. Charter, The Practical Economist's Profit and loss 
statement, N. A. c. A. Bulletin, December 15, 1948, vel. 8, p. 145. 
2. Ibid, p. 447. 
B. Ibid, p. 449. 
one thing in its relation to something else which is supposed to in-
fluence it. 
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A manager might be ever so careful in checking up on the 
rate of return on invested capital in his individual business org-
anization and ;,ecause he 7/aS progressing each year he might feel that 
his particular business 7/aS doing well, but if he would compare the 
results of his particular organization with those of other organiza-
tions with the same capital structure in the same industry, he might 
find that what he considered as satisfactory, might be anything but 
satisfactory. In addition to comparing a particular business organ-
ization with others in the same industry, standards should be set up 
against which comparisons may be made. 
Standards are set up from past information and expected re-
sults and day-to-day accomplishments may be compared with these stan-
dards. Each day's sales may be compared with the corresponding day 
of last year; cumulative sales of the month to date may be compared 
with cumulative sales of the corresponding period of the year before 
and with estimates for the current month; cumulative sales of the year 
to date compared with those of the corresponding year before, and so on. 
Thus, management may tell at a glance whether or not sales are being 
kept up to the desired amount and if not, then some action can be taken 
to effect a change. So, through all the business organization--sales 
department, purchase department, manu:facturing department, personnel 
department, and in the control of company assets and costs, the p.ulse 
of the whole organization is in the accounting and statistical depart-
ment. Here accounting and statistical statements, tabulations, graphs, 
etc., set forth pertinent information which is used by management. 
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Auxiliary Statements 
The balance sheet and the statement of profit and loss, 
with their supporting schedules, are not the only statements that are 
received by the management, Often other statements are required which 
will enable the management to study certain features of the business. 
Frequently a statement of accounts receivable is prepared to show the 
amount due from each customer and the time when the amount is due. Often 
this schedule is prepared in a form to shcnv the amount of the balances 
from one to thirty days old, from thirty to siA'"ty days old, and over 
sixty days old, 
The kind of statement that will be required by management 
will depend upon the type of business involved, A few of the auxiliary 
statements that may be required by management will include: statements 
of new custO!l!ers, inventor,r sche<b.Jes, production reports, sales anal-
yses, expense schedules, cash reports, comparison of actual and poss-
ible discounts, measurement of collection results, measurement of the 
results of advance purchasing, and others. 
Trends ~ forecasting. 
Each industry has a definite trend of growth in the demand 
for its products, and this trend should be recognized by management 
in laying plans for the future, 
The trend of demand for an industry as a whole can be traced 
to causes which are usually beyond control, but not. al•;ays. General 
statistics and the statistics of many industries must be carefully 
studied to determine various trends, and from them to determine the 
departures from normal. Thus, we can set up the normal of our own 
particular business, and can relate anticipated results to this normal 
by estimating the influence of trends in business generally, in affilia-
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ted and competitive lines, and in our own industry. 
The aim o£ efficient management is not only to make a profit 
for the current year, but also to assure satisfactory and continuous 
pro£its for years to come. This requires careful planning of future 
operations after taking into consideration various aspects of the 
general business forecast. 
''Forecasting and planning are the very essence of business 
management and are vital to business prosperity." (1) Here, again, 
both accounting and statistics are used. The principles of fore-
casting may be stated as follows: (2) 
a. Accuracy is dependent upon facts. The diffi-
culty is that many factors are unknown and 
uncontrollable. 
b, The more conditional factors there are, the 
less accurate the prediction. 
c. A phenomenon which occurred in the past under 
certain conditions will occur in the future 
under similar conditions. 
d. The nearer the event is to the time of occu:r-
ance, the more accurate the prediction is 
likely to be, because unforeseeable factors 
are fewer. A distant prediction may be acc-
urate in its general tenns, but it is like-
ly to be wrong in details. 
e. The more rhythmic the course of events, the 
more accurate the prediction. 
f. Accuracy will depend in great measure upon 
the skill, lmowledge, and impartiality of 
the predictor. That is why the choice of the 
person is so importarit. Ee must not be mis-
led by his enthusiasm for company success, 
nor unduly pessimestic. 
It isvery interesting to note the ways in which forecast-
ing of the course of general business may be applied to the op-
erations of a particular e stab1ishment. ( 5) 
1. Shibley, Fred W., The New Way to Net Profits, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, N. Y., 1'9'2B', Torwaro\II!. 
2. White, Percival, Sales Quotas, Harper and Brothers, New York, N, Y., 
1929, p. 25-27. 
Si1berling, Nonnan, J., ~cs of fusiness, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc,, New York, • ., ~~5, p. 587-615. 
The whole success of an organization may depend to a large extent 
upon whe.ther or not the management has exercised some forethought as 
regards future business prospects in the light of general business 
conditions ahead. Beginning with chapter X a discussion of the 
business budget and various controls will bring out the necessity of 
considering the advantages of forecasting. 
Limitations ~ accounting ~ statistical statements 
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There are certain precautions that must be taken, One must 
be careful in using facts and figures to see that they can be com-
pared, It is necessary also that the figures cover a sufficient num-
ber of cases or volume to make the results reliable. For instance, 
if one wished to determine the average height of all boys twelve years 
of age, the conclusion would not be reliable if only ten boys were 
measured. Thus, in using figures of any kind, it is better to com-
pare results to see that they arc reasone.bl.e. One should never jump 
at conclusions. For example, if a company was trying to decide be-
h7een two cHies for placine a branch store and they found that one 
city had twice the population of the other. This information alone 
would not be sufficient to make the proper decision. A further study 
of statistics might reveal that the city with the smallest population 
had the largest number of people paying income tax. This would be a 
very important factor in arriving at a decision. 
Another caution that should be mentioned is that a person 
using statistics should not read into the data something which is 
not there. 
The amount and kind of statistical work that should be 
done varies with the size and kind of the business concern in ques-
tion. The danger in statistical work is of carrying the data col-
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lected to teo great refinenent and of collecting data at too great 
a cost. If a simple investigation will be sufficient to give the 
information needed, then there is not any need for an elaborate and 
ccm1prehensive one. In fact, it would be poor business to have it. 
Many times a statistical procedure known as sampling is resorted to. 
By the use of tMs slll!!pl:: n::; procedure iln'o::mation about the whole may 
be gotten by testing a few of the parts. However, in using this pro-
cedure one must be careful to see that the samples are representative. 
In statistical work, as in all things in business, the use of common 
sense is essential. 
Statistics and accounting facts are of no use in themselves. 
They are merely tools of management. To be sure, they are very val-
uable tools, but their value lies in the advantages gained through 
their use. It has been said that some persons "lean on statistics 
like a drunk person on a lamp post, for SIIpport rather than illumina-
tion." Accounting and statistical presentations are only indicators, 
and can be very favorably compared with nautical instruments. They 
give the bearing but of themselves they cannot set the course. 
PART Il-ANALYZING AND INTERPRETING ACCOUNTING DATA 
CHAPTER III 
THE BALANCE SHEET 
Definition 
Definitions of the balance sheet abound. Most accounting 
texts will state that the balance sheet is a statement that shows the 
financial condition of' a business as of' a specific date, It shows 
how a company stands at a given moment. There is no such thing as a 
balance sheet covering the year 1945; it can only be for a single date, 
for example, December 51, 1945. The balance sheet is the general 
financial summary of' business status. It combines in one report the 
central financial facts of an enterprise. It may also be referred to 
as a classified summarization of' the books of' account, particularly 
the ledger, although some necessary data may come from other sources. 
Paton and Littleton say of' the balance sheet: (1) 
"The balance sheet serves the fundamental purpose 
of' carrying forward costs that will gradually be 
used up in operations. A cost is initially an 
acquisition price and only finally a deduction 
from revenue .... The fundamental problem of' account-
ing, therefore, is the division of the stream of' 
costs incurred between the present and the future 
in the process of' measuring periodic income. The 
technical instruments used in reporting this di'V"" 
ision are the income statement and the balance 
sheet. Both are necessary. The income statement 
reports the assienment to the current period; the 
balance sheet exhibits the costs incurred which 
are reasonably applicable to the years to come. 
The balance sheet thus serves as a means of carry-
ing forward unamortized acquisition prices, the 
not yet deducted costs; it stands as a connecting 
link joining successive income statements into 
a composit picture of' the inccme stream. 11 
But it may be necessary to go a little further in defining 
l. Paton, W. A., and Littleton, A. c., An Introduction to Corporate 
Accounting Standards, The American ACCounhng Association, chicago, 
1940, pp. t>B-B'I • 
the balance sheet since, in recent years, aJ:most every definition 
has been attacked as either erroneous or inadequate. A definition, 
which is a little difficult for anyone but a trained accountant to 
understand, was published in Research Blll.etin, nwnber e, 1941, as 
follows: (1) 
"A tabular statement or summary of balances (debit 
or credit) carried forward after an actual or con-
structive closing of books of account kept by 
double-entry methods, accordihg to the rules or 
principles of accounting." 
In addition to this definition, the Institute addressed an 
explanation of financial statements to those who are not trained 
accountants, as follows: (2) 
"Financial statements are not simple •••• they cannot 
be and report the complex operations of modern bus-
iness. 
But financial statements are not mysterious •••• they 
give helpful information to anyone who understands 
their fundamental nature and purposes and takes the 
trouble to study them. 
Financial statements reflect possibilities as well 
as facts. Human judgment and opinion, guided by 
accepted rules and principles of accounting, must 
determine how these probabilities shall be express-
ed. 
The balanne sheet is basically historical. It does 
not attempt to show what the business is worth. It 
does list assets and liabilities, but usually in-
cludes under the heading "assets" benefits, which 
ordinarily cannot be valued precisely (e.g., eood-
will) and are therefore carried at some concentra-
tional figure in order to show existence." 
No doubt this is the best vra:y to define the balance sheet. 
A statement of its purpose, a frank admission of its limitations, and 
an emphatic labeling of the necessarily technical nature of the state-
ment and of the basic premises upon which it is built will convey a 
1. special Committee, American Institute of Accountants. 
2. Same source. 
useful understanding of the balance sheet to those who do not under-
stand it. 
Information SUpplied ~ ~ Balance ~ 
Through all the recording of the various transactions in 
accounting there is always in the mind of the accountant the effect 
the transaction \v.ill have in altering the balance sheet. liJ.ways the 
record is made in a way to facilitate the preparation of the balance 
sheet. Zvery entry that is made in the books of account is a step 
in accumulating data for the financial report. Thus we can see that 
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as a summarJ of the books of account, the balance sheet is a complete 
history, in condensed form, of the financial and income operations of 
a business unit. 
Basic information presented concerns the sources of funds, 
But b,7 means of classification and grouping, additional information 
of great import in reflecting financial position becomes available. 
The financial position of a company always has reference to its 
debt-paying ability. 
The standard form in which the balance sheet is drarm. is 
based on the necessity of reflecting as clearly as possible the abil-
ity of the company to meet its current obligations. 
Another element of financial position is solidity, or stab-
ility of the company. The standard balance sheet attempts to reflect 
this in the fixed asset and liability groupings. 
A third element is the periodic progress of the business. 
The Content of the Balance Sheet 
.;;;..;..;.;.;.;;..;;;'-'--- -
The balance sheet and the statement of profit and loss are 
specialized types of statistical tables whose form and content must 
be judged not by ~ priori standards but by whether the available in-
formation is set forth so that a maximum of utility may be derived 
from it. McCowen has emphasized this attitude: (1) 
110ne of the important uses of accounting statistics 
is to furnish a basis for judgmmnt formation. It is this 
use which controls the form of accounting statements, 
the classification of accounts and the valuations 
used •••• Fram this point of view the best accounting 
would be that which collected and displeyed the data 
in such a way that the user would reach the correct 
decision more frequently than he would if it were 
collected and displayed in same other manner." 
A practical difficulty may be discerned at once; different 
groups are interested in different arrangement and emphasis. This 
difficulty has been recognized by one author: (2) 
"In considering what facts are essential to be dis-
closed by financial statements, it is necessary to 
keep in mind the interests of management, security 
holders, labor, creditors, and the public. The 
difficulty of presenting a statement to meet the 
requirements of all interested persons is recog-
nized. 11 
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The figures shown on the balance sheet are usually taken 
directly from working papers and occasionally from an adjusted trial 
balance; rarely do they come directly from the ledger. Balance sheets 
are not prepared until all adjustments have been entered upon the work-
ing papers and it is certain that all assets and liabilities have been 
correctly included. The problem of balance sheet construction then 
becomes one, largely, of classification and terminology. 
1. 
2. 
Balance sheets are all alike to the extent that each one 
Mcc:men, George B., Re'lacement ~ ~ ~ ~' The Accounting 
Renew, September, 19~, p. 276. 
Rockey, Charles s., Current Practice in Disclosure of Information 
in Financial statements, Journa:J: o£ ACcountancy, sejit:eillber, 1947 ,· :p: Z0'2'.-·- .. - ..... - . 
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sets forth a statement of the property and property rights of a 
single enterprise; but balance sheets are all different to the 
extent that the enterprises differ in their organization and ac-
tivities and to the extent that balance sheet data vary as to group-
ing, tenninology, and sequence. To illustrate this, two balance 
sheets are displayed on the following pages. One will be the balance 
sheet of a manufacturing business and the other will be that of a re-
tailer. In these illustrations, particular attention is called to 
the extent to which the three main divisions--assets, liabilities, 
and net worth--are divided and subdivided into separate accounts. 
Usually it is found true that the greater the division of items, the 
greater the help to management in maintaining control of operational 
balance. 
The two balance sheets have the same general classification, 
but that of the retailer has fewer subdivisions because of the fact 
that the retailer can get the salient facts of his financial condition 
without so much detail. His business is both different and smaller 
than that of the manufactllller and his balance sheet affords sufficient 
detail for revealing any weak spots. 
The retailer's net worth is shown as his capital account, 
consisting of his investment and the current year's 9rofits. But as 
he renders an account only to himself, separation of his net worth is 
not necessary. 
Fonn £!:!. displaying Balance Sheet ~ 
While the use to be made of balance sheets has a material in-
fluence on the details of their form, the question naturally arises 
as to whether different balance sheets should be prepared for each group 
of users or whether one balance sheet fonn will suffice for all groups • 
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The general consensus of opinion among accountants today seems to be 
that as far as form and arrangement are concerned the general purpose 
balance sheet is more desirable than separate balance sheets for in-
dividual users. This does not infer that the same degree of detail 
as to items will be included in the balance sheet for lna.nagement and 
stockholders alike. It does signify, though, that the same general 
form and the same amount of disclosure which is good enough for one 
group should satisfy the needs of the other woups. This similarity 
of form anu classification is set out in the following illustrations. 
Balance sheets may be presented in the accour..t or the re-
port fonn. The account, or technical, fonn follows that of the ledger 
account in that it has two sides which are equal; hence the title 
"Balance Sheet." In thiE fonn the assets are on Uw left, liabilities, 
capital and surplus on the right. The report fo:rm is the narrative 
or non-technical form, in which the assets arc' pl2,ced above the liabil-
ities, the sum of the latter being deducted from the sum of the assets 
to yield the net worth. 
There seems to be no particular advantage of one fo1n over 
the other except thd the account fo:rm brings into their proper rela-
tionships those sections of a balance sheet which are compared, such as 
current assets with current liabilities, fixed assets with fixed liab-
ilities, etc. 
Classification of items 
It is highly important that the items which appear on the 
balance sheet shall be classified correctly. An error in classification 
may cause great damage. The balance sheet classification will generally 
be along the follmving lines, unless it is a balance sheet of a very 
large concern or of an unusual business. 
Current Assets Current Liabilities 
other Assets Long-Term Liabilities 
Fixed Assets Special F.e.serves 
Intangible Assets Capital 
}rec::uentl~,, certain assets or liabilities will be stated 
separately and will not be included as a part of :my of the above-
mentioned groups. 
Additional clearness in the balance sheet is secured if 
the asset items are arranged somewhat in the order in >mich they 
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will probabl;r be turned into cash. The status of a concern is not 
indicated merely by the relation between the amount of the assets and 
the amount of the liabilities. It is important to !mow as well the 
relation between the various kinds of assets available for meeting 
them. Even though assets far exeeed the liabilities, forced liquid-
ation may occur if these assets are not in a form suitable for pay-
ment of the maturing debts. Cash is the most available of assets. 
other assets may be arrayed in a series in reference to their avail-
ability. It is often found that assets are not aly;ays arrayed in the 
proper way because it is not ahra.ys possible for the accountant to tell 
whether the notes receivable or the accounts receivable will be paid 
first. However, the accountant should attempt to make a roughly satis-
factory arrangement. 
The classification of a balance sheet depends a whole lot upon 
the use to be made of the statement. Regarding sequence, Hatfield says: 
(1) 
"Considerable d:i.scussion has taken place as to whether 
the list of assets should begin with cash and end with 
the least liquid assets, or should appear in somevmat 
the reverse order. Some have thought that the former 
1. RHtfield, Henry Rand, Accounting, Its Principles and Problems, D. 
Appleton and Comp:my, New York, N.T., 1927, p. 12. 
arrangement appeals most to the banker, whose 
emphasis being always placed on the ability to 
meet current liabilities prefers to have cash 
appear as the first in the list of assets; but 
that the investor, who is interested in the much 
larger item of pennanent investment, prefers to 
give precedence to plant and other fixed assets. 
\nLichever order is adopted, the liabilities 
should be somewhat similarly arranged so as to 
facilitate the comparison between current liab-
ilities and the quick assets by which these debts 
are met. Oning, however, to the desirability of 
having all the proprietorship items appear in a 
single group, there is reason for preferr:ing the 
arrangement running from liquid to fixed, rather 
than the reverse. In this way the liabilities, 
progressing from current liabilities to funded debt, 
are placed in close contrast to similar groups of 
assets. The capital, most permanent of the credit 
items, appears somewhat contrasted to the most 
pernanent of the assets, and yet is not separated 
from surplus and undivided profits with which it 
is, logically, most closely related." 
In addition to the sequence of the items in the balance 
sheet, it is ':ery desirable to have the various items set up with 
subdivisions, subtitles, and subtotals. Supporting schedules and 
statistical tables should also be set up to supplement the data 
listed on the balance sheet. These schedules should fit in with 
items shown on the major statement wh5.ch they are int(mcle•' to am-
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plify. An example would be the schedule showing analysis of Accounts 
Receivable, Notes P~ceivable, etc. 
Another important thing to realize when classifying the 
items on a balance sheet is that classification of accounts must 
be the same each year in order that correct comparisons Lk~y be made. 
This point will be made clear when a study is made of comparative state-
ments. This classification should be accomplished in the ledger so that 
it will not be necessary to rearrange the accounts during the preparation 
of the accounting statements. And not only should. the accoru\ts be arz-
anged the same each year, but the accounts so arranged should carry the 
same kind of infonnation from year to year. 
THE ABC MANUFACTUIUNG COllPAlH 
Balance Sheet, December 31, lS-
Cash on Hand and In Banks 
Notes Receivable (trade) 
Accounts Receivable 
Less: Reserve for 
doubtful accounts 
Inventories: 
Ray; Material 
Goods in Process 
Finished Parts 
Finished Goods 
Marketable Securities 
Prepaid Expenses 
Prepaid Insurance 
Prepaid Rent 
Prepaid Interest 
Investment of Surplus ~ 
K Company Bonds 
Fixed Assets 
Land 
Buildings 
Machinery 
Office furn-
iture & fi.Je-
tures 
Book 
Value 
~ 5,000.00 
100,000.00 
75,000.00 
5,000.00 
$185,000.00 
Intangible Assets 
Patents 
Goodwill 
Deferred Charges 
Organization Zxpense 
Bond Discount 
Total Assets 
$87 ,ooo.oo 
$ 5,ooo.oo 
2,000.00 
2,000.00 85,000.00 
$2o,ooo.oo 
10,000.00 
5,000.00 
25,000.00 60,000.00 
5,000.00 
$ 800.00 
750.00 
150.00 
Reserve for 
depreciation 
Net 
* 6,000.00 10,000.00 
1,000.00 
$17 ,ooo.oo 
$ 5,000.00 
94,000.00 
65,000.00 
4,000.00 
$168,000.00 
$ 25,000.00 
50,000.00 
$ 10,000.00 
10,000.00 
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$157 ,ooo.oo 
1,700.00 
5,000.00 
168,000.00 
75,000.00 
20,000.00 
$426,700.00 
THE ABC MANUFACTURING CCMPANY 
Balance Sheet, December 51, 19--
LIABILITIES 
Current Liabilities 
Notes Payable (Bank Loans) 
Accounts payable 
Accrued Taxes (local) 
Accrued Payroll 
Accrued Interest 
Accrued Federal Taxes (19--) 
Customers' Deposits on Undelivered Orders 
Deferred Income (Unearned Commissions) 
Fixed Liabilities 
First Mortgage Bonds (Due 19-- ) 
Long Tenn Notes 
Total Liabilities 
Capital~ 
Preferred Authorized 
Less: Unissued 
Common Authorized 
Less: Unissued 
Surplus 
Earned Surplus 
Capital Surplus 
Contingency Reserves 
NET >10RI'H 
$150,000.00 
so,ooo.oo 
*2oo,ooo.oo 
75,000.00 
$ 26,050.00 
25,000.00 
1o,ooo.oo 
$10,000.00 2o,ooo.oo 
1,000.00 1,ooo.oo 
150.00 
1,500.00 
5,500.00 
$75,000.00 
25,000.00 
$100,000.00 
125,000.00 
$225,000.00 
$ 61,050.00 
Total Liabilities and Net Worth 
Source: Fictitious 
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$ 57,150.00 
5,500.00 
1oo,ooo.oo 
:j;;140,650.00 
286,050.00 
$426,700.00 
J AJ:JES SMITH 
Balance Sheet, December 51, 19--
Current Assets 
Cash on Hand and in Bank 
Notes Receivable (trade) 
ASSETS 
Accounts Receivable $20,000.00 
Less: Reserve for doubt-
ful accounts 500.00 
;.:erchandise Inventory 
(stock in trade) 
Prepaid Expenses 
Prepaid Insurance 
Prepaid Store Rent 
Fixed Assets 
Store Fixtures 
Office Furniture and Fixtures 
Less: Reserve for Depreciation 
Total Assets 
Current Liabilities 
Notes Payable 
Accounts Payable 
LIABILITIES 
Accrncrl. 'l'e.xes (Fed., State, local) 
Accrued Payroll 
Accrued Interest 
Total Liabilities 
NET WORTH 
James Smith, Capital: 
Balance January 1, current Year 
Net Profit for the Current Year 
$ 2,ooo.oo 
1,ooo.oo 
19,500.00 
1o,ooo.oo 
100.00 
soo.oo 
:Wlo,ooo.oo 
1,soo.oo 
$11,500.00 
1,500.00 
;t 4,000.00 7,ooo.oo 
200.00 
250.00 
20.00 
$21,650.00 
10,000.00 
Total Liabilities and Net North 
Source: Fictitious 
;.;52,500.00 
600.00 
10,000.00 
$45,100.00 
~11,470.00 
31,650.00 
$45,100.00 
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The Control value and Limitations of the Balance Sheet. 
=:.;;.:..;;:.::,__ -- -
In attempting to discuss the value of the balance sheet to 
management, it might be said at the start that it has its place in 
a business organization today, but its usefulness for control pur-
poses is dying away. In the past the balance sheet was reUed upon 
very heavily for diagnosing the ills of business, but today manage-
ment is rel~dng more heavily upon the details which go to make up the 
whole statement, Then, too, there has been a shift in emphasis on the 
financial statements, Undoubtedly the trend of thought in accounting 
theo~J during recent years has been toward increased emphasis on the 
income statement and relatively decreased emphasis on the balance 
sheet, One of the important factors responsj_bie for the shifting has 
been the reaUzation that income reports yield information which is 
of unquestioned value to the investors and prospective investors, and 
these groups have become increasi.11gly important since the rise of the 
corporate form of business organization and its concomitant, the sep-
aration of omtership and control, mll:!an has ctressed this point: 
(1) 
"The awakened interest in the investor's viewpoint 
has constituted a most important force, tending to 
shift accounting emphasis from the balance sheet 
to the profit and loss statement." 
Another author has said: (2) 
"During recent years there has been an almost com-
plete shift in accounting theory from the 'valua-
tion' approach to the 1cost-income 1 approach in 
the establishment of accounting principles," 
At the beginning of this chapter it •vas stated that perti-
nent data. for management control came froo other SO'.trces thP-.:c the bal-
ance sheet, Therefore, when the balance sheet is referred to as a 
1. 
2. 
Gilman, Stephen, Accountin~Concepts ~Profit, Ronald Press Co,, 
New York, N. Y., i939, p. • 
Ne\vlove, G, H., 3nith, C. A., and White, J, A,, Intennediatc 
Account.ing, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, Mass,, 1948, preface, 
statement that shows the financial condition of a business as of a 
specific date, rfe know that the statement is not exactly true be-
cause the details of the balance sheet are largely statements of 
opinion and not of fact. Mr. Meyer, in the Accounting Revies, has 
told us about some of the fallacies in trying to define the balance 
sheet. (1) In his article he tells us that there arc cases where 
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there are existing contracts and cammittments and possible contin-
gent assets and contingent liabilities, most of which cannot be 
measured, which are of such great importance that they greatly reduce 
the effectiveness of the balance sheet. There are other factors 
which have a direct bearing upon the financial condition of a business 
which may not have been talcen into consideration at all, such as tech-
nical problems in the industry, market conditions, taxation, tariffs, 
the public demand for cO!Imlodities, and the ability of management. (2) 
The balance sheet, as such, gives a basis for forming opinions about 
the condition of a business, but the items on it must be thoroughly 
analyzed and interpreted. i\l:lout the best way to interpret a balance 
sheet is to compare it with previous or subsequent ones. It is well 
to say here that the balance sheet, in and by itself, is not important; 
its importance lies in the fact that it contoins the latest informa-
tion in regard to the position of the accounts, that is, their latest 
balances. 
In recent years there has been a change from the idea that 
in order to analyze a business all you need to do is to compute the 
ratios in its statements and compare these with the ratio standards 
for its industry. (5) There has been a change from the exclusive 
1. Meyer, John n., Fallacies in!!:!=. Balance Sheet .Approach, Accounting 
Review, January, 1946, P• 'S':" 
2. Ibid, p. 9. 
5. Ibid, p. 10. 
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development of the balance sheet and the profit and loss statement 
to an analysis and interpretation of detailed facts from vffiich state-
ments are prepared. Recent books by Bliss indicate these develop-
ncnts. '1 \ \-J 
lir'.othcr e.utf:or has advocated interim balance sheets on a 
monthly basis. He would then average these balance sheets 
"to produce the true financial picture of the com-
pany as it appeared on the average throuc;hont tlc 
year and would automatically bring out all prac-
tices and the degrees thereof indulged in by the 
company. It would produce balance sheet figures 
that would serve as accurate bases for percentage 
computations in comparison with operating figures. 
Merchandise inventory, accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, and capital turnovers would be accurage 
and reliable." (2) 
It must be remembered that the balance sheet must be aug-
mented by the operating data of the business (profit and Loss state-
ment). The results of business operations directly affect the sta-
tus of the balance sheet, and intelligent conclusions as to busi-
ness progress can best be secured by relating the operating forces 
with the results. 
The balance sheet contains important data which may be 
used by the business manager in the control of his enterprise. But, 
at best, the balance sheet can only reveal a succession of conditions. 
It cannot describe the various business activities which have brought 
about the changes. It does not contain a statement of the income and 
expenses transactions during a period of business activity. SUch da~ 
are of course, available in the accounts, but in the balance sheet 
their net effect is merged with other proprietorship data. Consequently 
1, Bliss, James, H., Financial and Operating Ratios in Management, 
Ronald Press co., New York, N.Y., 1925, and Management througll 
Accounts, Ronald Press co., New York, N. Y., 1924. 
2. The Accounting Review. 
it is necessary that the balance sheet be supplemented by the state-
ment of income and expense. The net profit or loss, computed by 
offsetting income and expense items, serves tc r.wn0·,c;··c tmc1 explain 
the periodic changes in the proprietorship section of the balance 
skeet. (1) At times the income and expense data are very impor-
tant; for some purposes they may be more significant than the data 
of the balance sheet. The following chapter is devoted to the con-
struction and preparntion of the statement of income and expense. 
1. Changes in proprietor's capital may, of course, arise for rea-
sons cther than operations at a profit or loss. There may 
occur withdrawals of assets for the proprietor's personal use; 
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on the other hand, the proprietor may invest additional assets in 
the business. Detailed analysis of the several factors of 
change is seldom shown in the balance sheet; supplementary 
statements, such as the statement of income and expense for 
explaining the details behind a period's net profit or loss, 
are usually prepared for this purpose. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT 
Dei'inition 
The balance sheet can be dei'ined as a statement of finan-
cial position. The statClr.lent of profit and loss may be dei'ined as 
a summary of profit and loss activities. It gives a picture of the 
operations of a business enterprise in making a profit. The bal-
ance sheet shows results; the profit and loss statement shows ei'forts 
or activities. The profit and loss statement lil'.ks together the 
balance sheet at the beginning of a period With the balance sheet at 
the close of the same period. It portrays the income activities 
which have made the changes in the balance sheet items. It is, there-
fore, a major instrmnent of internal control. 
~ Balance ~ ~ Profit ~ ~ statement Related 
These two statements are the basie reports made at the 
close of a fiscal period. In all double-cntl"'J bookkeeping, both of 
the statements are made up from the same ledger after the ledger has 
been properly adjusted to take into consideration such information as 
Will bring the ledger accounts up to date. The statement of profit 
and loss is often ~oken of by accountants as complementary to the 
balance sheet. (1) Not only is the statement of profit and loss 
complementary to the balance sheet, but I:k'U1Y peo;~lc bcJ.:c.c'V"C it to 1'c 
noc-3 important as far as statements go. In fact, the trend in recent 
years years has been toward placing a greater emphasis on the profit 
and loss statement, especially in the case of large corporations With 
1. See Fjeld, E. I., and Sherritt, L. w., Intermediate Accounting, 
The Ronald Press Company, N. Y., p. 4. 
thousands of stockholders and other investors who rely upon the 
profit and loss or income statement for an accurate report of the 
earnings of the company. The Accountants' Handbook seems to bear 
this out when it says: (l) 
''Formerly the balance sheet was regarded an the 
more L"lportant statement, and it was not un-
common to find the income statement omitted in 
reports to stockholders. Recently, increased 
emphasis has been placed upon the income state-
ment and except among banks and some other fin-
ancial institutions, few reports to stockholders 
nowadays fail to include complete income state-
ments." 
The two financial statements should always be considered 
together. Both are the final objectives of the accountant and acc-
ounting work throughout the year. The information shown on one ties 
in with the information shown on the other. To show this tie-in, 
let us consider the chart on page 50. 
!h!:, Content _9£ ~Profit~~ statement 
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The profit and loss statement, expanded and detailed as 
required to show how effectively all parts of the business structure 
work, indicates: first, the sales income; second, the cost of sales; 
third, the gross margin (2) fourth, deductions for selling and ad-
ministrative e;~enses; fifth, the net operating profit; sixth, the 
cost of financial aid (interest on borrowed money); and seventh, the 
final net profit which is available as compensation for capital furn-
ished by the owners (dividends or other forms of profit distribution.) 
While it is true that the profit and loss statement forms a 
connecting link between proprietorship at the beginning and at the end 
1. The Accountants• Handboo!,, p. 5. 
2. For a discussion of the term "gross margin" in place of "gross 
profit" see Holts, F. E., and Stillman, A. B., Interpretive 
Accounting, Longmans, Green and Co., New York, N. Y., 1930, p. 58. 
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of a period, there has been a tendency in the past to draft two 
statements to show the connection. These two statements are the state-
ment of profit and loss and the statement of surplus. Under this 
practice the formal summary of income operations is limited to a 
presentation of the activities of the current period resulting in 
profit or loss, and the statement of surplus is used to show the cur-
rent disposition made of such profit and of profits undistributed in 
prior periods and to record inter-period adjustments and extraordinary 
items not directly related to the current period. Thus, to give a 
complete picture of position and progress, three statements are used: 
first, the balance sheet; second, the statement of profit and loss; 
and third, the statement of surplus. When the surplus statement is 
omitted, its content should be included either as an elaboration of 
the item "surplus" on the balance sheet, or as the final section of 
a combined statement of profit and loss and surplus. The latter meth-
od is receiving increasing recognition. (1) 
~ .2!'. 2 profit ~ ~ statement 
The particular form or method of presenting the statement 
of profit and loss is decided upon in much the same manner as the form 
of the balance sheet is decided upon. In either case the form will de-
pend upon the purpose it is intended to serve. In the case of the 
statement of profit and loss, if it is to be drafted for management's 
use, the prime consideration is the presentation of information where-
by actual accomplishment may be effectively compared with planned acc-
omplishment so that the policies adopted to secure that accomplishment 
can be judged. This usually requires departmentalization in accordance 
1. See Accounting Research fulletin, No. a, .American Institute of 
Accountants. 
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with sales outlets, classification of product, etc; classification of 
expense accounts in accordance with internal operating organization 
of executives and staff so that personnel effectiveness can be judged. 
On the other hand, if the report of income and expense is to be draf-
ted for external use--creditors, owners, and the public-the pr:i!:le con-
sideration is to show the earning power of the capital employed, to 
measure fairly the current period's normal activities, and shOI'T the 
items needed to take cognizance of adjustments of previous period's 
reported results and the eJC!!raordinary non-recurring items applicable 
to the current period. 
_In either of the above uses for the statement of profit and 
loss it should be recognized that there are various forms and ways for 
bringing out the desired details. It should also be noted that the 
profit and loss statement for a mercantile business and that of a manu-
facturing business will be different due to the peculiarity of the acc-
ounts kept by the two kinds of businesses. 
As with the balance sheet, so with the profit and loss state-
ment; the account form or the report form may be used to display the 
profit and loss items. 
Accounting reports should possess certain features 
First of all, accounting reports should be simple. They should 
contain no irrelevant details and should, where practicable, be reduced 
to terms which are easily understood. Nell-planned graphic reports us-
ually meet this requirement very nicely. However, there are cases 
where graphic reports are so poorly prepared that the accountant 1 s 
attempts at simplicity are ruined by his inexperience in graphic pre-
sentation. 
Accounting reports should be complete; that is to say, 
they should contain all important material, with no omission of 
data which are of value to the person examining the report. If an 
omission should be disclosed, it might alter the impression. Com-
pleteness is not synonymous with complexity; for a report may be 
comp:;_ete, yet still be simple. Moreover, a report :nay be complete 
and still be short. Arry general impression conveyed b;,' the state-
ment should be true. Although technically correct, the stater.1ent 
should not create a false impression. 
It is vel"J :i.nportant at times for business aclr1inistrators 
to compare the results of different types of a.ctivity; consequently, 
reports should, where possible, be prepared in such a manner that 
the data can be compared with those on other reports. It is il:!pol-
tant that the reports be similarly arranged each tine they are made. 
Uniformity of statement construction plays a very im:>ort<mt role in 
accounting and statistical control of business activity. Chapters 
five, six, and seven will bring this out more in detail. 
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Another featu:·e of an accounting report is that it be clear. 
It is highly important tha.t the it.e:::s en a report be clearly set forth 
under descriptive account titles Yrhich indicate tho nature of the 
items being considered. 
Limitations of ~he Profit ~ ~ statement 
In spite of the fact that account:Lne statements are set up 
>vith such seeming exactness, they have certain limitations: (l) 
a. ThB'J are essentially interim reports. 
b. They are postulated on the concepts of tile 
going concern and the business entity. 
c. They are stated in tenns of a fluctuating 
um t of value. 
1. See Accountants' Handbook, p. 55. 
cl. They can express only factors capable of 
being measured in terms of the monetary unit. 
T'ne outstanding defect of the conventional profit and loss 
statement is thd it shows only one side oi' the picture. It re-
ports profits made but does not show profits lost, namely, those 
potential profits which did not materialize owing to failure on 
the part of the organization to take full advantage of their profit 
opportunities. There is probably not a manufacturer in fifty who 
has any idea of what his profit would be if he took full advantage 
of the opportunities presented. 
"\'fuat has been said about the necessity of preparing com-
parative balance sheets may be said about the necessity of pre-
paring comparative profit and loss statements. Also, to be of great-
est use to management, accounting reports should be analyzed item 
by item and this procedure should be accomplished frequently. 
CHAPTER V 
SO'l\G INSTRU1!3NTS USED IN INTERPRETIJJG BUSiliESS RECO:WS 
The tvm previous chapters have shown how accounting data 
is set up, classified, and SUllllllarized. .Vith the data set up in 
classified and summarized form it becomes necessary to interpret 
these data for management. The interpretation can be accomplished 
by comparing the various items and by looking for significont rer 
lationships in the data in the reports. 
Conditions fundamental ~ statement AnaJ.ysis. 
'fhe first essential to an analysis and interpretation of 
a financial statement is its proper construction, without which no 
satisfactory conclusions can be drawn. 
For this reason, accountants, bankers, and credit men 
have given considerable attention to the adoption of standard forms 
of balance sheets and profit and loss statements. In many cases 
standard forms have been prescribed by regulatory bodies, such as 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, state insurance departr:wnts, 
pv.blic service c=issions, etc. The Federal iceserve Board and 
various voluntary associations have also emphasized the adoption 
of a standardized form of financial and operating statement. 
It is equally important that the classification of items 
appearing in the statements be consistent, Conclusions cannot be ! 
safely drawn as to the trend of profits or expenses from one per-
iod to another unless the figures are taken from a classification 
of accounts that are the same year by year, Likewise the items 
should always appear under the same classification in the state-
ments. This point cannot be stressed too strongly because it is a 
very important point to keep in mind, 
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A ratio is the quantitative relationship of one account-
ing fact to another. It is a quantity expressed relative to some 
other quantity, as 5 cents per pound, 60 miles per hour, $2.40 of 
current assets per $1.00 of current liabilities, 6% interest, etc. 
The purpose of the ratio is to facilitate comparison. An absolute 
comparison obtained by consider-ing the dollar fi;:;nres in a state-
ment may be misleading. For example, the net working capital of 
$6,000.00. Looking at these absolute figures a person might get the 
Ytrong idea. ~tt a relative comparison, obtained by the use of ratios, 
shows a different picture. If one would take the c,_,·rent ratio of 
these two companies the story would be told in a different way. More 
light is obtained by the use of all kinds of ratios when interpreting 
financial statements or any other kind of comparative data. A ratio 
is of very great importance in planning operations ordetennining 
status. Perhaps no other statistical device is so widely employed 
in business today as is the ratio. 
As another illustration of the ratio, let us assume that 
the total sales of an enterprise were .;J.3,COC.OO n"~- tJort t.ot,al sell-
ing expenses were $2,000.00. Then the ratio between sales and sell-
ing expenses would be the mtio between $13,000.00 and $2,000.00. 
This may be expressed by the fraction 15,000/2,000, which eqlcals 
13/2, or as the number 6.5. 
In any situation in accounting, comparisons may be drawn 
between any groups of data. But in order to be most significant it 
must be remembered that the type of comparison will vary with the 
type of data and with the persons making the comparison. Therefore, 
it ~s irepossible to give here all the possible ratios that might 
be used in the interpretation of data, but the more inport~11t or:cc 
r:>..ay be listed. 
::::-pcr!.cJ:ce c-~1c'. nc rule of reason have established im-
portant relationships between items of the balance sheet and some 
of those items with earning statement figures, The most common 
is the ratio or proportion of current assets to current liabilities, 
This is usually called the current ratio, and for many years business 
men were quite satisfied when their statements revealed a substantial 
current position, ~uch a situation is reassuring, but this ratio 
should be examined in the light of the other statement ratios, and 
particularly the trend of the net capital, which is called the net 
working capital. The ratio of current assets to current liabilities 
is a measure of the adequacy of working capital, If the char2.ctez-
istics of a given business involve a heavy investment in inventory 
or a slow turn to convert to sales, or i.f sales ;c.re made on long 
terms, it is obvious that a higher ratio of current assets to current 
liabilities is desired than if the reverse were true, What consti-
tutes a satisfactory current ratio varies to some extent ~~th the 
line of business. In general, the more liquid the current assets, 
the less the margin needed above current liabilities. 
The current ratio should be generally analyzed further by 
separating out the inventory, It is customary to require that the 
cash items and the receivables together exceed all the current lia-
bilities, This ratio is called the quick ratio, 
While the Current ratio and the ;~ick ratio are very val-
uable in statement analysis, there ar~ other ratios which are im-
portant in such an analysis. SOmetimes too much emphasis is placed 
on the current ratio because it is the most common ratio, One~ 
thor has this to say about the current ratio: (1) 
"The use of the ratio of current assets to cur-
rent liabilities by analysts has gone from one 
extreme to the other; it is now comfortably 
between the two. In the early 1900 1 s when the 
analysis of accounting statements was coming 
into prominence, the current ratio seemed to 
be the most important one among accoQ~tants 
and businessmen. 
At tqat time little was !mown abo'lt many of the 
other ratios that are used extensively today. 
As other comparisons came into existence, the 
feeling developed widely that the current ratio 
is, after all, a generality; that no one ratio, 
no one comparison can pmssibly give a clear 
picture of the inherent soundness or weakness 
of a balance sl1eet. And so many other kinds 
of ratios began to have vital significance to 
the analyst. As these other rc.tios began to take 
on value i.~ analysis, the current ratio began 
to receive less attention. 
At the present ti:ne the position of the current 
ratio is practically between the two extre:Jcs 
nentioned above. The current ratio is con-
sidered valuable in modern analysis, but it is, 
after all, one ratio out of many that can be 
used. Analysts are nmv more concerned with 
understanding and interpreting the iru1erent 
financial condition of a business enterprise 
than its condition at a particular date." 
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The Eandbook of Business Administration brine;s out so!!le 
of the "other ratios" mentioned by Llr. Foulke. (2) Thes•Y 2·at:'o::; 
roay be see;regated into three types: first, Balance Sheet ratios; 
second, Profit and Loss ratios; and third, Turnover ratios. Under 
the Balance Sheet ratios may be listed the following: 
a. F.atios betueen current assets anci total assets. 
b. 1.atios between liabilities and net 7iorth. 
c. P.atios between accounts receiv<J.ble and ner-
chandise. 
1. Foulke, Fey A., Practical Financial State:oent Analysis, LlcGraw•-
Fill Book Company, Nmv York, N. t., 1945, p. 185. 
2. Business Administration Handbook, ;·1. J. Donald, Editor-In-Chief, 
lv!cGraw--Hill Book Company, Nmv York, N. Y., 1931, pp. 334-340. 
d. Ratios between current ass,,ts and current 
liabilities. 
The Profit and Loss ratios may;:,., set up as: 
a. Ratios between gross profit and sales. 
b. llatios between operating expenses and sales. 
c. Ratios bet•·;een net profit and sales. 
d. Patios between classes of expenses. 
e. P.atios between subdivisions of sales. 
The Turnover ratios may be illustrated as follmvs: 
a. P.atios between merchandise inventory and goods 
sold. 
b. other turnover ratios. 
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Balance sheet ratios are those which reflect the various 
aspects of the financial status of a business organization. TI1ey 
are called static ratios and make a comparison between a part 
and the whole. For example, one of the current assets nay be 
compared with the total current assets. In both of the financial 
statements there are ratios which will indicate solvency, sound-
ness, and progress. 
follows: 
Some of these ratios are given below, and are listed as 
(1) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Current assets divided by the current Uabili-
ties will give the degree of liquidity. 
Reserve divided by total assets will give the 
degree of conservatism. 
Cash divided by the Current Habilit:Le: ~;-.:..r~ 
:::.vc ths cash position. 
Total assets divided by the net worth will 
give the apportionment of stockholders in-
terest. 
P.eceivables divided by the annual sales will 
give the collection policy of the organization. 
Inventory divided by the annual sales will give 
the size of the inventory. 
·sates d.5_v:i_c~.ed 11"'.:' ·:-.}1c nGt ·· .. .-c,l-.-:-,; l:ill give the 
acthity of stockholders interest. 
1. Rautenstrauch, .!alter, Tbe Successful Control of Profits, B. c. 
Forbes Publishing Compa.Iiy,' New York, N. 'Y., l9ml'. 
See also, Riegel, F.obert, Elements of Business statistics ·D. 
Appleton !:o Ccmpany, New York, IJ. 'Y.;-'1931, p. 196. -:4 
h. Debt divided by the net worth will give the 
relation between money interests of credi-
tors and that of stockholders. 
i. Annual sales divided by the fixed assets 
will eive vitality of fixed assets. 
j. Profit or loss divided by the capitalization 
will eive the degree of -;:>rofitableness of 
the business. 
These ratios, as well as all others ~-;;1ich ars comp"tecl, 
must be inte:Qretecl in each Ci'.se in the light of part5.cular ci:r-
ctt'llstances. One must use precaution •·Jhen studying any of the 
ratios of a business or::::;an~·-zation. To illustrate so:.1e of those 
precautions, let us notice the follcr.-:ine: 
The current assets to current liabilities ratio ::1eans 
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different in various cases, The cash mi8ht contain non-<:!as:l iv....ws, 
the accl)u.r1ts receiv;;.'.JJ '::·s :light be long past due, .:.nd the size of 
the inventory m·Lght be out of rroportion. T}:c cash to currcPt 
liabilities ratio depends U.._)on nhether or not the b1.wine~3 is 
seasonal. 
Ancther precaution that one s:-~c.-~:1~~- fDl1o ..... - i:~. 'jc;:.ir:c per-
cent,a:;e[' is that- of cornpar.; ng percentages Yrl thout. kncrr,rJ_e\lt:e of the 
base to Tlhich they refer. This :-:12:r lead to error z.._nd con.fusion. (1) 
To illustrate ratios still furthe:. .. , t.he follcrorinc; fig-
ures are given; 
Current Assets, 
Current liab. 
i':'.eserves 
~ot,t .. }. c..:;ccts 
~65,095,195 
4D,F06,<194 
Actual 
152% 
Desirable 
200~ 
i.iean:lne; 
1.52 to 1 in-
::teacJ. of 2.00 
to 1. ::ot too 
::;ood. 
La.cl< of conserva-
~~.ive reserves. 
1. See lleisr;anger, ,;illian AdcU.so!!., ...:Le::::~".~:~.r :.:·~.:-::· .l.stical I.Iet.hods, 
The i.iacHillan Company, !Je~; York, N. 1., 19'27, chapter enhoied, 
"Interpretation of Statistical Results." 
.Actual Desirable 
cash 2,178,509 
Cur. Liab. 49,806,494 
Fixed assets 105,117,659 
Net Trorth . lll.1597 ,519 92% 
Baceivab1es 12,519,035 
Sales 18818661024 6% 
Merchandise 51,197 1649 
Sales 1881866,024 ~% 
Sales 18818661024 
Net Worth lll.,597 ,519 169% 
Debt 55,698,000 
Wet 'II'Orth lll.,597 ,519 49% 
10% 
200% 
Sales 188,866,024 
Fixed assets 101111171639 1.82% 300% 
Deficit 2 046 731 
capitalization ~2,o!O,ooo 1 l/2% 15% 
6l. 
Keemng 
Poor cash pos:!. tion 
Too heavy- invest-
J!I8nt• 
Efficient policy. 
Jrerchandise inventor;r 
should not run over 
30f per $1.00 o£ 
sales. 
Subnomal. activity 
o£ invested funds. 
Sluggish. 
Bad hal snce. 
Sholl's that the plant 
has been enlarged 
too rapid:cy" and sale a 
are not keeping pace. 
!Qss instead of a 
profit. 
ihe above ratios, as wall as all others which are cauputed, 
must be inte17reted in each case in the light o£ pa1'ticular circum-
stances. <De must use precaution when studying an;y o£ the ratios 
o£ a business orgamzation. 
7he current assets to current liabilities ratio means 
different in var:l.ous cases. 7he csah m:l.ght contain non-cash itans, 
and some of the other current asset.s may contain irregularities. ihe 
cash to CUITent liabilities ratio depends upon whether or not the 
• 
business is seasonal. 
C<lllparison of data on the statement o£ profit and loss~ 
produce ratios 'lil:!ich are much the 8llllle as those produced by ccm-
paring balance sheet items. ~e ratios produced by comparison of 
profit and loss items are called "operating ratios", or "velocity 
ratios. • 5aD.e ot these ratios are listed belOW": 
a. Returned goods to sales. Changes 1n this 
ratio indicate increases or decreased 1n 
the satisfaction of the trade with the 
cCIIDII!Od1ties sold. It also mq indicate 
the extent ot detectin gootis sold. When 
this ratio increases, the cause must be 
ascertained and corrected so that there 
will be no loss ot sales. 
b. Cost ot sales to net sales. ~s ratio, 
when used caaparati~, atter e]jjn1nating 
a;ey- variable price factor, indicates in-
creasing or decreasiDg costs ot manufac-
turing, or of purchases. If' increasing, 
the cause or causes should .be localized to 
the elements ccmposing the cost ot sales 
account. 
~ere are a few :Important ratios between items found 1n 
the balance sheet, on the one haDd, and items of the profit and 
loss statement on the other hand, as tollOW"s: 
a. Credit sales to accounts receivable. tis 
indicates the t1ll'llO'Nr ot receivables, and 
whether or not the volume of receivables 
is nomal. 1n acco:rdaDce with sales tezms. 
b. Cost ot Sales to Inventories ot Finished 
Goods. 'l'his lhOW"S tumover of the fin-
ished goods inventory; it should be app-
lied to the cost ot sales ot each cCIIIIIOd-
ity or product separate4>". 
c. Cost of sales to fixed 1nvestment. An in-
crease in this ratio iDdicates a tende:ney 
toward greater plant utilization. When 
we substitute gross II8Z'gin tor the first 
element in the ratio, we have a relation-
ship that measures the profitableness ot 
plant utilization, 
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This chapter has introduced sane of the siinificant ccm-
parisons that can be drawn from the data appearing 1n financial 
reports. It has not attempted to illustrate or mention all the 
various types of ccmparisons which 111&7 be ot illlportance tor a man-
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ager; nor has it attempted to extract trom all the possible ratios 
those most significant tor all purposes o£ administration. :!he 
ratios 'IIIlich are most significant in a particular situation 1lill 
depend upon the existing conditions. lkiwtner, betore closing the 
discussion ot ratios, it might be well to mention one other kind ot 
ratio. :!his is reterred to as a Standard ratio. 
:!he actual ratios pertaining to a given compaey tor a 
certain period or date ~~~~q be caupared with the past records. :!his 
standard o:r comparison answers the question, "hall' do the current 
results compare with the past?" An equally important question is, 
"how do the current results compare with what they- should be, n :!he 
anner to the second question is found by comparing actual ratios 
with "ideal" ratios established by the management, ratios 'IIIlich 
could be realized under ideally" desirable conditions. :!he actual 
ratios ot a compaey are :frequent~ also caopared w.ith "industry 
averages" 'IIIlich are compiled by the compaey itselt or by a trade 
association. (1) Such comparisons will shall' variances between 
the actual ratios and the standard ratios chosen. '!he variances 
1lill indicate either a favorable or an unfavorable result relative 
to the standard; they- therefore point out :for the benetit o:r the 
management 'IIIlich aspects or status aDd perfozmance are bel01r 
standard, 'IIIlich ones are approximately" standard, and which ones 
are above standard. '!he energies ot the management could then be 
applied :first toward the impl'O'nllllent ot the results 'IIIlich are be-
lOll' the desirable ltnels; the ext.ent ot the eti'orts made to acc-
omplish better what is alread;r done reasonabJy nell would depend 
l. See appendix tor a list or Trade .Associations. 
upon the magnitude of the first problem. Reference to the table 
on pages 60 and 61 w.Ul illustrate standard ratios. 
!'!!! ~ 2£. Averages 
It. is often important to kDolr llhat is the central t~ 
dency in a group or series of data. Sl&ch knowledge may be de-
tennined by computing the average of a set of measurements and 
discovering to llhat extent t.he;r varr .f'rall each other and from the 
accepted measure of central tendency. 
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The 'IJOrd "average" usual.ly connotes the 11mean" or "arith-
metic mean" to most people. To make the tem clear, an average ma;y 
detiDed as a single value llhich is taken to represent a group of 
values. Now there are several WilTS to obtain this representative 
value because thare are several 'lzypes of averages. For a given case, 
one type ma;y be more representative than anotJ1er type. Therefore, 
it is necessar;r to UDderst.and the nature and purpose of each type. 
Probab~ the most o• ccl7 used average is the "arith-
metic average"• or "arithmetic mean." (1) rus method o:r measur-
ing data is ccmputed as follows: 
Items purchalled 
400 
500 
25 
550 
50 
1525 
unit Price 
--
$2.00 
2.25 
4.00 
2.50 
There are five unit. prices listed and the total of the 
1. See D&vies, G. R., and Yoder, D&le, Business statistics, John W:Uey 
and Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., J.94!';P:t!'!'. 
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group is $13,95. Therefore, if we divide the total of $.13.95 by 
s, we obtain the arithmetic average of $2,79, But this arithmetic 
mean is not al118Y'S satisfactory and cannot a.lln;cy"s be used to ad-
vantage. 
In the illustration just given, the average of $2.79 is 
not very significant because the unit price on 1250 of' the itEms 
purchased is considerably below the average, llbile the unit price 
on onl.y 75 of the itEms purchased are considerably above the aver-
age, It is obvious that 'Ire must f:lnd a wa;r that will give us a 
more perfect average for this group of data. 'Ihe wa:y is found by 
using what is known in statistics as the "nightad average, n (l) 
So, if we apply this method of' finding the average, our caaputa-
tion will be as follows& 
Items purchased UDi.t cost Total cost 
--
400 $2.00 $ aoo.oo 
500 2.25 1125.00 
25 4.00 100.00 
350 2.00 805.00 
50 3,{0 170.00 
1525 $5000.00 
If we divide the $3,000,00 by 1525 we will obtain a 
"nighted average" of' $2.26. This average is more representative 
of' the whole group and therefore is more significant. 
The above two kinds of averages, which have been illus-
trated, are the simplest types of all averages. other measures of 
central tendency are: the mode, the median, the geanetric mean, and 
l. See Riggleman, Jobll R., and Frisbee, Ira U., Business stat:i_stics, 
llcGraw-Hill Book Cclllp!lli\Y', Inc., New York, N. !., iYSS, p. 168. 
the hannonic mean. :the mode is a special type ol average, appli-
cable to SQII8 groups of data. In caees where the measurements 
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tend to cluster about a certain value, it is very often satisfactory. 
The mode is useful where extreme itaas should not affect the average. 
For example, if a banker wishes to know the average balance of all 
depositors, he might wish to use the modal average rather than the 
arithmetic. :the latter would be grea~ influenced by a few large 
deposit balances, but the mode would not be affected by these ~ 
treme cases, and, therefore, would be a more representative average. 
In fact, in obtaining the modal average, the size ol extreme cases 
need not be taken into consideration at all. 
JB an illustration ol the calculation of the mode, suppose 
that the following represent the prices ol a certain class of stock 
on successive days: so, Sl, so, SO l/2, Sl, S2, S5, Sl, so, 79, so, 
so, S2, so. or these various prices, SO occurs six times and is, 
therefore, the modal price ol all the prices listed. 
Another measure which is often used in business is the med-
ian. :the median, like the mode, is al110 a ''Position" average. It 
is the item micilrey' between the highest and the lowest when the items 
are arranged in the order ol their values. :the cauputation of the 
median is illustrated on page ffl. 
:the median average can be obtained even though the values 
ol all items are not kn011n. In fact, the onJ.y item that needs to be 
knO'IIll is the mid-point, provided it is lal011n that there are an even 
pumber of items on either side of this mid-point. But the mode and 
median should not be used for data where there is but few items, 
otherwise they are not likezy to be representative. It requires a 
considerable lllllllber of cases to establish a reliable position for the 
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THE JIEDIAN ILLUSTRATED 
CH.ven items Blarrangemant Formula for 
finding the 
14edian. 
14 2 
To find the 
2 6 udian, add 
one to the 
6 6 number or 
items and 
7 7 divide by 
2. 
18 lO 
l2 l2 13f1.7 
13 13 2 
Counting dmm 
6 l4 the group to 
the seventh 
10 15 i tam, we find 
this vaJ.ue to 
15 l8 be 13. This 
vaJ.ue is the 
l8 l8 median. 
20 20 
22 22 
mode or the median. 
ot.her averages are sanetimes introduced to typify a 
group or series of data, but they ilrrolve the use of somewhat 
elaborate mathematical fo:nnulas for their ccmputation. Because 
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of this the averages which have been illustrated are the ones most 
comm~ used. The use of averages, like ratios, will vary with 
the persons using them and the conditions under 'llhich they- are used. 
Sane of the uses to 'llhich averages~ be placed are now given. 
The use or averages has Jllllli1 advantages in the analysis 
of accounting data. In the first place, an average~ be select-
ed to typify a group or series of 1!'1Jt1lar data. It might be desired 
to know the average cash balances of the several branches of a 
business organization or their average ilrrentory. The second ad-
vantage of an average would be to compare several groups or series. 
If a type ~ be utilized to SlllllllllU'ize a single set of items, it 
mq be also used to canpare two o:r more groups or series. The average 
rate of interest on municipal bonds is lower than the rate on rail-
road bonds. 
Jllmy times averages are used in order to set up standards. 
ibese standards refer to standard ratios. For example, the average 
inventory on hand in a group of branches doing about the same amount 
of business might be regarded as the desirable average amount for all 
branches to keep on hand. Simi J arly, the average sales or a group of 
salesmen during a period of time might be established as the minimum 
811101lJlt 'llhich must be sold by each one before he would be allowed a 
certain rate of commission on his sales. 
Closely associated with measures of central tendency, or 
averages, are measures of dispersion. These measures of dispersion 
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are te:nned Quartile. deviation, a'ftrage deviation, standard devia-
tion, and relative dispersion. biT good book on business statis-
tics will give the method ot caapuUng these measures ot dispersion 
as well as the measures ot central tendency. (l) 
'Jhe purpose ot these measures at dispersion is to detemine 
whether the average is really representative or to what extent the 
data vary tram the averages, and to measure the spread of the data 
irrespective ot the relation ot the items to the cauputed averages. 
'lhe measures ot dispersion, mentioned above, ma;y be stated 
in two 111qs. <ne method shon the absolute smount at deviation, while 
the other gives the relative aount at deviation. 
Averages are watched very closely by' management because 
their behavior reflects changes in variables. The an&J3sis ot account-
ing data by' the use ot ratios and anrages often enables a manager 
to discOYer significant trends which Ullderlie the mass ot facts dis-
played in the various reports. 'Jhe trends may refer to series ot sin-
gle items, to ratios, or to averages. 
Trends !I!!Allzed 2z ~ ~ ~ ratios 
The '!fOrd "trend" in business denotes (2) 
"the average or composite direction of change 
in a series ot data extending OYer a period 
of t:Sme. n 
Trends may be obser'ftd by' the use of ratios and averages. 
'Jhe tol.lowing illustration will serve to bear out this fact. In this 
illustration the sales and the gross margin are given for five years. 
The ratio of the gross margin to sales ia computed and fran the ratios 
one can see the trend very easily. 
l. see Da,vies and Yoder, Cp. Cit. 
2. Ibid. p. f!7. 
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Year Gross Jlargin 5ales Ratio 
-
1 $20,000.00 $100,000.00 20% 
2 24,000.00 120,000.00 20% 
s 30,000.00 155,000.00 19.4% 
4 ss,ooo.oo 170,000.00 20.6% 
5 42,000.00 210,000.00 20% 
Even though the sales and the gross margins have changed 
during the f'ive-year period, we find that there is an even trend 
in the ratio between the two. It would be very difficult to get 
the correct picture of the trend in this case if' one had to ~ 
solely upon the dollar figures given. It is only when we apply the 
use of' percentages that one may f'om a correct idea of 'llhich mr;r 
the trend is. 
The above ratios between the gross margin and the sales 
indicate that the gross margin is advancing at a constant rate each 
year. This tendency may indicate to the manager that he may ~ 
pect about the same rate or gross margin next year if' his sales in-
crease. A knowledge of the trend of au,y type of' ratio during a per-
iod of' time very often proves hel.pf'ul to en executive. Fran a stu~ 
of' the various trends in his business, he may be able to decide 
which types of' expenditures bring the greatest profits. 
Now with the help of ratios and averages we shall consider 
another method of interpreting accounting data. This discussion will 
deal with Comparative statements. 
CHAPTER VI 
C<JIPARATIVE STATEUENTS 
l!!!!!!,!! !2.!:. Canparative statements 
'lhe American Institute or Accoantants made a study or 
rims llho are using ccmparative statements and have this to say in 
the Accoanting ~seueh Bulletin: (l) 
"Onr study revealed a Slllprising trend toward 
presenting statements in ccmpare.tive rom. 
About 40% Of the CCillpenies presented their 
balance sheets in c0111parative fo:rm and about 
55% presented c0111parative income statements 
for at least two years, and two concerns 
subnitted comparative statements or income 
in the president's report. Seven reports 
contained ccmparative SUIIIIIIlU'ies or Wance 
sheet items ranging from 4 to 10 years, 
and 17 corporations presented supplemental 
comparative statements or income for pez-
iods or frcm 4 to 45 yEiarSo II 
Again the American Institute came out with this statement 
regarding the use or Comparative statements. (2) 
w.r.ne increasing use or ccmparative statements 
in the annual reports or companies is a step 
1n the right direction. 'lhe practice enhan-
ces the significance or the reports, and brings 
out more clearly the nature and trends or cuz-
rent changes affecting the enterprise. 'lhe 
use or statements in ccmparative rom serves 
to increase the reader's grasp or the facts 
that the statements for a series or periods 
are far more signif1cant than those for a 
single period-that the statements for one 
year are but one installment or llhat is 
essentially a continuous history. It is, 
therefore, recCIIIIIIEinded that the use or ca~r 
parati ve statements be extended. In aey one 
year it is ordinarily desirable that the 
balance sheet, the income statement and the 
surplus statement (the latter two being separate 
or combined) be given for the preceding as well 
as the current year. Footnotes, eJq>lanations 
l. Accounting .liesearch Bulletin, No. s, American Institute or 
Accountants. 
2. Ibid, April, 1940, Comparative statements. 
and accountants' qualificatioll8 already made 
on the statement-s for the preceding year 
should be given, or at least referred to, 
in the comparative statements. If, because 
of reclassiticatioll8or for other reasons, 
changes have occurred in the basis for pre-
senting corresponding items for the two pez-
iods, information should be furnished llhich 
will explain the change. This is in confoz-
mity with the well recogni"ed rule that ~ 
change in practice llhich would affect caa-
parability should be disclosed." 
'l'he extension of the use of CauParative statements was 
strongly recamnended by" the Alnerican Institute of .Acc01llltants. 
All the more elementary stsps in analyzing financial 
statements COI18ist of simple compari80118. 'l'heae comparisons are 
of several kinds, name:cy-: 
a. Comparison with statements of different 
dates or periods. 
b. Comparisons of related items on the same 
data or for the same period. 
c. Comparison with stata.nts of other con-
cerns. 
d. Comparison of actual and budgeted figures. 
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'l'he comparison of the Sllllle items at different dates is 
facilitated by the computation of increases and decreases. In prac-
tice, these changes e:x;:>ressed in tems of dollars arc often supj?le-
mented by the computation of the percentage of change in each item. 
When these percentages are shOIIJl, it is much easier to dete:nnine 
'Whether or not a change is nonaal. 
When related items are compared, the use of percentages 
to express the relatioll8hip is CCIIIIIon practice. This is true for 
both related items in the same statement and related items in diff-
erent statements. In terms of percentage, the relationships are 
readi:cy- grasped and are easy to work with. 
Percentages make another important contribution to the 
technique or an&cyzing financial statements. The factor or sise 
is subordinated if everything is placed on a relative basis. As 
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a result, the statements or one concern can be caupared with those 
or sane other enterprise even though there is an appreciable diff-
erence in the size or the two business units. Also statements 
covering periods or different length can be ccapared. 
camparative Belanc~ Sheets 
As was indicated in chapters Ill and IV, the balance sheet 
and the profit and loss statement will not answer all the questions 
or an executive, but the analytical statistics as prepared by the 
accounting and statistical departments will lead to correct an-
swers, in almost all cases, to the questions that are put to the 
accountant. However, for the accounting statements to be more 
effective, there should be cauparison or items as outlined in the 
beginning or this chapter. F:l.nancial statements should be prepared 
each month. An effective plan is to compare the balance sheet or 
one month with that of the previous month and again with that or 
the corresponding month or the previous year. In this way, both 
the larger changes for an entire year are made apparent and cur-
rent trends or change are brought to light. 
The balance sheet brings out certain characteristics of a 
business and may disclose the nature or the management. This may 
cane about by cauparing certain bel ano~ sheet ratios with approved 
standards as was brought out in chapter v. (l) llaey times owners 
l. Rautenstrauch, walter, The SU.ccessf'ul Control of Profits, B. Co 
- -Forbes Publishing Callpaily, HEnr York, N. Y., 1930, pp. 147-171. 
and other individuals on the outside are more interested in these 
ratios than the :aumagement of the particular organization. Bank-
ers, stockholders, creditors, and in sane instances, employees 
have same indication of the strength of the organization through 
the study of balance sheet and profit and loss ratios. 
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In order that the significant info:nna.tion which comparative 
statements bring out may be illustrated, a canparative balance sheet 
is set up on the following pages. This balance sheet is properly 
classified and arranged to shOII' the trends of change in the finan-
cial conditions of the business. In preparing a comparative balance 
sheet, every possible precaution must be exercised in class:i.tying 
the amounts. Erroneous classification or lack of uniformity des-
troys the comparative features of the statement and renders it prac-
tica.ll:y worthless. 1\l.us, in preparing comparative balance sheets, 
unito:nn arrangement should be adopted which can be used without 
deviation at arv given time or period. Continued errors in classi-
fication constitute a serious difficulty in securing representative 
amounts, and, it used for camparison or statistical purposes, will 
result in a hindrance instead of an aid in future activities. 
nte follOII'ing balance sheet answers the question as to 
what are the current assets of the present as compared with the 
current assets of a year ago. It states the current liabilities 
and fran the current assets and the current liabilities, a ratio can 
be obtained which is an important one in business. It will be noted 
that the illustrated statements are set up using absolute numbers, 
but with significant percentages added. 1\l.ese percentages are added 
to aid the one 'llho is to ~ the figures. Since comparative 
statements are made to facilitate analysis, effort should be spent 
to make this ana.J.ysis as meaningful as possible. 
Analysis is the process ot resolving a thing into its 
elements, or an examination ot the caDponent parts in relation to 
the llhole. Thus, in the following statements, the vertical per 
cents wh011' the relationship ot each balance sheet item to the 
total. 'l'he purpose ot setting the statement up in this manner is 
to make "vertical a.na:cy-sis 11 possible. "Horizontal ana.J.ysis" is 
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also illustrated in this statement. By the use of these two methods 
of anal:ysis, coupled with standard ratios and sound judgment, mana-
gement should be able to steer the ship ot business enterprise on a 
safe course. 
1!!! Statement _!! .Application _!! FUnds 
cne ot the questions that might obviously cane up as one 
studied the illustrated balance sheet is this: How does it happen 
that with a net profit or $42,500.00 there is a decrease in the 
working capital ot $1.2,500.00? 'l'he question is answered 'llhen the 
accountant prepares an application ot FUnds Statement. 
This statement is used in connection with the comparative 
balance sheet. It is used in business to summarize s:ey changes in 
a financial statement. By the use of this statement accountants can 
show both the sources of ll8W !urJds which have becane a part of the 
enterprise, and the wa; in which the funds have been applied or er-
pended. This statement is prepared f'ran the facts ot a canparative 
balance sheet. A net increase of liabilities and proprietorship in-
dicate the sources of the new f'uDds f'romwbich assets have been pro-
cured. The net increases in the assets indicate the wa:; in which 
these fllnds hive been applied. 'l'he cauparative balance sheet of the 
ABC Corporation will be used to illustrate the .Application of FUnds 
THE ABC MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Gauparative ljalanc13 Sheets 
DecEmber 51, 1945 and 1946 
CUrrent Assets 1945' 
cash. • ••• $ 15,ooo.oo 2.5 $ 
Aceta. Bee... uo,ooo.oo 21.8 
Notes Bee. • • 501 000.00 8.5 
Inventories. • 400,000.00 67.2 
$595,000.00 100.0 $ 
Prepaid ExpenS'ils 
Insurance ••• $ 21000.00 40.0 $ 
Ta.Ds. • • • • s,ooo.oo 60.0 
$ 5,000.00 100.0 $ 
FiDd As8'3ts 
-
La:ld ••••• $ 30,000.00 
Buildings. • 175,000.00 
Jrlach. & f4uiP· ao,ooo.oo 
Less: Beserve 
for deprecia-
11.7 $ 
68.6 
51.3 
tion. • • • • • 30,000.00* 11.6* 
% 
:rncrease 
1946 Decrease* 
1o,ooo.oo 1.3 $ 5,000.00* 
125,000.00 15.8 5,000.00* 
25,000.00 3.1 25,000.00* 
6301ooo.oo 79.8 230,000.00 
-
790,000.00 ~ $195,000.00 
2,500.00 33.5 $ 500.00 
5,000.00 66.7 
-
2,000.00 
7,500.00 100.0 $ 2,500.00 
30,000.00 
200,000.00 
90,000.00 
-
10.7 
71.4 $ 25,000.00 
32.1 10,000.00 
40,000.00* .1:!!!* 10,000.00 
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% 
ss,5* 
3.8* 
50.0* 
57.5 
32.7 
25.0 
66.7 
50.0 
14.5 
12.5 
$255,000.00 100.0 $ 280,000.00 100.0 $ 25,000.00 9.8 
-~·.-. -· 
Total asS'ilts $8551000.00 $1,077,500.00 $222,500.00 26.0 
Current Liabilities 
Accts. Payab1e$1551000.00 Notes Payable 200,000.00 
Ace. Wages 151000.00 
kc. TSDs 51000.00 
41.3 $ 
53.3 
4.0 
1.4 
--
200,000.00 
360,000.00 
16,000.00 
9,000.00 
54.1 $ 45,000.00 
61.5 160,000.00 
2.7 1,000.00 
1.5 4,000.00 
29.03 
8o.o 
6.6 
ao.o 
$575,ooo.oo 1oo.o $ 585,ooo.oo 100.0 ;)2lo,ooo.oo 5G.o 
Net Worth 
-
100,000.00 60.9 
192,500.00 59.l $ 12,500.00 Capital stock $10o,ooo.oo 62.5 $ SUrplus 1801000.00 57.5 6.9 
-$480,000.00 100.0 $ 492,500.00 100.0 $ 12,500.00 2.6 
-Totalliab. 
& Net Worth $8551000.00 $1.,077 ,500.00 $222,500.00 26.0 
Source: Fictitious 
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THE ABC JWIUFACTURING C<JIPANI 
Canparatiye Profit and Loss statements 
Years ending December 151, 1945 and 1946. 
%ot %of Increase Per 
I 1945 Net Sales 1946 Net sales Decrease* Cent 
Sales $450,000.00 101.8 550,000.00 101.9 100,000.00 22.0 
Isss IletUl'IUI 8,ooo.oo 1.8 10,ooo.oo 1.9 2,000.00 25.0 
-
Net Sales $442,000.00 100.0 540,000.00 100.0 98,000.00 22.2 
Cost of Sales (see 
ace~ ached-
ul.e) 225,000.00 50.9 280,000.00 51.9 55,000.00 20.0 
Gross llargin $217 ,ooo.oo 49.1 260~000.00 48.1 415,000.00 19.8 
Isss Selling e:xp-
enses (See acccmpan;yo-
7.2 illg schedule) 122,200.00 ~. 7 m, ooo.oo 24.5 8,aoo.oo 
-
-Net Trading Profit $ 94,.800.00 21.4 129,000.00 25.8 54,200.00 156.07 
General and Admin-
istrative expenses 
(See accanl)Scying 
75,600.00 16.8 22.29 schedule) 16.7 90,500.00 16,900.00 
Net profit fran 
operations 
$ 21,200.00 4.7 58,500.00 7.0 17,300.00. 81.6 
Ot.her Incane: 
Interest Rec 1d. $ 2,000.00 5,000.00 1,000.00 
lll.scount Rec 1d. 12,000.00 17,000.00 5,000.00 
Total other 
incane 
$ 14,000.00 20,000.00 6,000.00 
$ 55,200.00 sa,500.oo 25, 500 .oo 66.19 
other Expenses 
~:e:t.~a t· ..; ~~~:88 lf~888:88 3•m:88i} 
--
Total ot.her exp. $ 15,500.00 16,000.00 2,500.00 18.51 
Net Profit $ 21,700.00 4.9 42,500.00 7.8 20,800.00 86.65 
Source: Fictitious 
THE ABC 14AN1lF ACTURING CCW' ANY 
. Schedule of . Selling Expenses 
Years ending December 31, 1945 and 1946. 
1945 1~6 
Salesmen's salariee $25,000.00 $ 20,000.00 
Caamissions 44,200.00 54,000.00 
Traveling 15,000.00 10,000.00 
Freieht Out 1s,ooo.oo 20,000.00 
Shipping and Delivery ,~22,000.00 27 ,ooo.oo 
Total $15l1ooo.oo 
THE ABC MANUFACTURING CCW'ANY 
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Increase-
Decrease* % 
$3,000.00* 15.04* 
9,800.00 22.17 
5,ooo.oo* 55.5* 
2,000.00 ll.l 
5,000.00 22.72 
$81800.00 7.2 
Schedule of General and Administrative Expenses 
Years ending December 31, 1945 and 1946 
Executive Salaries 
Cltf'ice Salaries 
Telephone & Telegraph 
stationery & Postage 
:W.scellaneous 
1945 
$ 25,000.00 
40,000.00 
1,100.00 
2,500.00 
5,000.00 
Total General and 
Administrative Expense $ 75,600.00 
1946 
$ 50,000.00 
so,ooo.oo 
1,200.00 
2,soo.oo 
6,500.00 
$ 90,500.00 
Increase-
Decrease* 
$ 5,ooo.oo 20.0 
1o,ooo.oo 25.o 
100.00 9.09 
500.00 12.0 
1,500.00 50.0 
$16,900.00 22.29 
Note: These two schedules may be set up showing the percentage of each 
:j.tem to the total eJq>ense •.. In this wq each item of expense may 
be carefully watched and controlled. 
Source: Fictitious 
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THE ABC IIANUFACTURING C<l!PANY 
COIIPARATIVE MANUFACTURlNG AND COST OF SALES 
Years ending December 51, 1945, and 1946 
1945 1946 Increase-
Decrease* 
Beginning inventory 
$J.oo,ooo.oo $200,ooo.oo $J.oo,ooo.oo of Hair Jolater:l.als 
Purchases 195,000.00 M5,ooo.oo l50,ooo.oo 
Freight In l5,ooo.oo 20,000.00 5,ooo.o 0 
Total $5lo,ooo.oo $565,000.00 $255~000.00 
LeslJ: Bay Jolaterial 
inv!mtory, end. 200,000.00 450,000.00 250,000.00 
------· ..• ' -. ..__ 
COst ot Baw Yater:l.al $llo,ooo.oo $1.15,000.00 $ s,ooo.oo 
used 
Productive labor 64,000.00 79,000.00 l5,ooo.oo 
Prime cost of goods $174,000.00 $1.94,000.00 () 20,000.00 
manuf2.ctured 
Jlamltacturing EJ!pense: 
• $ SUperintendence $ 5,000.00 6,000.00 l,ooo.oo No~roductive labor l5,ooo.oo 17,500.00 2,5oo.oo 
He , light, and power 9,000.00 lo,500.oo 1,500.00 
Taxes 5,500.00 6,000.00 500.00 
Insurance 2,000.00 2,500.00 500.00 
Depreciation ll,500.oo 12,250.00 750.00 
!lepairs and maint. 4,000.00 4,500.00 500.00 
Factory supplies 2,000.00 5,000.00 l,ooo.oo 
Mise. Faciery- expense 2,000.00 5,750.00 1,750.00 
Total mfg. expenses • 56,000.00 • 66,000.00 $ lO,ooo.oo 
Add I Imentory- of 
work in process at the 
beginning of period $1.551000.00 $l50,ooo.oo # 15,000.00 
$565,000.00 $410~000.00 $ 45,000.00 
Less: Imento:cy of 
work in process at the 
close of period lSO,ooo.oo lOO,ooo.oo 50,000.00* 
COst of goods manu-
tactured 
$ 215,000.00 $5lo,ooo.oo $ 95,000.00 
Add: Jlrventory of 
Finished goods, beg-
inn:ingofperiod oo,ooo.oo 50,000.00 lO,OOO.OO* 
$275,000.00 $560,000.00 $ a5,ooo.oo 
Isss: Finished goods 
inventor,r, end of 
period 50,000.00 ao,ooo.oo 50,000.00 
cost ot sales $225,000.00 $280,000.00 • 55,000.00 
THE ABC M.ANUF ACTIJlliHG CQIIP ANI 
.Application of ll'lmds statement 
For the year ending December 51, 1946 
SOUrces of Funds: 
Net Profit 
Add Current depreciation charges 
Total funds provided 
Funds Applied: 
In payment of cash dividend 
In purchase of fixed property-
Beplacement of f'i.xed assets 
Total funds applied 
Decrease in working capital 
Worldng Capital Details: 
$42,500.00 
12,250.00 
$50,000.00 
55,000.00 
2,250.00 
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$54,750.00 
67,250.00 
$12,500.00 
December 51 
1~5 ~ 
Working Capital 
Increase Decrease 
Current assets and 
prepaid expenses: 
Cash 
.Accounts Bee. 
Notes Bee. 
Inventories 
Prepaid expenses 
GtJ.rrent Liabilities: 
.Accounts Payable 
Notes Payable 
Accrued -wages and 
taxes 
• 15,000.00 
150,000.00 
50,000.00 
400,000.00 
s,ooo.oo 
155,000.00 
200,000.00 
20,000.00 
Balance: decrease in 
Working Capital 
• 10,000.00 
125,000.00 
25,000.00 
650,000.00 
7,500.00 
200,000.00 
560,000.00 
25,000.00 
$250,000.00 
2,500.00 
12,500.00 
$ 5,000.00 5,ooo.oo 
25,000.00 
45,000.00 1so,ooo.oo 
5,000.00 
$245,ooo.oo $245,ooo.oo 
THE ABC JWIUFACTURING CCIIPANY 
.ADa:cy'sis ot Slll'plus 
Year eM:!ng Dec. 51, 1946 
Balance, beg:!nn:!ng of 1~6 
Add: Profit for the Year 
Less: 10 per cent cash dividellli paid on stoclc issued 
and outstanding at June 50, ~ 
$180,000.00 
42,500.00 
$222,500.00 
50,000.00 
Be'e""e of a&zplua, Decem~r 51, 1946 ••••• .............. •••••• $192,500.00 
statement. The ordinacy statement of application of i'ands does not 
usual.ly shaw the full inflolr and oattl.OII' ot funds during tye year. 
In order to shaw this intomation it is best to prepare and ~ 
a statement. of cash receipts and disbursEIII.ents. 
Canparative Profit .!!:!!!! !e!!, Statements 
8J. 
Closely associated w.it.h the canparative balance sheet is 
the canparative profit and loss statement. It. ~~~q be set up in a 
way which resembles the fom of the fomer statEIIIent. To shaw this 
clearly, a canparative profit and loss statement is presented on page 
77. 1be supporting schedules for this statement are presented on pages 
78 and 79. This statement is of the ABC llaDufacturing Company in order 
to tie in the two financial statement~e balance sheet and the profit 
and loss statement. 
When a canparative profit and loss statement is prepared, 
the points of most interest are the increases and decreases and the 
percentages of cost to the total. The basis of percentages is the amount 
of the net sales. The percentages of one itEIII or group of items to the 
net sales may be derived fran a single year's stat.EIIIent; that is, nth-
out use of the canparison. Sane of the most interesting facts are pre-
sented in the increase or decrease column. Like the canparative balance 
sheet, the canparative profit and loss statEIIIent can be ana.l.ys.ed better 
and more significant relationships can be obtained With the use ot ana-
lytical percents. 
Profit Variation statement 
.As the statement of Application of iUnds helps anacyze the 
balance sheet and account for changes which heve taken place in the 
assets and the liabilities between two dates, the Profit Variation 
statEIIIIellt accounts for variations in net profits and shows haw the 
net profits were affected by certain changes within the profit and 
loss statement. Usually the causes for variation in the net profit 
are: first, change in the volume of sales; second, change in the 
sales price; third, change due to the cost of sales; and fourth, 
change in expenses. In most cases all factors contribute to a change 
in net profit. In order that this statement may be t1ade clear, one ;i.s 
presented for the Am Kanufacturing Company. (1) This statement is 
presented on page as. 
Various !!it!!.!!!, A!lalyzing ecmparati'VlJ Statements (2) 
The :Ul.ustrated statements an pages 76-80 by no means der 
cribe all the various wars of displ.a;ying comparati'VlJ statements, nor 
do they attempt to explain all the v;eys of' ana.J.yzjng ccnp2.mtivc ::;tn.tc-
ments. The statcments, as here illustrated, gi'VlJ the method of anaJr 
zing data for on:cy two periods. It is possible, by the same techniques 
as discussed. here, to 8l11Lcyse comparati'VlJ statements for a DDII!ber of 
different years. 
In figuring the analytical per cents for the balance sheet, 
the totals of each section liU used as the base. However, it mi[>ht be 
clearer if two colUllllls "Jere set up. Qle of the columns liOilld shaw the 
percents based an the totals for each section and one column liOilld shaw 
percents based an such totals as Total assets, Total Liabilities, etc. 
The per cents in the profit and loss statement are usually based on the 
Net Sales. lWiagement wants to knoll' haw much of the net sales dollar 
is going for each item ot expense. 
l. For the complete mechanics of this statement and the statement of 
application of funds, see F:I.Dney, H. A.., Principles of Account§!, 
Intermediate, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Hlnr York, N. f., !9'46, pp. 
ana sT;. . 
2. Ibid, chapter 26. 
THE ABC JWIUFACTURillG CCilPANY 
statement. AccOJmting for. Increase in Net Incane 
Yeard 1946 and 1945 
Kl.ements tending to increase net incane: 
(1) Increase in gross margin on sal.es, 
causedb7: 
a. Increase in net sales 
b. Less: increase in cost of sales 
Resulting in increase in gross 
margin. 
(2) Increase in other Jncane 
Total of elements ternH ng to 
;!.ncrease net incane 
Kl.ements tending to decrease net incane: 
(1) Increase in Selling expenees 
(2) Increase in General and Admi n1 strati ve 
eJCpenses 
( 5) Increase in ot;her Expenses 
Total of elements ton¥11 ng to 
decrease net inccme 
Net increase in Net Inccme 
$98,000.00 
ss,ooo.oo 
$45~000.00 
6,000.00 
$ a,aoo.oo 
16,900.00 
2,500.00 
$49,000.00 
$20,800.00 
d. Fixed Assets 
e. Accounts Psyable 
f. Notes P~ey"able 
g. others that IIIIey' be necessary to make the 
statement clear. 
Profit and loss statement schedules: 
a. Sales 
b. cost ot Sales and Cost of Manufacture 
c. The various e:xpenee accounts. 
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These supporting schedules break down the single figure in 
the financial statements and lend themselves to giving more informa-
tion that IIIIey' be required. For instance, the Accounts Receivable IIIIey' 
be broken down to show the names of the custaners and the amount each 
owes, llhich make up the total figure in the balance sheet. Further 
information could be supplied .f'rom this schedule by showing the age 
ot the outstanding accounts. In the same manner, the Notes Ieceivable 
Account could be broken down and more information supplied. 
In order for the inventory figure to tell all it should, 
it should be divided into the kinds ot inventories: raw material, 
goods in process, and finished goods. 
Fixed asset accounts will have supporting schedules shOII'-
ing the names ot the various items making up the total and giving pez-
tinent information necessary in the preparation of depreciation charges. 
Accounts P~ey"able and Notes Payable schedules will be much 
the same in their purpose as the schedules of Accounts Receivable and 
Notes Receivable. 
The Sales schedule is usually in the fonn of a sales analysis. 
It has been truthfw.:cy- said, "A chain is no stronger than its weakest 
link. n The weak link IIIIey' be one or more of the sales departments or 
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products o£ an organization. Thus, if the total sales figure in the 
profit and loss statement is broken down into a schedule or schedules 
showing canparative departmental operations, sales by products, sales 
by salesmen, territories, etc., the accountant will be able to indi-
cate the weak link and make it possible for the management to do sane-
thing about it. The subject of' sales analysis and control is to be 
discussed more in detail in a later chapter. 
In the slll'le l1lB.Imer as mentioned above, all the various 
expense accounts of' the profit and loss statement should be scheduled 
on a comparative basis. In this way each expense faJling under Sell-
ing, Administrative, General, etc., ma;y be scheduled to show the per-
cent each one bears to the total figure shown in the profit and loss 
statement. 
Cumulative Ccmparative Prof'it ~ !e!!, statement 
What has been said regarding the annual canparisons app-
lies to the cumulative canparison. By this is meant the canparison of' 
operations for two or more months, or the operations from the pg;irur 
ing of' the period to the date of' comparison. 
In the case of' the AIC JJ.anufacturing Cor.1pan;y-, the compan;y-
realized a profit of' $42,500.00 for the year. This does not mean that 
one-twelfth was earned each month. This is the ordinar,y conception of' 
an annual profit. This is, of' course, misleading where a ccmpan;y- has 
a seasonal business, or when, during certain months of' the year, the 
earnings are below the average. 
In~ instances the subno:noal months or conditions ma;y be 
discovered by the use of' cumulative ccmparative statements. They also 
show the emount of' merchandise required to produce a given volume of 
sales. Likewise, they may denote a period of' the year When a no:nnal 
stock of merchandise would be unnecessary on account of the sub-
noma.l turnover. 
The vlll.ue of this statement is based solely on its use in 
showing the trend of the business before the close of the year. It is 
usually prepared for the use of the management. The comparison is 
in the period of time over which it extends. One can see that by the 
use of these cumulative comparative statements the management is able 
to place a finger on the trouble spots, so to speak, and apply a rem-
edy, where remedy is needed, in plenty of time. !! the trouble spot 
went on to the close of the fisclll. period unnoticed, because of lack 
of proper comparison, it would then be too late to do much about it. 
Points~~~ Comparative statement anaJ.ysis 
While it is true that a comparative statement is a better 
guide than a single statement, there are certain precautions for the 
analyst to take. 
Foulke has indicated sane of these points in a recent 
book or his. (1) He tells us that the reader or comparative state-
ments must be particularly acquainted llith the line of business vmose 
statements he isreading, especially if the statement is a comparison 
of different months. He also sets forth the difficulties encountered 
in analyzing a set or balance sheets for consecutive years but with 
a different balance sheet for each year. Then he goes on to remind 
the reader that it is highly desirable to have consecutive yearly fig-
urea. 
1. F~, ICy A., Practical Financial statanent ~sis, J4cGratr-
Hill Book Company, S8i iork, N. f., 1945, cnap r bo 
Finney has also given us some warning when ~ing 
comparative statements. (1) He says: 
"Comparative balance sheets, profit and loss 
statements, and statements or cost of goods 
manufactured and sold do not always contain 
all of the ini'omation required for a con-
clusive ana.l.ysis. ihey mq perhaps oiJ1¥ sug-
gest fields for further inquiry-. 11 
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In leading up to this statement, the author illustrated a 
balance sheet "'lhich was sul:mitted to a bank in support of a request 
for a loan. By the process or ana.J.ysis, he shows how the statement 
is misleading. 
Another author has more to say about statement ana.J.ysis 
precautions. In speaking about elementary- anal.ysis precautions, he 
says: (2} 
a. Any ana:cytical problem should be carefully 
defined to a"'Iid aimless computations and 
comparisons. ihe conception of cccr.on 
busir..ess aiJnentc is in hannony 'llith this 
principle. 
b. A fruitful source of interpretive error is 
to be found in the ''time element. n Any 
series of figures covering a considerable 
length of time requires suspicious scrut:in;r. 
In order to understand figures it is nec-
essary- to understand the conditions exist-
ing at the time of their origin. If these 
conditions in the case or old figures are 
but half remembered, serious and costly 
errors r!JJ3Y result. ihese comments apply 
llith special force to such matters as all 
the long-tem trend percentage comparisons, 
as in the case of competitors' sales, data 
used for shot-gun charts, calculations for 
seasonal variation, etc. Business changes 
occur so rapidly that short-tam historical 
comparisons of but two or three years should 
1. Finney, H. A., General Accounting, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 
N. Y., 1944, chaPter 45, RJii ACcounting Detective Story-." 
2. Q!lmsn, Stephen, .Analyzing Financial statements, The Ronald Press 
Company, New York, N. Y., 194,51 P• 443. 
be given market preference. The numerous five-
and sir-;rear charts and tables given in this 
volume represent no real contradiction to this 
general rule as they have been included for the 
pr:i.mary purpose of sho-.-ri....ng typical and interest-
ing behavior of business figures during periods 
of financial changes and reversals. 
c. llictreDe caution should be used in making canpari-
sons of different companies 'Which involve dollar 
values of fixed assets. 1his applies specifically 
to standard ratios and to trend studies of sales 
divided by fixed assets. Since the dollar value 
of net worth is often largely influenced by the 
dollar value of fixed assets, tbe same caution 
applies to net worth ratios. Note that this 
comment refers primarily to comparisons of two 
or more companies and o~ secondarily to the 
study o! the histor:l.cal statistics of one com-
pany. 
d. Care should be exercised in making histor:l.cal 
studies of ratios, either With or Without trend 
percentages. OccasionaJ.ly as in cormection with 
unit costs or 0sales per store" the method is 
valuable. But .'When used, it should be used del-
iberatel;r and llith £ull understanding of the 
assumptions involved. 
e. IDogical relationships, particularly in ratio 
form, should be watched for and avoided. As an 
example of 'What is meant, consider a ratio o! 
sales to net profit, or a ratio o! cash to pre-
paid expense or a ratio of current liabilities 
to cost or goods sold. 
f. Particularly dur:l.ng periods of rapid business 
evolution, beware of using general business 
baraneters as a basis of canparison, At any 
t:bae, the exact meaning and construction of each 
such business b&ra~~eter must be i'ully understood 
and its e:mct relation to the figures under ~sis 
must be determined. 
g. Business figures are not static. ibe successful 
analysis is made in terms ot fiawing values, 
or at least is conscious of C'.hange and movement 
as the distinguishing characteristics of account-
ing and statistical data. 
h. Almost everything that happens in business is 
the result of human ef!ort.-pby'sical and mental. 
No adequate analysis of figures can ever result 
if the h'U1!lal1 activities W.icL "'..:.:-_s~r :::n.1boJj_~c arc 
<~iSl'C(;ardcd. Think about accounts and statistice 
in terms of people. 
i. Never forget that accounting statements are er-
pressed in tbe arbitrar,r convention of dollar 
values. All accounting is based on the unspoken 
and untrue assumption that tbe dollar is an un-
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changing unit, This assumption is· necessary 
to accounting, b11t it is not necessary to anal-
ysis. Since practically' all ana:cysis is made 
fr= financial motives the conception of the 
nnit'"om dollar is seldcr:l sel~ious. Tint in l~lll~ .. 
phP~SC s of :::.nEJ.ysis, pa:r"Licul<i!~1y -•• ·here the 
time element is directly or indirectly invol-
ved, statistical data in phTsical or other non-
financial units JDB:T greatly amplif'y and modif'y 
the interpretation. 
j, Th.e most COillll!on analytical error ts thA.t of 
bas:L'"lg comparisons upon Sttp•cl'f:i.c:i.o.l or partial 
resemblances or relationships. 
Conclusions 
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Th.e interpretation of accounting data is an integral part 
of the accounting process, This is the method by which the important 
facts of businsss status and operations are placed before those llho 
are interested, especially the management 'llho is responsible for the · 
safe conduct of the business enterprise. The method of interpreta-
tion comprises the classification and summarization of accounting data, 
as well as the discovery of illlportant relationships among the groups 
of data, The relationships JDB:T be expressed as ratios between diff-
erent items on similar reports, or between similar items on different 
reports. In addition to the computation of ratios, the accountant 
JDB:T concem himself' with the ccmputation of' averages to typify groups 
or series of' data, and also with the <H.scovery of trends in the accouDt-
ing data. Ratios and averages JDB:T themselves be used as the basis for 
measuring variations fran a central tendency in status and operations. 
The only limits to the refinements of accounting interpretation are 
the limits of usef'ulness to the interested parties, the ability of the 
accountant to apply special technique, and the cost of' applying the 
more elaborate methods to the data at hand, 
llore and more it is becoming evident that the infol111B.tion 
which can be supplied to interested parties regarding business en-
terprise today canes because of the sciences of accounting and 
statistics. New wa::rs of breaking down accounting and statistical 
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data are appearing on the horizon every day. Jlethods which were 
adequate in the past are becaning obsolete today and more refined 
techniques are taking the place of time-consuming, inefficient methods. 
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CHAPTER VII 
WORKING CAPITAL ANALYSIS 
llef'ini tion 
Working capital is gene~ used to denote the excess or 
current assets over current liabilities. (l) Then a statement of 
working capital would be one which presented the various current 
assets and current liabilities eJq~ressing the difference between 
tbe two as net working capital. 
In stud:ing what is called the current position ot an enter-
prise, we never consider the current assets ~ themselves, but oncy 
in relation to the current liabilities. The current position invol'V'-
es two important tactors1 first, the excess of current assets over 
current liabilities-known as the net current assets or the working 
capital, and second, the ratio of current assets to current liabilities-
known as tbe current ratio. 
In the working capital is found the measure of the caupllll7's 
abllit;r to carry on its no:nual business cantortabl:y and without finan-
cial stringency, to eJq~and its operations without the need of new fin-
ancing, and to meet emergencies and losses without disaster. 
Importance ~working capital position 
The proper amount ot working capital required by a par-
ticular enterprise will depend upon both the amount and the character 
ot its business. The chief point ot cauparison is the amount ot work-
ing capital per dollar of sales. 
l. .Accountants' Handbook, 1946, The Bonald Press Compllll7, New York, 
N. y,, p. 59, 
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Since the working capital of a finn is the actual amount 
or resources at its disposal other than borrowed resources, it is 
necessary that the items making up this important element be proper-
l;y" listed and classified. This is llhere accounting and statistics 
come in useful. again. For instance, the balance sheet items are set 
up in accordance w::Lth certain accounting principles and procedure. 
Note the following: (l) 
"In accounting an asset is a 'favorable factor 
in financial position. ' And onl;y" those factors 
'susceptible of satisfactory valuation' •••• 
should be given full admission to the asset sec-
tion of the balance sheet." "The purpose f'or 
llbich the assets are acquired establishes their 
status in a statement or the financial condition 
of the concern and also determines the methods 
of valuation. II 
Thus, in analyzing the working capital or a busin .. ss en--
terprise, it is necessary that certain fundamental principles be ad-
hered to or else any e:xpression of working capital position might be 
misleading. 
Method~ Analyz~ Working Capital 
From the balance sheet and in conjunction with the state-
ment of Application of Funds, a schedule of Changes in Working capital 
should be set up. (2) After the accountant has set up this schedule 
each account in the schedule should be caref'ull;y" analyzed. One of the 
accounts making up part of the working capital is the inventory account. 
This account should be passed upon s.s to ·whether or not it i::; in pro-
1. Newlove, G. H., anith, c. A., and White, J. A., Intennediate 
Accounting, D. c. Heath & Cclllpa:ny, Boston, Massachusetts, 1948, 
P• 4l. 
... 
.... 
See also, Finney, ~. Cit., p. 523 • 
Ib:!.d, Chapter on 11..\rl..a.J.yds of \'lorld.ng Capital. 11 
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portion to the needs of the sales !)!partment. Many times this 
account is omitted entirely from the working capital ratio and another 
ratio is used, This other ratio is called the "Acid Test Ratio." 
It includes the current assets, with the exception of the inventories, 
and the current liabilities. The reason for excluding the inventories 
is that they are considered as relatively less current than aaah and 
receivables, 
The dlfinition of Working C~q~ital, as given at the beginning 
of this chapter, seEll'ls a little too broad for real safety. It seems 
that the inclusion of only the items going in to make up the acid test 
ratio should be considered. Even these assets, 'll'ith the possible SJe-
ception of the Cash account, are subject to great shrinkage in value 
if the organization should fail. (l) Thus, in comparing a current 
ratio ·;r.i. th an average current ratio of a nmnber of companies in the 
same line of business, care must be taken to see that though the cur-
rent ratio mey compare favorably 'll'ith that of other companies, yet the 
liquid items in the current assets may be tied up in less liquid in-
ventories. This situation exists in scme caupanies todq. They operate 
on a very narrow margin of working capital; a few, in fact, possess 
none at all. Finney ~st (2) 
"Since any considerable shifts fran the relatively 
more current assets to the relatively less current 
assets, or vice versa, will materially affect a 
company's ability to pay its current debts prompt-
ly, it mey be desirable to break down the working 
c~q~ital ratio in a manner which will show whether 
the current liabilities can be paid frcm the cash 
on hand, or whether their p8;1111ent will require 
all of the cash and part of the proceeds of the 
receivables, all of the cash and receivables and 
l. MarshaJ,J., Leon Carroll, Business Administration, The University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illihois, 1921, p. 396, 
2. Finney, ~- Cit •• p. 529. 
part of the proceeds of the finished goods, and 
so on." 
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Fran the foregoing it seams obvious that the management 
wouJ.d be interested in knowing the rate of turnover for the various 
assets making up the current ratio. Some people like to determine 
the world.ng capital turnover by dividing the sales for a certain 
period by the average working capital used during the same period. 
However, sane authorities on accounting see no practical significance 
in doing this. (l) In place of doing this, it is suggested that 
conversion periods for the current assets be calculated and thus help 
to determine the significance of the working capital ratio. For in-
stance, the following e:xplanation may be given for sane of these: 
I 
a. Inventory turnover-indicates the liquidity of the 
inventory in general and will exhibit tendency to 
overstock if such tendency exists. 
b. Merchandise turnover-found by dividing the Co&"t 
of Goods Sold by the Average Merchandise Inven-
tory. 'lbis ratio will tell the mmber of times 
average stock moved during the year. 
c. Finished Goods TUrnover-found by dividing the Cost 
of Goods Sold by the Average Finished Goods In-
ventory. This ratio will tell the same as (b) 
d. Ra1r :uaterial Turnover-found by dividing the 
Cost of Raw llaterials Used by the Average Raw 
llaterials Inventory. This ratio will tell the 
mmber of times average stock of raw materials 
moved during the year. 
l. See Finney, :!.bid. p. 5151. 
The current ratio is significant because it indicates 
the probable capacity of the business to pay maturing debt. A 
strong current ratio means that all debts can probab~ be paid 
prompt~, llhile a weak current ratio indicates that debt peyment 
~ be slow, or even doubtful.. 
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Every business has a minimum working capital require-
ment. Sane businesses maintain more than half their entire capital 
in the fozm of working capital. To operate effective~ a business 
must maintain a min:iJnum amount of cash, customers 1 accounts, and 
inventories. From this sum~ be deducted a certain amount of 
creditor accounts and accruals. '!he difference measures the con-
cern's miniJnum working capital. If the caDpl!lly's working capital 
should fall below this min:lmum amount, it might experience diffi-
culty in paying maturing debts, ext;ending the usual credit tems 
to customers, or carrying a c<m~plete inventory. 
In loss periods, the e:xpense expenditures exceed the 
business revenues and this reduces the working capital. If the 110rk-
ing capital is substant~ in excess of the minimum requirements, 
periods. If the working capital is not far fran just m:l.m.mum re-
quirements, the operating losses of a depression period~ so reduce 
it as to make it impossible for the business to pa:y maturing debts and 
thus cause its insolvency. 
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CHAPTER IDI 
CONSOLIDATED ST.ATEIIENTS 
It. is recognized by all that the operations o! a business 
enterprise may be conducted by' a single compaey- in one location, by 
sales agencies, by branches in di!!erent locations, or by' separate:cy-
incorporated canpanies. ibis chapter wilJ. consider s0r:1e of the wa:ys 
accountine; c1u1. help management under the last-named method, These 
separate:cy- incorporated companies are US1.Uil:cy- known as subsidiary 
companies. 
A st~ of the needs o:r acc01.mting !or the subsidiary and 
parent relationship brings us f'act to :race with some of the mejor 
techniques used in preparation o:r the accounting statements and also 
makes us cognizant and appreciative o:r the limitations inherent in 
such statements, 
De.finition ~ Pn:rpose ~.!:!!! st.atements. 
A consolidated statement is one 'Which results frOl!l the 
its subsidiaries. These businesses are legally separate from each 
other, but are operated under a single control. The consolidated 
statements present the combined financial conditions and operating 
results of the consolidated interests as a."l econnr::.::~.c nr<..it. In pJ~c­
p:n-lr.c the cor.soJ.:; r~.c:t.er1 S"'co.tements it is :Implied that there are two 
or more legal:cy- separate businesses involved and therefore the statEr 
ments do not 2:pply to branch and asency rclatio!'.sl·ips. 
The consolidated balance sheet and profit and loss statEr 
ment together with the consolidated surplus statement are the pro-
ducts of modern accounting. Their use has arisen as a resul.t of 
corporation laws of sane states which allOII' the fomation of the 
holding canpaey--a corporation pe:nnitted to own and hold the stocks 
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of other corporations. However, the consolidated statements are to be 
distinguished from those of the holding canpany itself. The later 
statements, if the holding ccmpany is strictly a financing compan;y, 
is ccmparatively simple, its chief assets being usually the securities 
of the subsidiary- canpanies which it Oll'nS in part or in full. This 
apparent simplicity resul.ts in giving very- little infonnation as to 
the real financial condition and operation of the holding canpan;y 
or that of the subsidiaries which it owns. If, however, the holding 
canpan;y Ills allathe same time both an operating and a financing cot-
poration, all the complexities found in the statements of a manu-
facturing concern will be encountered. 
In this chapter it is to be assumed that we are talld.ng e. 
about the relationship that exists between major parent companies and 
their subsidiaries. 
Reasons for Consolidated statements. 
-
Since the accounts of the corporations comprising the 
econCIIIic unit under parent-subsidiary- relationships are distributed 
among two or more corporations and are not found on any single set of 
books, no over-all satisfactor,r picture of this relationship can be 
obtained except through consolidation of bal.Btlce sheets, profit and 
loss statements 1 and surplus statements. Fran the managerial and 
owners~ points of view 1 then, the only' practical approach to the 
problem is through consolidation. In addition, consolidated statements 
may be required or found desirable by stock exchanges, the security and 
Exchange Commission, etc. 
Kohler ~s: (1) 
"canbined financial statements portray the joint position or operating results of two 
or more business or other units as though but 
one existed. They- are secondary' rather than 
primary in character, and, as enlargements o:t' 
the financial statements of a cammon controll-
ing interest, they-. assist in explaining the re-
lationships of that interest to the outside 
world." 
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. However important the consolidated statements are, the 
fact must not be lost sight o:t' that both the parent and each of its 
subsidiaries are separate legal entities and are required to report 
separate statements to various govermental offices. For adminis-
trative control, too, separate statements are needed. Consolidated 
statements give a more accurate picture o:t' the related group of canpan-
ies than non-consolidated statements would show. The illustrated 
statements on page 100 Will show this. The consolidated balance sheet 
gives a much more canplete picture of the two canpanies than the bal-
ance sheet of Campan;y A alone. lmf'ort.unatel;y', a consolidated balance 
sheet ~ also conceal important information and it is for this reason 
that bankers, credit agencies, and the Securities and Exchange can-
mission insist upon balance sheets of the subsidiaries as well as of 
the parent canpan;y. Note the following: (2) 
"While the main purpose of consolidated statements 
is to disclose ~ information concerning a 
number of related enterprises w:i thout regard for 
the legal entities involved, it should be point-
ed out that to the extent 8liT important interests 
in aDiY' one of the allied ccmpanies are lost sight 
of in the consolidation, separate financial state'--
m.ents should be prepared for those materiall;y' ln-
terested." 
1. Kohler, Eric L., in Accounting Belvielr, Vol. 15. 
2. Newiove, G. H., SDith, c. A., and White, J. A., Intezmediate 
Account:nt D. c. Heath and Ccmp~U:~T, Boston, MasAChusebbs, 
!948, P• 7. 
ASSETS 
CUrrent Assets: 
Cash 
.Accts. Bee. 
ln'Yentor,y 
Imestments: 
Cll!PANI I 
BaJ ance Sheet 
100 
Aa o! ll8cember 31, 19-
$1.0,000. 
5,000. 
15,000. $30,000. 
LIABll.ITIES, CAPITAL, AND 
SURPLUS 
Current Liabilities: 
Accts. ~able $lo,ooo. 
.Accrued expenses 500 • ..., 500 
..,, 
Capital & Surplus: $60,ooo. 
In Company Y stock so,ooo. 
Caumon stock 
Surplus 10,000. $70,000. 
Deferred charges: 
Prepaid Insurance 500. 
ASSETS 
Current Assets: 
Cash 
.Accts. Bee. 
ln'Yentor,y 
Fixed Assets: 
Land 
Bldg. & Equip. 
$80,500. 
CCIIPANY Y 
Balance Sheet 
As o! Decemver 31, 19-
$80,500. 
LIABll.ITIES, CAPITAL, AND 
SURPLUS 
$5,000. 
5,000. 
20,000. $50,000. 
$10,000. 
40,000. so,ooo. 
Current Liabilities: 
Accts. ~le $10,000 • 
Fixed Liabilities: 
Kort. Pqable. 20,000. 
capital & Surplus: 
Common stock $40,000. 
&lrplus 10,000. 
$50,000. 
5~ ooo. 
$80,000. 
Separate balance sheets o! two caapanies, X and Y, showing the accoums 
as they stand before consolidation. 
COUPANY I AND SUBSIDIARY 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
As of December 31, l9-
CUrrent Assets: 
Cash 
Accounts Receivable 
Inventor;r 
$15,000.00 
10,000.00 
35,000.00 
Total current assets 
Fixed Assets: 
Land 
Buildings & Equipment 
Total Fixed assets 
De.ferred Charges: 
Prepaid Insurance 
Total Assets 
Current Liabilities: 
no,ooo.oo 
40,000.00 
LIABILITIES 
Accounts Pqab1e $20,000.00 
Accrued Expenses 500.00 
$60,000.00 
$50,000.00 
500.00 
Total current liabilities $20,500.00 
Fixed Liabilities: 
Mortgage Pqable 20,000.00 
CAPITAL & SURPLUS 
Caamon stock $60,000.00 
SUrplus 1o,ooo.oo 
Total. capital and surplus 70,000.00 
• 
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$110,500.00 
$J.J.O, 500.00 
statement showing the effects o.t' consolidating the two balance sheets 
illustrated on page 100. 
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In addition to the two reports already mentioned, name-
4", the statements fran each subsidiary" and the consolidated statement, 
a t:hird report is necessary. This third report shot,Jd be a statement 
or the parent company. (l) 
~ Problems ~ ~ Consolidated Compagr. 
Unlike the statements of a single com:pa.:.'T.f, the statements 
of the consolidated compaey present maey a problem llbile they are in 
the process of construction, and even after they have been construct-
ed some of the problems still remain. In the s:imple statements of a 
single company, the accountant can, after a fflfr simple adjustments, 
portray the financial and operating conditions o:f ~lis COL"'pa""r 1d th-
out, too much difficulty. Not so with the statements of a consolidated 
company. In order that we may get a fuller understanding of these 
problems, S!XIIe of them are presented here. No attempt has been made 
to show hovr these prob1ems 1:.re solved, (2) 
One of the fir·st probla:ts t!:...::t. co::.c~: "-lp ic 5 _ _r;. :r-:-cnJ-·r1_ ·tc tho 
statements call for a fusion of like groups of financial and opera-
ting accounts of consituent caupanies as though they were reflect-
ed from a common ledger, it is imperative that the principles of 
valuation be applied with the same consistency throughout the entire 
intercompany holdings. en this point, Kester writes: (3) 
"The first essential condition to facilitate the 
l. Accountants • Handbook, p. 1060. 
2. For a full discussion of adjustment and elJmination in collsolidated 
statEI!IIIInts, see Finney, H. A., Principles or Accounts;, Advanc~ 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 'Nelr York, N. !., IM6;-pp. 19S::: • see 
Newlove, Snith, White, ~. Cit. chapter on "Consolidated statements. n 
3. Kester, 1by A., .AdTanced Accounting, "Consolidated statements. n 
consolidation of the balance sheets of the vaz-
ious subsidiaries with that of the holding com-
PaJW is that standardized methods of accounting, 
resulting in a similar classification of accounts 
and presentation of results, be used by all the 
subsidiaries. After certain eJiminations .... 
the consolidated statanent is then merely a com-
bination of the values of similar items in all 
the balance sheets to determine the valuation 
at which the consolidated items appear. n 
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In connection with a uniform accounting system, it is very 
desirable to have a uniform accounting period so that the closing 
dates of both parent and subsidiaries coiMide. Sc:aet.imes this is 
not possible. In addition to all the statements above, consoli-
dat.ecl 8't.at.eaents require uniformity in valuing inventories, rec-
eivables, and fixed assets, and in apportioning costs. 
other problems that present themselves under the subject 
of' consolidated statements are: first, incomplete ownership of' the 
subsidiary by the parent; second, intercompmw accounts; third, re-
ciprocal stockholdings; fourth, intercompany bondholdings, sales, etc. 
The intercompmw sales are especially a problem when some of the 
goods sold by one company remain as a part of the inventory of one 
of the related companies. still other problems that are confronted 
are: whether or not inVestments in subsidiaries are carried at cost 
or book value, consolidated statements at and after the date of ac-
quisition of the subsidiary, purchases and sales of subsidiary stock, 
etc. 
The trained accountant, with modern methods of accounting, 
can, in most instances get around most all of the problems presented 
above. However, with the proper solution of all the foregoing prob-
lems, there are still some things that cannot be solved. 
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Limitations of Consolidateu S~-tements. 
As valuable and useful as consolidated statements may be, 
they may be limited by the following factors: (1) 
a. The constituent companies may use different 
bases for classifying accounts and for val-
uing assets. 
b. The fiscal periods of the constituent com-
panies may differ some!ihat; Securities and 
Exchange Commission limits this variation to 
95 days. 
c. The constituent companies may be engaged in 
diss:llllilar lines of business. 
d. statistical analysis of consolidated state-
ments may be difficult and frequent~ mis-
leading. 
e. Consolidated statements may distort the 
ownership equities; this is especi~ true as 
to availability of surplus for dividends and 
the allocation of net worth to different 
classes of stock. (2) 
f. Consolidated statements may distort the liab-
ility equities; this is espec~ true Where 
assets are subject to liens and 'Where the 
creditors have conflicting priorities. 
SOmet:lllles, if the subsidiary has been operating at a loss, 
the consolidated statement of parent and subsidiary would not reveal 
this important thing. In the illustrated statements presented on 
pages 100 and 101, if Gaupany Y, the subsidiary, had had a deficit 
of $lo,ooo.oo instead of a surplus of that amount, the consolidated 
balance sheet would not reveal the fact that Company Y has been op-
erating at a loss and has accumulated a deficit of $10,000.00. When 
balance sheets are consolidated, profit and loss statements will 
usua~ be consolidated also, but the situation of Company I would 
likewise be concealed in that statement. Clle result of consolidating 
statements is that a profitable parent company may be used to cover 
the deficiencies of an unprofitable subsidiary, or vice versa. 
1. Newlove, anith, White, ~. Cit. p. 448. 
2. See Accountants' Handbook, p. 1060. 
PARr III-BUDGE'l'Sj CONTROL CHARl'S AND R&PORrS 
CHAPTER IX 
THE BUDGET AND ITS FlJNCTION 
Purpose .2f ~ chapter. 
At the outset it is to be recognized that budgets and 
budgetary control is more of a function of management rather than of 
accounting. (l) While this mey be true to same extent, it is the 
purpose of this chapter to show how accounting and statistics can 
be used in a definite way to make budgeting and budgetary control 
possible. If U Yrere not for accounting and statistical aids there 
would be no such thing as a budget because there would be no histori-
cal records fran which to base future possibilities; neither would 
there be arry means by which management could set up standards of 
control. Therefore, this chapter seeks to set up in the mind of 
the reader the fact that accoasrt.illg aDd statistics are the very found-
ation of budgets and budgetary control. 
This chapter also points out the need of the modern business 
budget, the steps in building up a sound financial and operational 
plan, the popularity of budgeting as a control instrument, and someof 
the limitations that atteDd the budget. 
~ llldget detmed. 
Because t.he word "budget" has a TUiety of meanings, depend-
ing upon whom you ask, it will, no doubt, be best to cite same de-
finitions of' it !rom same account.ing authorities. Here is one: (l) 
1. See JlacDonald, John H., .Practical 1\tdget Procedure, Prentice-Hall, 
!nd,. Nell' York, N. Y., 1946, Preface. 
2. Hayes, l!onard v., for Executive Control, Prentice-Hall, 
:me., Nell' York, N. ~
11Bedgets are expressions of accounting in ad-
~ce as distinguished fran historical. account-
ing. n {!bdgeting) "is that branch of account-
ing which deal.s with the science and are of 
forecasting future operations." 
1.06 
It is interesting to note that this author included in his 
definition of the budget the thought that budgeting is a branch of 
the science of accounting. Therefore, ii' it is so closely associated 
with accounting, it surely must be an accounting tool for the purpose 
of control. 
Another author has this definition: (1) 
"In its simplest tems, a budget is merely an 
estimate of future needs." 
Fordham and Tingley {2) say that the budget "is the high-
est form of accounting." Going on a little further, these authors 
state: 
"In the past, accounting has deal.t with actual. 
figures covering actual. expenditures, but the 
compilation of a budget involves the use of esti-
mated figures of future expenses to effect the 
coordination of al.l phases of a business into 
a well-balanced unit. By well-bal.anced unit is 
meant that each division of the business is 
allotted its proportionate s~ of the 110rk to 
be done and so operates that the estimated 
allowance for expense ia not exceeded. No one 
division profits at the expense of another. 11 
Hilgert writes• {5) 
111bdgetary control may be defined as accounting 
in terms of the future. It means a careful pl.a.n-
ning of all functions of a business in advance. 
These plans, which are contained in an instrument 
cal.led for convenience ''the budget, 11 consists of 
a series of estimates of the business covering a 
definite period. AI> applied to mercantile and 
manufacturing enterprises the budget is a device 
1.. JllacDonald, op. cit., P• l. 
2. Quoted fran Sinclair, Prior, ~eting, "Organization and !bdgeta:ry 
Control in :Lianui'acturing, 11 lb Press Company, New York, N. y., 
1954, P• 5. 
5. Loc. Cit. 
for coordinating all the departments of a busi-
ness, Est:il!lates of the cost of operating every 
department are made for a definite period in 
advance and against these estimates cost of the 
actual performance is checked." 
1C!7 
Paton (1) calls the budget an important type of supple-
mentary statement' 
"In general the budget may be defined as a.rrr 
statement or report which shcnrs the estimated data 
of either the course or results of a program or 
plan of operation. A budget represents an estimate 
of .future events or conditions, usua.ll;y fran the 
financial standpoint; it e:xprcsses the forecasts 
and prodects of those who are responsible for the 
administration of the enterprise. n 
The Financial Handbook defines a business budget as: (2) 
"A plan by which to govern the operation of a 
business for a definite fUture period and includes 
a forecast of the financial condition of the busi-
ness at the temination of that period. The form 
of a budget and the degree of its simplicity or 
complexity is governed by the purpose for which 
it is prepared, the uses to be made of it, and 
the type and organization of the business empldrr 
ing it. n 
Finney saya: (3) 
"A budget is an operating and financial program for a 
~ period, based on results attained in prior 
periodls and on data obtained by research and anaJ.r 
sis.n 
In all the preceding definitions of the budget the authors 
have, in general, turned the spot light on to accounting as being the 
ver:r foundation of modern budgeting. It is difficult to perceive 
how it could be otherwise, 
~place .!?£:!:!!! Dl.dget ~ Control. 
b aim of efficient management is not only to make a profit 
1. Paton, W. A., Accounting, b llacViJJan Compa.rrr, New York, N. Y., 
19241 P• 518. 
2, Section 13, p. 6Zl. 
5. r-t...nney, ~.Cit., "Nature of a Dl.dget." 
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but also to assure satisfactory and continuous profits through well-
laid plans carried out ei'i'icient:cy; its aim is dei'illite:cy to con-
trol the prime factors that give rise to profit and loss. It was 
seen, in the discussion of the bloJ.&Dce sheet and the profit and 
loss statement, that management C8DI!Ot whol:cy re:cy on these two 
statanents for adequate ini'o:rma.tion to guide it on all phases of busi-
ness enterprise. There are other devices to be used and other con-
siderations given in conjunction with the two financial statanents 
to bring the necessary control ini'o:rma.tion to the management. 
llanagement should knolr just how, llby, when, and where profits 
have been made and are to be made in operating a business. 'lhl..s re-
quires careful planning of future operations. Intelligent planning 
is needed that the costs of merchandising or of production ~ be 
cut; that unbalanced relationships between i?roduGtion anc~. sales or 
bctl:eon purcl1asing and sales may be avoided; that all expenses of 
selling and of administration may be kept low; and that the financing 
may be kept in step ldth the needs of business. l4anagement can make 
sure of satisfactory profits oD:cy by pl.alming ahead, and thereby 
control all lncOJne and e:xpense factors. rt :5.s posc;~cble :em: " Dclsi-
ncss to be prosperous as a whole and show a good profit and yst there 
may be ll1lllliY minor losses in detail activities, which may be large 
when they are totaled up. It is important to make each detail activi-
ty profitable, and planning should therefore be complete; it should 
embrace minor as well as major activities. 
It must be recognized that business pla:nning differs in var-
ious types of business organizations. Plamting in a .financial insti-
tution is not the same as it is in a manufacturing or merchandising 
concern. However, regardless of the type of business organization, 
effective business planning must be preceded by a CCIIIPrehensive 
survey of all the activities in the business. 
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Blsiness planning must, of necessity, take into considera-
tion past perfomance, but it is not based entirely upon past opera-
tions. SUrveys of past operations and results must be ~ical, 
so that past weaknesses and faults are disclosed. The balance sheet 
and the profit and loss statEillent came in here to dEillOnstrate their 
liajor value to a business concern. It will be seen that by stud;ring 
certain merits and weaknesses of things done in the past, certain 
perfomance standards can be set up for fUture operations. It 
should ever be the aim of managEillent to do just a little better each 
;rear than was done the preceding ;rear. 
Blsiness pJanni ng that aims at ever :Improving methods and 
more efficient management is written down in the fonn of daily, week-
ly, monthly, and yearly schedules of the entire business operations. 
This is called the business budget. 
Bldgeting is reall;y more than definite or specific pJann:Jng; 
it is also a constant and current check-up against accomplishment of 
the things that have been planned. BUdgeting is a plan which not 
only schedules the operations of the business as a whole, but also 
sets up detailed specifications against which perfomances are mea-
sured as they occur day" by day. Bldgeting reduces or translates busi-
ness pl ann:! ng into specific quotas and schedules of operational act-
ivities which become standards to be followed or goals to be reach-
ed. 'Ihus, budgeting is organized specification-planning which sets 
up definite perfomance standards and e:xpense schedules. It is used 
day" by day" as a check against the actual perfomance and expenses. 
In short, budgeting is business planning that gives management both 
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a detailed and general control of the business enterprise. The 
control is obtained by forecasting income and e:xpenditure for a 
period in advance. Scientific budgeting makes it possible to pre-
dict months in advance the approximate status of a business with 
respect to cash, accounts receivable, inventories, and the like. 
Objectives ~ budgeting. 
Budgeting has two major objectives. Same budgets are 
designed to provide a means of coordinating the various branches 
of a business. others are usigned to control a particular activi-
ty of a business. A common example of the first group is the so-
called "operating budget" which is essentially a plan of action for 
the business as a whole. The operating budget is based upon fore-
casts of sales. It considers inventories, manufacturing costs and 
purchases and, finally results in a predicted profit and loss state-
ment for the future period, and a balance sheet at the end of that 
period. (l) This type of budgeting attempts to bring about pbr-
sical coordination of the business so that all departments will be 
acting as parts of an integrated unit. The financial forecasts re-
sulting therefrom also make it possible to achieve financial co-
ordination. 
A common example of the second broad group of budgets is 
the so-called variable budget which is designed to control a por-
tion of the business. TO control an operation it is necessar,y to 
have a standard of performance with which actual results can be 
measured. The technique essentially is statistical and involves the 
l. Bartizal, John R., Budget Principles and Procedure, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1946, New York, N. Y., see chipter 18, p. 125. 
lll 
use or past eJCperience in setting standards for measuring future 
perfonnance. 
Flmdamentals ~ Inciget maldng• 
'Diere are several conditiou set forth for effective 
budgeting. (1) 'l'he intemal organisation or the concern must be 
complete Linell of authority and responsibility must be so clear 
thet a graph or chart or the organization can be easJ.4r prepared. 
In fact, no business organization should try to run without having 
an organization chart by which every person in the organization can 
tell just what his responsibilities are. There should be no room 
an;ywhere for an evasion or sidestepping of responsibility by an;r pei-
son. Neither should there be an;r possibility that two or more peGple 
will be doing the same thing. If lines or authority are not clear, 
budgetary control will be ineffective. A second requirement is that 
accounting must be perfected so that all aspects of the business may 
be known. This would also imply effective cost accounting for all 
departments. Reliable and adequate detaUs concerning the business 
must be available at all times, or at least at stated times. Every 
expenditure or the concern must be the responsibility of some parti-
cular person or official. Floating expenditures that cannot be char-
geable to same one person or department are inimical to effective 
budgeting. (2) 
A third requirement is that standardization on same working 
basis must be possible. This implies enough maturity for the indus-
1. Budgetary Control ~ 
' .. 
2. 
ll2 
try to provide experience upon which to base standards, Arbitrary 
standards, unless based upon sane flexible working basis, may work 
havoc with the growth of the concern. 
A fourth requirement, more especially for the larger con-
cerns, is the availabllity of statistical devices which make com-
prehensible by visual means the infonnation contained in the budget. 
The more plainly the materials can be presented, assuming the sound-
ness of the estimates in the budget, the more useful the budget. 
A fifth requirement is effective supervision and adminis-
tration. Some person or group of persons must be responsible for 
supervision and administration. This person or persons must possess 
certain qualities in order to have effective control. Soundness of 
business judgment, tact, and leadership are essential. 
!!! Preparation£!:~ lbdget. 
When we are talking about budget preparation, it is usua.lly 
assumed that a business is budgeted in every department, SUch may 
not be the case, Investigations which have been made seem to indicate 
that in sane concerns certain departments are budgeted, but not others. 
The deciding factor is the type or business involved. The National 
Industrial Conference Board reported in 1951 that from one to nine 
different departments were budgeted in the 162 companies 'Which res-
ponded to the questionnaires submitted to them, The nine departments 
or sections of the business budgeted were sales, production, manu.i'ac-
turing expense, marketing e:xpense, administrative e:xpense, capital 
outlay, cash, profit and loss, and balance sheet. In some of them 
a master budget summarised the details or the separate budgets. ~ 
lativel.y" few corporations at that t:lm.e budgeted every department and 
activity, and fewer still reported use of the master budget. 
.llegardless of what departments are budgeted, there are 
certain steps to be followed: 
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a. Ascertain the amount of capital that 'ftll be avail-
able for use in the business. 
b. Develop a program of operations, within the :limits 
of the available capital, that offers the greatest 
profit possibilities. 
c. Outline the program in writing so that it 1fill ~ 
~ serve as a guide to operations. 
d. CaDpare periodical.Jy the actual resuJ.ts with the 
program in order to detect and correct aey- failure 
to hold operations to the course plalmed. 
Finney (l) bas giTIIIl us the following points. He SfqS 
the budget is developed b,y: 
a. lfaking forecasts of such items as: 
1. Sales 
2. Production costs 
3. Distribution e:rpenses 
4. Administrative expenses 
5. Financial expenses 
s. Additions to capital assets 
b. Assembling these forecasts of details into: 
1. An estimated profit and loss statEI!lent 
for the budget period. 
2. An estimated stataaent of cash require-
ments and sources of receipts to meet 
such requirements. 
3. An estimated balance sheet at the end o:f 
the budget period. 
In getting out the above estimates, the person, or persons 
making the estimates 1fill be aided by in:fonnation supplied by the 
accounting and statistical departments. 
Availability ,2! ~ Blldget ~ lhsiness <£!rations. 
Certain types of business can use the budget very effective-
:cy; others not so well; some not at all. Jhsiness conditions vary so 
1. See Finney, cp. Cit, "Nature of a &ldget, n p. 493. 
ll4 
much f'rom industry to industry that no general conclusion can be 
drawn. 
'lbe results of' a recent attempt to detemine the preva-
lence and degree of' completeness of' budgeting procedures in small 
and medilllll'"size manufacturing companies in the middle-west (out-
side of' Chicago), is interesting, A questionnaire was directed to 
the presidents o:f the companies addressed, Erf'ort was made to con-
tact a representative group of' companies, Iesponses were redeived 
from f'if'ty-si.x, The resill.ts were something like this: (1) 
Complete budget system 
Partial budgets 
No budgets 
10 
26 
20 
17.8% 
46.5% 
35,7% 
To interpret the above results more .t'ul:cy", it may be said 
that a complete budget was defined as one f'rom llhich a profit and 
loss statement and balance sheet either could be or was prepared in-
dicating estimated results of' business operations for the budget 
period and the estimated conditions of' the business at the close, 
Dspartmental budgets, e:xpense budgets or other types of' control plan-
ning llhich did not provide as complete in!o:naation were construed as 
partial budgets, 
Spealdng about the use of' the budget in business toda:y", 
llacDonald says that their use is widespread. He goes on :further to 
say: (2) 
"Since 1920 the adoption by" business of' the budget 
idea, in whole or in part, has been so extensive 
that today there are f'err lines of' business in llhich 
one can not f'ind at least some companies using budgets. 
In certain cases, such as the department store field, 
for example, virtual.:cy' every :illlportant compaey bud-
gets income, e:xpense, and net profit somG months in 
advance, In most other industries the majority of 
1, Dillay, llerrill B., Popul.arity ,2! &d.gsting, N. A. C. A. :EW.lstin, 
July 15, 1947. 
2, llacDonald, John H., Practical llldeet Procedure, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Nell' York, N. Y., 1948, p, S, 
the larger and better organized concerns 
operate on a budget basis. Even in lines 
such as the special order business of the 
jobbing shop, in which the successi'ul app-
lication of budgeting is obviously of pecu-
liar difficulty, one can find man;;r organiz;a-
tions doing an intelligent and constructive 
budget job. n 
us 
Arnstein advocates the use of budgets for the beginning 
finn. He says: (1) 
''Few comp!lJ'lies starting in business prepare ade-
quate budgets before camnencing operations. Al-
though the executives of the new enterprise mq 
be convinced of the value of the budgeting tech-
nique and may have worked w:l.th budgets in their 
fonner connections, they are likely to defer 
the preparation of a budget for their new ven-
ture until it has been in operation for some 
time." 
Advantages ~ operating ~ ~ fudget Basis. 
Before leaving the subject of the budget and its function, 
it is well to bring out sane of the advantages to be g~/by op-
erating on the budget basis. (2) 
a. It has a marked influence on the most econom-
ical use of working capital, since it is 
planned to make the ma:x::ilnui:l use of plant 
facilities and current assets. 
b. It prevents waste, since it regulates the 
spending of money for a definite purpose 
and in accordance With appropriations es-
tablished by the executives of the business. 
c. It places definite].r-just llhere it belongs--
the responsibility for each fuzlction of the 
business. 
d. It makes for co-ordi..""Jation. It COI'rpels all 
departments of a business to cooperate in 
attaining the results fixed by the budget. 
l. Arnstein, William, E., ''l'lhat lhdgeting and Financial Forecasting 
.., 
~. 
Will do for a Nn Compaey," N. &. c. A. lhlletin, No. 7, Dec-
ember 1, 1948, p. 581 • 
l!!t'rult. and :Sm::rt, lltJil!ci Control, 1lh'lt it IXleB tncl Ecv• to do ,t; 
pp. 4-5, New York, • ., llt.ZS. -------
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
It presents in cold figures the best judg-
J!1.8nt of executives cClllllllitted to a definite 
business objective, thus guarding agajnst 
undue optimism llhich often leads to over-
expansion. · 
It acts as a safety signaJ. for management, since 
it indicates the variance between estimates 
and the actual results obtained. 'thus, it 
shOW!I when to proceed cautious~, as well as 
when llllmlf'acturing or merchandising e:xpan-
sion may be safely undertaken. It i::; an 
auto:n.'ltic check on the jedgment of the ~ 
ecutive-a check frequentl.:y' revealing loss-
es in t:!JIIe to stop the waste. 
It is the most potent force in business for 
conservetion of the resources of business, 
since it regulates the spending of money 
within the confines of income. 
It is invaluable to management in determining 
the effect of sales, production, and finan-
cial policies. 
i. It c01:1pels management to study its markets, 
products, methods and service, thus dis-
closing ~s and means for strengthening 
and enlarg:L>lg the business. 
j. It compels management to study and to plan 
for the most economical use of labor, mate:r-
ial, and e:xpense. 
k. It i3 the only means for predetermining when 
and to what extent financing will be necessary. 
1. It sets up a target to shoot at and provides 
a gauec for measurb.e; the accuracy of the shot. 
It is a test of the ability of management to 
make things happen in accordance with a well-
ordered plan. 
m. J.!anagements which have developed a well-order-
ed budget plan, and which operate according-
l.:y', find greater favor fl'OII their bankers and 
Boards of Directors. 
n. It compeils management to fortify itself with 
adequate accounting, cost accoun'G:U:.t;, and 
financ :1.aJ. rcc OI'Cl.s • 
us 
VihiJ.e Tie e.re on the subject of the advantages of a good 
budget system, it might be well to notice, in addition to what has 
been mentioned above, other good things a budget will do: (1) 
a. Forecast the volume o£ sales. 
A good budget system shows the executive 
llhat ma-r be expected in the line of busi-
ness over the next fn months, thereby 
assisting him in his sales department in 
directing sales effort. Furt;her, the 
sales quota, established by the budget 
system, sets a goal to be reached by the 
sales department. 
b. Establishes a production quota. 
A good budget system provides for setting 
up of a production quota based on the 
estimated sales as the result of which 
the works manager ma-r lay out production 
well in advance, specifying: 
1. Amount and kinds of material needed. 
2. Size and kind of working force that 
IIIUllt be provided. 
3. Amounts of overhead that will be ex-
pended. 
4. The requirements in machines and 
equipment. 
c. Assists the purchasing agent. 
A good budget system is o£ great Value to 
the purchasing agent, enabling him to neg-
otiate purchase contracts and orders to 
the best advantage and with the most acc-
urate knowledge of requirements. 
d. Enables establishment of a consistent labor 
policy-. 
A good budget system makes possible a con-
sistent policy- ll':i.th respect to the employ-
ment and education of li'Orking forces and 
when necessary, by an anticipated reduction 
in business, the scaling down of the forces 
intelligently and with due regard to the 
rights o£ the workers. 
e. Points out financial requirements. 
A good budget system assists the executive 
in gauging the necessary cash requirements 
of the business, indicates the probable 
condition of accounts receivable and acc-
ounts payable; and in general acts as a com-
pass in steering the finances of the busi-
ness in the safest course. 
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l. Taken from the publications of the Fabricated Products Depart-
ment, Chamber of Commerce of the United states, "What a Cost 
System should do for 1011• n 
llB 
Limitations 2!, :!?.!!!. budget. 
While it is true that the budget has a widespread use 
in business tcx:Jq, and in spite of the foregoing advantages claimed 
for the budget, it should not be assumed that the adoption of the 
budget is always practical., or that eTery installation is a Sllccess. 
'!be llise business lll8llager knOll'S that there are certain difficu1ties 
and failures attending budgeting and budgetary' control, as trell as 
Sllccesses. 
To begin with, the best possible budget plan necessa.r:i.:cy' 
depends upon estimates. To be sure, these estimates shou1d be 
based on available facts in the accounting statements and also 
upon sound reasoning, but mu.ch of the budget plan depends upon 
forecasting the future, a thing which is not an exact science, lo!ore-
over, there are lll8ey" uncontrollable factors that pl!cy" an important 
part in the rise and fall of business activity, Much of the Sllccess 
of the budget, therefore, 1lill depend upon the degree of exactness 
with which the estimates for the future periods have been made. 
Another drawback or limitation to the budget is to be 
found in the fact that the budget will not automatically nm aey 
business, It is not a cure-all which will take the place of sound 
business lll8llagament. Its use is to point out the weak places and 
the11 it is up to the lll8llaganent to take remedial. steps. It does 
not remove from executive control the need for making adjustments 
in business policies; and budgets work e.t'fectivel;r only to the 
degree that they are faithtully adhered to, and to the extent that 
they secure the right kind of executive cooperation from both gen-
eral and departmentallll8llagament, lhdgets and budgetary' control are 
limited by the limits which lll8llagament itself places upon them. 
CHAPTER X 
CONTROL THROUGH THE BUDGE.'l' 
Puippse 9£. ~ Chapter. 
The previous chapter explained the nature of the business 
budget, gave its advantages, objectives, listed points of depen-
dence of management upon the budget, and gave certain limitations 
which can be expected to be in 8.1\Y' business plan for .future opera-
tions. 
This chapter deal.s with the business budget as a working 
tool of management, showing hcnr accounting and statistics may be 
applied to same of the various budgets that are used in management 
control. This chapter will not discuss all the various budgets, but 
will confine the discussion mostly to the Sales budget, the Produc-
tion budget, with its attending i.Immtory, material, and purchases 
control. Operating expense contril is touched upon in a brief~· 
The main purpose of the chapter is to shcnr same of the statistical 
devices and accounting aids that make budgeting and budgetary control 
possible. 
Essential. requirements ~ budget operation. 
Barore going into the mechanics of the various budgets, it 
is well to note sane of the essential.s tor success.t'u.l operation. Same 
ot these were brought out in the last chapter, but it will not hurt 
to stress their :Importance here. The Accountants• Handbood lists the 
essential.s as 1 (1) 
a. Satisfactory organization. 
b. Adequate accounting records. 
c • .llesearch. 
d. Definite responsibility for budgeting procedure. 
e. Support of the chief executive. 
1. Accountants• Handbook, p. 1140. 
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The first, fourth, and fifth essentials will not be 
CCIIII!Ilented upon here because they are more or less of a management 
activity. It is desired to shOW' here the importance of adequate 
accounting records and the desirability of statistical research in 
the operation of the budget. 
In the previous chapter the budget waa referred to as 
accounting in te:nas ot the future. 'l.'he point needs to be borne in 
mind &t all tDies that accounting and budgeting haTe a very close 
relationship. This close relationship first shOW's itself when we 
consider that one o! the f'umamental prerequisites to good budgetary 
control is the ability to check actual performance with previous es-
timates. In order to make this checking possible, both the estimates 
and the actual figures must be on a canparable basis. This means, 
first, that it is necessary to have detailed accounts and these de-
tailed accounts make up the chart of accounts. These accounts IIDlSt 
be thoroughly classified and organized according to authority and 
responsibility. Then the budget must be built up according to the 
accounting classification. 
In speaking about the chart of accounts in connection with 
the budget, !Cwland and Harr have this to sey-1 (1) 
"auigetary control demands for its smooth opera-
tion the preparation of a classification of 
accounts providing for the grouping of infor-
mation in accordance with the data required 
1. 
for the preparation of management reports. A 
clearly designed chart of accounts adjusted 
to the needs of a particular business will 
enable the General Accounting Department to 
assemble the facts pertaining to that business, 
not only with facility, but at the same time 
in a manner that will reveal the transactions 
in their true light. n 
Rowland, Floyd H., and Harr, William H., fudget~ !or Mana~ement 
Control, Harper & Brothers Publishers, New Yor~.T., 194 , P• 64. 
• 
Finney says: (1) 
"To make the comparison of the actual results 
with the budget estimates of greatest value, 
it is necessary that the classification of 
accounts used in the budget conform to the 
classification of accounts used in reporting 
the actual results. If the proper control of 
the business is to be exercised through the acc-
ounts, the classification of accounts should be 
so designed that for every person in the busi-
ness wno has p0'17er to requisition materials, 
labor, or funds, there wiJ.l be a separate 
account or group of accounts showing what his 
requisitions have amounted to. Each expendi-
ture should be charged against the account re-
presenting the person llho has the power to in-
crease, decrease, or eliminate the expenditure," 
'"•Vith such a classification, an intelligent study 
of operating results can be made, and responsi-
bility for desirable and undesirable results can 
be definitely placed," 
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As the necessary accounting records are being discussed, 
preparatory to the making of a successful budget, another essen-
tial requirement is to be found in an adequate cost plan for both 
manufacturing and distribution. A:rry discussion of budgeting an 
operating program in complete detail almost neces~ assumes the 
existence of a cost system of some kind as a course of the required 
data relative to the material quantities per unit of product. Cost 
data are usualJ.y available because cost accounting precedes budget-
ing in the usual order of the development of instruments of operat-
ing control. 
To be practical a cost system, like aey- other application 
of accounting, must develop infonnation vlhich will aid in making right 
decisions. A cost system, adequately planned and properly used, 
affords data of use to the executive for the following purposes: 
a. sales Control 
b. Administrative Control 
c, Production Control 
1. Finney, H. A., Principles of Accounting, Advanced, Prentice-Hall-
Inc., New York, N.Y., 194S;p. SIS. 
Under Sales Control, unit product costs developed by 
a cost system should guids sales executives in setting satis-
factory selling prices. I1' an article costs $5.00 to make, it 
follows that profitable operations require that it sell for more 
than $5.00. 
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Ordinarily a concern cannot set prices solely on the basis 
of its costs because it must meet the prices set by competition. In 
such cases the unit product costs can be used as a basis for ~ 
tezmining llhat products should be made. I1' article (A) returns a 
loss, while articles (B) and (C) bring in profits, why not mske 
and sell o~ articles (B) and (II) '? 
In order to present "full linen, the concern may- have to 
offer certain articles to the trade at. llhat the cost info:nuation 
shows to be a loss. In such instances, on the basis of the infor-
mation provided by the cost dsta, the management may so direct the 
selling efforts as to min:imize the sale of "loss" articles and in-
crease the sale of profitable ones. 'lhus it may be provided that 
on all articles sold below cost the salesman receives no commission, 
While on extremely profitable ones he receives double commission. 
Workine on such incentiy~ corxl..i..ssio::.. rz.tcs, 7J~.e sales force w:Ul 
apply its efforts on what is profitable for the business. 
In using cost data for purposes of administrative control, 
the manufacturing, profits, and balance sheet statements disclose 
to adminjstrative executives the operating results and financial 
position of the business and markedly influence the control policies 
adopted. The more frequently prepared, the more promptly rendered, 
and the more accurate these statements are, the better their service 
as a basis for administrative decision. 1\1 making quickl,y available 
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as of azv date accurate closing inventories, an adequate cost system 
makes practical accurate quarterl;r, and even monthl;y" statements, 
each preparedwithjn a few daJ8 or the close of the period. 
1he factors of inventory calculation in a msnuf'actur:l.ng 
business, as in a mercantile business, ere: 
a. 1he number or units 
b. 1he price per unit 
In a msnuf'acturing business, were it not !or the inventory 
amounts reflected by the book accounts under an adequate cost system, 
accurate inventories for use in preparing the financial statements 
would be illlpossible, frequent inventories would be illlpractical, and 
promptl;r available inventories would be improbable. .Accurate in-
ventories would be :iJnpossible because, ·.·lithout the tLn-it cost dr,tz. 
Sl'-PPlied by the cost system, no reliable basis would be available for 
pricing the quantities found to be on hand. Frequent inventories 
would be impractical because each inventory taking usuall;r involves 
shutting down the plant -while the quantities on hand are being count-
ed. The task o! making a physical count of' the quantities, and then 
pricing them, would preclude the probability o! promptl;r available 
inventories. 
As an illustration of hcr.l cost data wy be used !or pur-
poses of Production COntrol, let us take just one simple activity 
under production control. An article o! given quality may often be 
made or various kinds and grades o! material, with various types end 
classes of J.abor, and with diff'ering machine facilities. Progress 
in mi nimj sing product cost is achieved by e:xperilllenting with 
a. Various kind& and grades of material. 
b. Various types and classes of labor. 
c. Differing maohine facilities. 
d. Various combinations of material, labor, and 
machine facilities. 
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Experimentation in production methods is valuable oncy 
to the extent that the results of the experiments can be measured 
and compared. If measurement of the final results of experiments 
in methods of production in concrete and comparable te:nns is im-
possible, the merits of one method o:f production CNor anoth0r can 
be only a lllD.tter o:f speculation anc,_ conject·u.rc. }r .. e.dcCJ,tw.toly 
operated cost system aids in production control by affording a 
concrete means of measuring and, therefore, comparing the results 
of experiments in production methods. 
In manufacturing, that method is the best llb.ich, quality 
considered, produces the article at the lowest unit cost. The 
cost ~!)'stem develops the unit costs of production. By comparing 
the unit costs under the various production methods, the superior 
one is quickly discerned. Thus, on the empirical basis of lowest 
unit cost, the cost system may disclose that the superior produc-
tion method employs the 110st expensive material, labor, and machinery. 
In connection 11ith the budget and the control of manufactur-
ing activities, it is felt that it 'IIOUld be better, no doubt, to 
build up the budget on sane adaptation of the standard Cost Method. 
(1) Neuner says: (2} 
1. 
"standard costs are very closely related to budget-
ary control, especi.aJ..ly where •expected actual. cost • 
standards are used, for the total. budgeted produc-
tion expense, spread over the estimated production, 
is in such case the standard cost. " ( 3) 
Another requirement for the successful operation of the 
See .llo1rland, Floyd H., and Barr, William H., &ldget~ for ~ent 
Control, Harper & Brothers Publishers, New York, N.~,""!§4~. 
2. Neuner, John J. w., Cost Account1LPrinciples !!!!! Practice, Richard 
D. Irwin, Inc., New '!OriC, N. Y., 2, p. 56!5. 
3. See .Neuner, John J. w.,ibid, P• 510 for a discussion of standard Cost 
Accounting Procedures. 
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business budget is the smooth working of a statistical department 
from which cCIIIes esserltial information, both internal and exter-
nal. A little .further on in this chapter it will be seen how the 
statistical department can turnish iui'ormation that Will not onl\r 
help in setting up the budget, but also aid in the control of the 
budgeted itEIIDSo 
A third requirement to successful budgetary control is 
a system of reports llhich Will keep a constant flow of necessary 
iui'ormation cODling to the pereon or persons charged with success-
ful operation of the budget. On this point Sinclair says: (1) 
"CUrrent knowledge as to whether or not a budget 
is being lived up to is obtained through the medium of 
the various weekly and monthly reports. These in-
clude reports of depart.98ntal expenses, and financial 
statements. The first are prepared by the cost de-
partment and the latter by the general accounting 
department. Their study and interpretation reveal 
llhere budget estimates have been exceeded and 
supply iui'ormation for executive action." 
While it is recognized that there are other requirements to 
budget procedure, yet it is beyond the scope of this peper to dis-
cuss them. It is necessary to discuss here only the part played by 
accounting, statistics, and reports as they assist the management in 
interpreting figures. 
Control ~ nepartments. 
The business budget usually indicates not only a plan for 
the future operating periods, but it also has the idea of control. 
Estimated figures or standards are set up at the beginning of a bud-
get period and against these predetermined figures actual perfonnance 
1. Sinclair, Prior, Bu<igeting, The Ibnald Press Company, New York, 
N. Y., 1954, p. 52. 
is measured. Any variance from standard or est:iJnate indicates 
to the management that some action must be taken. The budget 
outlines the cocuose tar~ cG~vain objectives, but it cannot of 
itself prevent deviation from the course, nor can it make the 
attainment of objectives a surety. 
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At this point it is necessary to show the method of set-
ting up some of the various buclz,~ts, ::o-;t osti1102.tc~ ~re obtained, and 
how actual figures are compared with budgeted figures. 
The sales Bll.dget ~ sales COntrol 
General COnsiderations. 
The importance of perfecting the sales BUdget first cannot 
be over-emphasized. Various authorities on management control ad-
vise that the sales side of the organization must be perfected first. 
(1) The sales est:iJnate indicates the probable demand for the pro-
duct and its distribution over the budget period. The sales execu-
tive with a well formulated plan of action and complete, prompt in-
fo:nnation as to possibilities and peri'o:nnance, will be able to ach-
ieve much in his organization toward setting reliable quotas for his 
salesmen. By being able to perfect the sales side of the organiza-
tion first, it follows that there will be better coordination be-
tween all the departments. 
In order to determine the amount of income to the organi-
zation from sales, it is necessary to carry on a thorough survey of 
sales possibilities. There must be a forecast of the probable income 
from sales because there is no question but that "the sales forecast 
1. See Donald, w. J., Elli.tor-in-chief, Handbook of Bll.siness .Ailminis-
tration, McGra"W""Hill Book co., New York, N. Y-:; 1931, p. iSS!. 
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plays a major part in the sales budget." (1) 
looking ahead and planning the sales program is not an 
easy task. The preparation o:f the sales budget is perhaps the 
most di:f:ficult o:f any o:f the other department budgets. With the 
other budgets, it is comparatively an easy matter to estimate the 
various activities o:f the particular department. Not so with the 
sales budget. An organization has only partial control over its 
sales income. 
In spite o:f the !act that sales income is so di:f1'icult 
to estimate, it is not uncommon today to find that organizations can, 
U,y the use of accounting and statistics, estimate income :from sales 
and come out with a high per centage of acauracy. (2) The prepara-
tion of the sales budget consists of mak1 ng the sales forecast and 
then setting up the sales budget. 
rata needed for sales eetilllates. 
- -
A great III8DJ' considerations come into plsy when setting up 
the sales budget.) It might be well to analyze some of these con-
siderations a little to see What is involved in this important phase 
of business activity. (SOllie of the more important data needed in the 
sales forecast include: 
a. rata on General business conditions. 
b. Da.ta on Conditions within the particular industry. 
c. Da.ta from records of past sales. 
d. rata on products manufactured. 
e. Da.ta on changes in c~ policy. 
f. Da.ta on advertising and sales promotion plans and 
appropriations. 
g. rata on production capacity and costs. 
h. Data on the finsncial condition of the Comp!IIV• 
1. MacDonald, John H., Practical I:Uciget Procedure, Prentice-Hall Co., 
New York, N. Y., 1959, P• 19. 
2. Ibid, p. 20. 
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Some comment should be made on each one of these essen-
tia.J.s in order to bring out more clearly h011' 1!hey help establish 
the sales budget. 
~_,A compaey ::Stimating the sales for its next budget period 
~\ '(' 
is interested in the trend in general business conditions and in the 
i\• 
effect that· trend Will have on the sales of the product. When gen-
eral conditions in business are good, people have confidence in the 
future and they bu;r. When general business conditions are poor, even 
those who have money are likely to hesitate to spend it, as they do 
not knOll' what the future may bring. (1) Trends of demand must be 
studied carefully; the economic conditions must tell us something; 
the distributing problem must receive some attention. (2) 
As a basis f'or studying General !Usiness COnditions, in-
f'o:nnation that can be used as an "index" or indicator of these con-
- . 
ditions is obtained. (5) This inf'o:nnation comes f'rom a number of 
dif'f'erent places and is presented in various fonns, but the purpose 
of' it all is to make possible better sales estimates and more scien-
tific judgments of future conditions. 
-4Z,I.>~ ?4--
R!.ggleman and Frisbee have listed several basic indicators, 
or business barometers: as f'ollowa: (4) 
a. Mathematical projection 
b. The movements in the stock market 
c. Harvard Index of General Economic Conditions 
d. Various forecasting services ( 5) 
Data on conditions within the particular industry would in-
l. See Chart on page 129. 
2. See Marehall, Leon c., !Usiness Mministration, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, ill, 1955, P• 3IS::319. l!r. W,arshall 
gives quite a complete lllllllysis of the product, market, and cha n-
nels of' distribution. 
3. See Riggleman, John R., and Fttsbee, Ira N., !Usiness statistics, 
'McGra-Hill Book Campaey, Inc., Heir York, N. !., IYSS, P• MS. 
4. Ibid, pp. 375-405. 
5. See Appendix. 
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BUSn;ESS CYCLE CHAm' (l) 
Int;el'jfSt. rates-high 
stoc':t prices-high, but ~tpnni.I:Lg to de-
5. 
4. 
s. 
s. 
7. 
rates-declining. 
st.r><'-11' prices-declining. 
l. lhsiness failures-high. 
2. C&rloadings and railroad eamings-lOiro 
5. Blilding construction-activity slowly 
begins. 
4. Comlllodity prices-lOll'. 
s. F)npl~ent-low. 
6. Interest Rates-low. 
7. stock prices-lOll', but rising. 
1. Cornell, w. B., and MacJ.lonald, John H. 
Procedure, The .American Book CaupaD;y 1 >Ta:=-"1-.: • 
elude: 
a. OVercapacity for production, i.e., is there 
a tendency for a market i'lood. 
b. New legislation that would effect the i'uture 
operations. 
c. Data on laboJo conditions. 
d. Data on availability of raw materials. 
Data from records of past sales would include: 
a. CUStomer records showing past sales. 
b. Records of snles by territories. 
c • Flecords of sales by salelllllen. 
d. Flecords of sales by products. 
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Data on products manu.f'actured might consist of a stu~ of 
the market to see llhat the potential demand might be. 
Data on changes in company policy would include info~~tion 
rntn on advartising and sales promotion plans and appro-
priations would include information on proposed future plans to in-
crease the sales. 
Data on production capacity and costs would include reports 
fran the engineering department giving pertinent information as to 
llhat the potential capacity might be and giving costs of production 
est:IJnated from various levels of production. 
And, lastzy, data on the financial condition or the ccmpaey 
would include information about funds available for carrying adequate 
inventories, added labor costs, accounts receivable, etc. 
Briefzy, these are same of the things that will have to be 
taken into consideration before the sales budget is begun. In the 
study of the various aspects regarding the considerations mentioned 
above, it is easy to see hcllf important the use of accounting and 
statistics will be. 
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There are, generally speaking, three sources o£ data on 
which to base the statistical studies o£ any given business. In 
the case o£ obtaining information regarding sales territories, 
product, customers, salesmen, and the proper manner o£ distributing 
the product, the three~ o£ setting about to gain the proper in-
formation would be to: 
• 
a. ~ past results by examining the existing 
records o£ the organisation. 
b. Provide additional records and surveys o£ cur-
rent operations and situations. 
c. Conduct special research activities, such as: 
market ana:cyses and the status o£ each product 
with respect to the market and as to profits. 
Begjnning ~ Sales Ana.lysis. 
The books o£ account, the files, and the departmental re-
cords supply a wealth o£ material for ext;ensive and useful statis-
tical stu~; yet, strange as it may seem, they are oi'ten overlooked. 
But to the man who knows how to tabulate and analyze the £acts they 
contain, nearly all the existing records-the pay-roll records; the 
inventory records; the production, cost, sales, and purchasing re-
cords; and so on-are a source o£ statistical facts that are very 
valuable in controlling the operations o£ the business. 
Sales records are particularly important. Usually they 
contain all the £acts desired. But sometimes it is necessary to 
supplement the customary records. Usually, however, the facts de-
sired are to be found in the existing records, although they may be 
in such £onns as to make them unsuitable for statistical purposes. 
For example, exact comparisons o£ net selling prices may not be poss-
ible because, in the records, prepaid freight is included as part o£ 
the selling price. In such cases, a slight change in the £o:no. o£ 
record may be sufficient to save much work and make additional infol-
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mation readily available at very small or even no extra cost. 
~ business concerns route either the original orders or 
the shipping tickets through a statistical department where all 
desired !acts and figures are noted and tabulated. Later these 
!acts are assembled and classified. 
Usually" n81J !acts that are not provided in the original 
records can be obtained along with the !acts that are caning in, 
provided they are sought from the right sources in the right way. 
!lilt additional records mean additional work, and the disturbance oi' 
the regular routine. It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
workers often fail to shcnr enthusiasm in handling runr records. Even 
though the idea is sound lil:ld practical inevery way, some one is like-
ly to balk, mentally, ii' not openl,y, unless he has been sold on the 
worth-Rbileness of the additional records. 
Vlhere the members oi' the orgsllization cooperate willingly, 
valuable new statistical data can be gained with little or no ex-
pense. salesmen can and do bring in maey- worth-while facts which 
they observe out in the field. :they are often asked to inquire into 
specific conditionB-the crop conditions, the extent oi' unemployment, 
local credit situations, and the like. 
Same oi' the facts desired U,r management !all outside the 
scope oi' the current records oi' a buainess, and can be secured only 
ey special research work--such !'acts as the ton-mile cost oi' trucking, 
the average of inventories carried by dealers in certain kinds oi' items, 
the relative values of two or more locations for a retail store, etc. 
Any information at all from whatever source, so long as it 
relates to the bllilding up of the sales budget, is acceptable. Sllch 
information as income levels oi' people in various sales territories, 
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records of customers, style changes, trends of various items is 
very important. '!he income levels of custaners would be of value in 
detennining the probable amount spent on the line of products of 
the organization; the customer records would help in determining ma.rv 
problems; style changes are important when planning the sales pro-
gram; trends in modern living are sure to affect the sales budget. 
For instance, the trend today is toward smaller homes. People have 
the desire to live in the small one-floor house, Consequently, be-
cause of smaller rooms, there is going to be a change in the type of 
furniture wanted, In a similar manner, other types of trends can 
be studied and benefits derived which will help the sales organiza-
tion greatly, 
Questionnaires can be sent out asking for written answers 
to typed or printed questions. Almost every kind of statistics can 
be secured by this method if the questions are framed in the right 
way. 
And so, in one or all of the methods discussed above, or 
some one that has not been mentioned, information is gathered so that 
the sales budget can be made, This is the primary step, but alone 
does not comprise a completed sales budget. The purposes of the 
sales budget are to translate L>rto specific tenns the r~ore general 
conclusions from sales forecasting activities and market research; 
to coordinate the preliminary sales estimate T.-ith prochctioro., in-
ventory, and financial requirements--which usually necessitates 
changing the initial estimate a number of times, often in important 
respects; and to make an estimate of anticipated sales against which 
to measure actual performance, (1) 
1. See MacDonald, Op. Cit., p. 53. 
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Sales planning on the part of the manufacturer is some-
what more comprehensive than retail sales planning. It is not necess-
arily more difficult, but it requires greater nexibility in the plans 
adopted. If the manufacturer's goods are sold nationall~·, each sales 
locality or territory may have certain peculiarities llhich should 
be considered in planning selling methods. 
From another angle, however, the budgeting of sales in 
manufacturing is simpler than in retailing. The manufacturer usually 
sells relatively few kinds of products, and in many cases his pro-
duct is a staple article. Therefore, the demand for most manufac-
tured goods is more constant and quotas of sales can be more readily 
projected. The manufacturer ordinarily sells his products to con-
cerns that have a knows use for than, and he may ordinarily limit or 
extent his line according to the demand of a particular class of 
customers. The manufacturer who sells outside of his home town and 
llho employs salesmen to sell his goods, or who sells through jobb-
ers or by mail, or llho anploys a ccmbination of selling methods, must 
make his sales budget so the.t the est:iJ:.ates of sales ;..-ill be dis-
tinct for each method of selling. :Ellt llhatever selling methods are 
employed, it is necessar,r for the manufacturer to plan for a suff-
icient volume of sales. 
!!!!_ Tools .2!, ~ A!lalpis. 
ODe important fact that has been brought out previously is 
that the first step in the development oi' the sales budget is an 
analysis oi' sales. The sales must be ~ed as to past peri'o:naance, 
present trends, and future possibilities. These will be discussed 
separately in order to shaw the generalaethod involved. 
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The question is sanetimes asked, "Jn order to give the 
most infol'lll&tion and be of the most use in studying past peri'oma.nce, 
llhat should our accounting and statistical. records reveal and how 
whould they- be set up in order that they- may reveal as much as 
possible?" Various authors have advocated different ways to arunrer 
this question. One of these authors has this to say: (1) 
"Jn the study of past sales peri'oma.nce there are, 
in most concerns, numerous ana.J.yses and cross-
a.na.J.yses which can and should be made •••• Some 
a.na.J.yses must be made continuousJ.¥, others onJ.¥ 
periodicalJ.¥ as a test of the efficacy of the 
program. For example, the records may be so 
designed as continuousJ.¥ to signal the cessa-
tion of orders from ~ customer or a signi-
ficant decrease in sales to ~ customer or 
class of customers. Jn fact, such records may 
be refined to the point of continuously sig-
naling a decrease in sales of each of several 
classes of canmodities to an, eustomer." 
He then goes on to give some of the types of analyses that 
may be made: 
a. ~is by Channels of Distribution. 
b. Analysis by :U:ethod of Sale. 
c. .Analysis by Commodities. 
d. Analysis by Customers. 
e. .Ana.lysis by Territories. 
f. ~is by Organization Divisions. 
g. Analysis by Salesmen. 
h. AnaJ.¥sis by Methods of Delivery and Service. 
i. ~is by Size of Orders. 
j. Order ~esl 
B.r terms of sale 
B.r time of sale 
B.r size of the unit of product sold 
B.r quality of the product sold • 
.All of the above listed methods of ~is pre31Ip?oses 
accounting and statistical recorda from which such analysis may be 
made. The kind of accounting andstatistical. infol'lll&tion desired by 
the management will, to a great ext.ent, detezmine the records that 
are kept. From the accountine records various statistical methods 
l. Heckert, J. Brooks, lbsiness lh@r.t~and Control, The :a:>nald 
Press Co~~~paJ:ty, N. Y., 1946, p. • i'iJ:s~ 1 Barhzalz. John R:a_ ~ Prlncl.ples and ProcedUre, Prentice-H , Jnc., .No Y., lll4b, 
~anaon. -
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are used depending upon 'llhat it is proposed to disclose. (l) 
After a careful study of past performance, the next step 
is a study of the present trends in the sales activities. This 
current trend in the sales may be studied in several ways. First, 
knolrledge of current trade conditions may be obtained by first-hand 
contact by the salesmen with the custaners; second, the infonuation 
~ be obtained by personal investigation, and fran trade infonuation 
'llhich ~be secured .fran various published sources. (2) 
The main idea in making a study or conditions within the 
trade is to secure an est:!mate of the total amount of business 'Which 
can be secured during the budgst period. 
The third step 'llhich is essential in the making of a sales 
budget is a thorough studiJ of the market and a forecast of sales 
activity. What is meant by market analysis? Perhaps this is one 
of the most important miBJ.yses made while the sales budget is in 
preparation. A market analysis is defined as follows: (I) 
"Jiarket analysis means the collecting of all pertinent 
infonuation available in reprd to a given terri-
tory- and so organizing and analyzing the infonua-
tion that a business can determine >mat its posi-
tion in that terri tory- is and should be. It takes 
into account not oncy the past and present demand 
and the canpetition from businesses il1 thG smr.e 
l:ine, but tlcG cO!!:.petition offered by other types 
of products and the probable growth or decline 
of such camnodity ca~~petition.n 
In making this important analysis it is necessary- to have 
on hand both internal and external statistics. However, perhaps 
the value of external statistics has the edge over internal statis-
tics. 
l. 
" ... 
See Riggleman, Jolm R., and Frisbee, Ira N., fusiness statistics, 
llcGraw-Hill Book CompBIJY, Inc., New York, N. Y. , i!JM. 
See .Appendix. 
5. Bartillal, Jolm R., fu~t Princiiles and Procedure, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., Jlew York:, N. Y., 946, p. 5. -
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In evaluating these external statistics it will be 
necessary to study certa:LTJ. c.s.use[j C...."1(~. Ei'foc Ls. 8::.1<- '<:.: :::r~d e:l.tect 
may be studied through coJ:Telation.) Certain important information 
may be obtained by stud;ying tli'O or more variables and finding out 
hO'If they are related one to another. Insiness men are consta."lt:cy" 
studying a great number of relationships, such as the influence of 
population on the markets for their products, the degree to which 
advertisinG !!laY be depended upon to increase sales, the relation 
of the price of cotton to the size of the crop, the variation of 
the production of workers with the length of their experience, or 
the relation between bank profits and the average balance maintained 
by depositors, ~ch analyses are practicall.y always coJ:Telation 
analyses. kJ a matter of fact, business is a continual process of 
association or coJ:Telation, and the successful busL"less l!lan is an 
tical form. He is always weighing one thing against another in 
OIJder to find out what is the best course to take. i 
(Another tool in the stud;y of the market is the index number) 
Insiness people are interested in knowing hmv general bnsiness con-
/ 
ditions have changed over a certain period of time. ilhe index num-
/ 
ber, as it is knO'Ifn and used todey1 (has for its purpose the measure--
rnent of business conditior.s, eithr:-:r eeneral.ly ao t,o r; ~ .. rJ .. dc rrn:=.;8 of 
b1.1.sir..ess sctivities, or specific~ as to one or a few phases of 
business activity. lhe price level is one of the most il!lporta.."lt 
I. .... .<..- ..>. ... 
subjects of index number studies. i However they may be applied to c--J 
" general business conditions, industrial production, trade, factory 
•• employment, retail sales, and 1!1.B.cy" other t;;pes o!: dato.. (1) 
1. For EJcl.ditional iti'ormation on index ~rs, see llills, F. c., 
l4ethods 2nd ed., Chaps, vi and IX, Henry Holt and 
fork, h. Y. 1 19381 and B1Uetin 2841 u. s. lhreau 
Lal>or statistics (SBe footnote, p. 205.) 
one of the chief problems in modern busi::c.ess is th2.t 
J-
~ estimating what the future changes in business will be. -'l!o-
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help-~?e--t.hi~1'roblem{i-t bec:anee-necessary to ~e data over a 
period of time. 1 SOme of the statistical. devices used in business, 
such as averages, frequency distributions, ~.r.C. clispersi"ns, c.o.r.not 
be 'twcd tc aclv~.nta£e if the data to be studied covers a long per-
iod of time. In lon&-time analysis recourse has to be made to 
what is known in statistics as the time series analysis. 
vc~s long-time analysi/ ~ help to dete:nnine just what 
factors caused the past developments, llbat forces are working now, 
and, as a result of these forces, what will obtain in the future? 
When the business man is able to ~e the situation and come to 
the conclusion that certain definite elements have been responsible 
for conditions in his business, he can then determine in a better 
way just what future course of action he should take. Hcnrever, it 
IIIUSt be remembered in the time series analy'sis that there are a 
nu:3ber of causes affecting business and not all business men will 
stud;r the same tendencies at the same time. {In most businesses t:iliB 
series will be studied under four movements: first, long-time trend; 
second,. seasonal variation; third, business cycles; and fourth, 
erratic nuctuations. These four are the ones most often studied 
because they are able to help to e:xplain the past and predict the 
i 
I future. ) 
Forecasting 2!!!! Possibilities. 
A business forecast is a statement obtained from a BY'Stem-
atic stu~ of future conditions. '!his statement cannot and will not 
give the conditions as they will act~ appear. However, if the 
forecast 1s prepared with care and a good degree of judg!nent, there 
is boUDd to be a chance for the business man to take advantage 
or tuture in a better vra:y than if' there were no forecast. The 
success or failure or the sales budget depends to a large Elld:.ent 
upon the Validity of the sales forecast. In most cases ''the 
preparation of the sales budget presents more practical dif'fi-
culties than does any other. n (1) 
Controlling Sales. (2) 
ltJs we have seen in the preceding paragraphs, a great 
mBcy' factors enter into consideration in fixing a sales budget. 
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SUch things as sales forecasts, market analyses, general business 
trends, conditions within the industry-, trend of prices, competition, 
prospective requirEments of large custaners, and the productive 
capacity of the plant, all came into the picture at sane time or 
another. Past performance, while not in itself a basis for an 
accurate forecast, f'umishes a dependable guide along with the other 
!actors mentioned. The over-all sales forecast is a composite of the 
forecasts of each territory- or zone, which in tum is made up of the 
estimate of sales for each individual salesman. When sales fore-
casts have been completed and agreed upon by the executive in charge 
of sales, they becane a measuring stick or gauge by which the results 
of the selling activities of a business can be measured and controll-
ed. All necessary- information can be obtained through informative 
and constructive reports. 
It is quite natural, when we talk about the sales budget, 
to bring up the subject of sales quotas. The sales budget estab-
lishes quotas or sales, products, manufacturing and marketing, to-
1. KacDonald, John H., Practical BD.dget Procedure, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, N. y., 194S, p:-I§:'"" 
2. See appendix for~ of anal;ysing sales. 
gether with profitability. The sales territory is analyzed and 
separate quotas are set up for each division o.t' the sales field. 
Nolen and Maynard have given us some reasons for the 
sales quota as follows: (l) 
a. Management can direct the salesmen's activities. 
b. Concentrates selling efforts. 
c. Demonstrates the effectiveness of task setting. 
d. Used as incentives. (2) 
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However, there are some objewtions raised against the 
use of the sales quota, but it is better to be partly scientific 
than to be entirely speculative; it is better to try to find a way 
to estimate future sales upon some kind o.t' sound basis rather than 
to depend entirely upon guesS'II'Ork. (3) 
Management gains much when the results it aims at are put 
into definite quota .t'ol'JII. Scientific management requires that the 
business as a whole and each worker in it have definite objectives-
go~s to shoot at. 
Quotas that are really an aid to management in properly 
controlling sales and output are the product of statistical 110rk 
guided and controlled by cOIIIIllon sense. There is no royal road to 
success-no exact mathematical formula--in quota setting. No 
calculating machine will automatica.lly grind out the desired quotas. 
It takes careful fact-finding and comprehensive thinking to set 
accurate quotas, for many .factors are involved and the weight that 
should be given to each factor is never exactly the same. 
In most cases the quota, after being tentatively .fixed, is 
l. Nolen, Herman c., and Maynard, Harold H., Sales Management, !bnald 
Press, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1940, PP• ll~. 
2. White, Percival, Sales Quotas, Harper and Bros., N. Y., 1929, p. 3. 
3. Ibid, P• llB. 
next. divided among the di.i':t:erent territories. Then each terri-
torial quota is examined separatel;y in order to dete:nnine the 
in:t:luence of the principal factors (business conditions), in 
each territory. From a consideration of the special factors in 
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each territory, needed revisions are made in the territorial quotas. 
The sum total o:t: these separate and adjusted territorial quotas 
then becomes the established quota for the business for the year. 
Past experience, as revealed by the sales records, w.Ul 
show what proportion of the year's business is likely to be sold in 
each month of the year and the quotas 1lill be divided into monthl;r 
or seasonal quotas. 
In businesses that enjoy a widespread distribution, the 
seasonal variations are not the same in all sections. In such 
cases, it is necessary to compute the monthl;y quotas for the business 
by totalling the separate quotas of the various districts. It is 
in these total monthl;r quotas that the factory is interested when 
planning its production schedule, and the treasurer in planning his 
:t:inancial schedule. 
When the sales department 1s requirements !or each month 
are knO'tlll, the :t:actory can plan to have goods in stock just when 
they are wanted, and the current :t:inancial needs also can be an-
ticipated and met. It is good when the quota schedules are definite 
and so care:t:ullyworked out that actual sales and actual collections 
are in close agreement with the scheduled results. The basis for 
quotas should be so well detennined, and all the variables should be 
considered with such accuracy and foresight that the quotas will 
work out in actual sales perfonna.nce. 
It would be unwise to set quotas and then wait until the end 
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of the year to check up on the way they are working out. The 
reason for having weekly or monthly quotas is, in part, to give the 
men a means of constantly measuring how nearly they are meeting 
the year's quota. The weekly or monthly quotas also give the 
management a current check on the wey the sales plans are work-
ing out. This j_s done, as a rule, by the charting of sales for each 
district and for the business as a whole, alongside the quotas that 
have been assigned, 
When sales efforts are checked weekly against fairly 
attainable quotas, any weakness in the activities of the sales force 
can be promptly detected and as promptly elilnin.ilaed, It must be 
remembered that weakness can grow into large proportions if there is 
no check-up until months have passed. Errors or defects in selling 
should be caught before they get well started, This is one of mana-
gement's important uses of budgets and quotas, 
On page 143 there is illustrated a control chart, showing 
the monthly quotas assigned to a certain district, the actual sales 
made during the first seven months of the year, and the collcctbns 
durinc:; the sane period, Fro:n a study of this chart, the management 
will see that this district got away to a bad start, but that during 
May, June, and July, sales are so far ahead of the quotas as to more 
than make up for the setback. This is shown clearly by the curve of 
cumulative quota. The collections curve shows the amount and degree 
of lag between sales and collections. 
A Gantt Progress Chart (1) could present the same com-
parisons that are presented in the illustrated chart on page 143, 
The advantage of this kind of chart is that U is compact; it is 
1. See Clark, Wallace, The Gantt Chart, The Ronald Press Company, 
New York, N. Y., 192r, See 8J.So';"'lfB.nagement's Handbook, pp. 646-649. 
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A Sales Control Chart, showing monthly quotas assigned, the actual 
sales made during the first seven months of' the year, and the col-
lections made during the same period. 
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easily drawn and can be charted with but little trouble. 
A series of such charts, covering all the sales activi-
~ertain territories or salesmen are falling behind and he will want 
to know the reason why. The factory manager will notice that the 
demand for a certain product is gro',ving faster than has been anti-
cipated, and this will affect future production schedules. The 
financial manager will study the relation between sales and col-
lections (1), and he will investigate a:ny discrepancies. The 
general manager, with the charts before him, in conference with the 
executives who are responsible for seeing that the quotas are met, 
has a bird,.s-eye view of the progress of the business, its weak 
spots, its strong spots, its strong men, and its •~esker men, and 
the degree to which perfo:rmance is measuring up to the plans of 
the year. 
Successful control of sales operations req'.lires a con-
tinuous review of results and of individual perfonnance. In order 
to see that previous plans are being carried out and that the whole 
program is I'UI'lii:i.ng smoothly, it is necessary to have certain re-
ports which will make for ready canparisons. These reports will come 
from the accounting records, to a large extent. 
The sales reports should present such infonnation as: 
a. sales budget 
b. sales standards (quotas may be used as standards) 
c. Actual sales performance. 
d. Important variances between sales lhldget and 
actual results with explanation of causes. 
e. Important variances between actual sales 
perfonnance and standards with explanations 
of causes. 
1.. See chart on page 145. 
f. Selling cost budget 
g. Selling cost standa:rdB 
h. Actual selling costs 
i. .. Important variances between cost budget 
and actual costs with explanation of causes. 
j. Important variances between actual and 
standard costs with explanation of causes. 
k. Sales-cost relationships. 
l. Jinportant variances between actual and 
standard sales-cost relationships with 
explanation of causes. 
m •. Special inf'o:nuation pertaining to prices, 
quality of service, balance of appropria-
tions, etc. 
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The foregoing discussion of the Sales budget and Sales 
Control has endeavored to bring out some of the main points in the 
setting up of the Sales budget and the control of the various items 
making up the sales activities of an organization. A fevr statistical 
devices have been mentioned as th~ relate to the control of sales 
activities. In the following chapter a fuller discussion of Control 
charts and Reports will be entered into. 
After the sales budget has been developed and approved, all 
the rest of the departmental budgets may be set up to meet the ~ 
t:!Jnated sales requirements. 
Purchases, Inventoq Control ~ Control ~ Production 
~ Budgets ~ !elation ~ !:!!! Sales Bu.dget. 
As was discussed previously, not all companies will want 
to use all the various budgets, but here are a few of the more impor-
tant budgets that may be set up following the preparation of the sales 
budget: 
a. Production 
b. Inventoey, materials and purchases 
c. Labor 
d. Advertising, sales expense and publicity 
e. lo!anufacturing expense and maintenance budgets 
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f. llerchandise budget 
g. Operatingexpense and overhead budgets 
h. cash budget 
i. Equipment budget 
All the above budgets are prepared with the requirements 
ot the sales department budget in mind. It is not necessary here 
to discuss the budget procedures for setting up each one of these 
budgets because the same techniques are used in these budgets as 
was used in the sales budgets. The main point here is to show how 
these various budgets may be controlled. The control mechanism is 
proper records and analyzing devices. These will now be discussed 
as they relate to the production end or the busirc"ess. 
Production Control statistics. 
Production control may be defined as: (l) 
11That system which, extending OYer a long period 
ot time, controls the order of mOYement of the 
elements of a productive program in relation to 
each other and to the llhole. n 
This involves a specific knowledge of: (2) 
a. Kind and quantity or material required. 
b. Time required to obtain raw material. 
c. l(ethods of performing required manu-
facturing operations. 
d. Productive capacity of equipment. 
e. Time required for each operation on the pro-
duct. 
f. Limits of quality necessary to manufacture. 
While not all of the into:noation required in the pre-
ceding list is statistical, statistics are necessary throughout the 
list in order that the production manager may plan a logical and 
definite sequence of operations, and so that he can accomplish a 
1. Babcock, George D., N.ana.gement 1s Handbook, p. 588, editcc'. ":' 
1. T. .1\lfcrd, 7hc Ror~"J.<l rresa Callplley", New York, 1924. 
2. Same as number 1. 
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dai'inite objective at a dai'inite time, 
To control production, not orlcy" the basic controls of 
labor and materials are necessary, but there must also be control 
of the mechanical equipment of the pla!rt. and oJ: the fiOII' of materials 
through the various manufacturing processes. The labor and materials 
required for producing a given product may be all. carefully planned 
and ready, but if the machines, tools, and equipment are not in 
readiness, production cannot go on. Planning for all phases of 
production, therefore, is essential in order to secure maximum ser-
vice from the machines and to keep the operators busy all the time, 
The records needed are: 
a, Records showing llbat is to be made and in what 
quantity. 
b. Specification of the product. 
c, The best way to make it. 
d, Proper machines and tools to be used. 
e. Operations necessary, 
With these and other records, 'WOrk can be routed, scheduled., 
and dispatched through the various departments, like the way in which 
railroad trains are run. 
:the minlmum tools of production control include: (l) 
a, Accurate and cauplete part.s lists and bills 
o:r material for each product. 
b, Perpetual invento17 records of quantities 
of materials available, on order, required, 
and used. 
c. standard or accurately estimated process-
ing times for each part and operation. 
d. nant capacity records in te:n1111 of machines 
and equipment installed and to become 
available in the immediate future. 
e. Processing and reuting instructions cover-
ing the manufacturing procedures approv-
1. Bedell, L. v., Production control and Planning, N. A. c. A. 
fulletin, June 15, 1944, p. llOl. 
ed for each part required to complete a sale-
able unit of product. 
f. Working drawings of each part to be manufact-
ured. 
g. Records of special tools and inspection fac-
ilities available and soon to become available. 
A parts list must specir,y the number of pieces of each 
item required to assemble a saleable unit. lbe bill of material 
must accurately identir,y the quantit;r and type of raw material 
required to produce one piece of each item. Understatements in 
a parts list or bill of material will result in material short-
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ages, expensive expeditiq;, lost hcurs by men and machines, and 
deliver;r delays. Overstatements will result in excessive inventories, 
frozen capital, and conflicts with federal inVentor;r control regu-
lations. 
Inventor;r records of quantities of materials available, 
on order, required, and some recent histor;r of 'What has been used, 
are vital to the success of production control efforts. An ace-
urate inVentor;r record is dependent upon a caabination of careful 
and accurate physical handling of parts and materials and equally 
SCI'IIpulous care in preparing and processing the records • Inven-
tory records need to be in an accessible fozm that is as simple as 
they can be devised without sacrificing completeness. (l) 
The time required to perform each operation necessary to 
the completion of a saleable unit should be available to the prod-
u.ction control unit in order to develop manufacturing schedules. 
Operation times should be e:xpressed in hcurs and decimals of hours 
per piece for the actual t:ime required to process the piece. If 
there is a measurable t:ime factor necessary to prepare the work 
l. see Riggleman and Frisbee, Op. Cit. p. 4S7-459. 
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place, usualJ,y ref'erred to as "set-up time, n this should be stated 
as a separate time element so that consistent over-all time may be 
calculated for varying lot sizes. 
The corol.lary time factor related to operation time is 
plant capacity, e:xpressed in terms ot a"nnilable machine hours. 
Plant capacity is the product of the number of machines ot each 
type multiplied by the hours ot work per ~. week or month, that 
the equipment can be operated. r;mitinc; factors for continuous 
operation of equipment should be detenrdned or estimated, such as 
the policy of employment, whether the entire plant w:Ul be manned 
for a twenty-four hour dey or for a SEmm-dey week, the down-time 
to be scheduled for meals and rest periods, and the allowance to 
be made for repairs to equipment. 
In order to schedule and control production, it is essen-
tial that manufacturing procedures be detenni.ned and .furnished the 
processing departments in easily usable fon>. This ~.n.f'o:cycat-5 O!' :<:; 
fru~t·cntl~· cc.J.Jcd on "~ci·~ticr. :'bco:rt' .• n The amount and kind of in-
fomation included in an operation record varies with the variety 
and number of parts and operations the plant produces. In any case, 
the operation record should direct the material to be worked on to 
the proper equipment and supply' all the infomation necessary for 
the processing department to perform the Vlork acceptable, both as tp 
quality and quantity within the allowed time. 
Engineering drawings are rather universal in metal working 
plants. Frequently' the manufacturing organization needs, and shouli 
have, working draw:ings that supply more infonnation then is conveyed 
by engineering drawings. 
In spealdng further about routing in a manufacturing plant, 
the following requirements are givem (1) 
a. Determination o.t' possible methods of manu-
facture and a selection of the best method. 
b. Detel'll!ination of needs for special equip-
11!8nt. 
e. Determination o.t' capacity o.t' available 
equipment. 
d. Determination of sequence o.t' operations. 
e. Decision as to speed o.t' operations. 
t. Determination of time required for each 
qperstion. 
g. Preparation o.t' route sheets. 
h. Gt-ouping of route sheets into assemblies 
so that the compllll8nta o.t' the final pro-
duct w:l.ll. be started in process &111 such 
time as w:l.ll. insure their being ccm-
pleted together. 
i. Preparation or work orders tor carrying 
the routing into effect. 
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It is obvious that statistical records are necessar,r in 
connection with the above list. The first requirement involves 
accurate records o.t' Mme, materials, and waste, as well as some 
definite determination of results. The second item required the 
same treatment in connection with special equipment. The third 
requires similar records regarding available equipment and its 
capacity. In the fourth, statistics are not, ordinarily, so illr-
portant. In the fifth, accurate records regarding the most economical 
speed are necessar,r; and in the sixth, detailed records must be 
compiled in order to detemine the time required for each operation. 
In the seventh, the value o.t' statistics is largely indirect. The eighth 
item involves the accurate determination of time required in process 
and a careful coordination o.t' the statistics. The ninth is a process 
o.t' a routine nature in which the importance o.t' statistics depends 
upon the previous items. 
1. List from :t.ranagement 's Handbook, p. 622. 
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. Another important tool ill the control of production 
is the Gantt Chart. 'Ibis chart was mentioned previousl,y in the dill"-
cussion of controlling sales. The chart has been used almost entire-
l,y in the field of industrial production, but there are III8.DY' poss-
ibilities of using it in other fields as well. Jfost of the Gantt 
charts being used at the present time usually fall into the foll011"" 
ing three classes: first, man and machine record charts; second, 
layout and load charta; and third, progress charta. It was in the 
third group that sales progress charts came. The man record chart 
indicates whether or not the worker makes the proper use of his 
time, and if not, it indicates the reasons why. The machine record 
chart ShOll'S when a machine is not in use and the reasons why. The 
purpose of the ~t chart is to plan work so as to avoid idleness 
of men and equipment and to get 'II'Orlt done in the order of its :Im-
portance. The load chart sh01I'S, in hours or days, the amount of 
'II'Ork ahead of a plant or aey part of a plant. (1} 
In addition to the Gantt chart diecussed above, it is nec-
essar,y to have some sort of record that wilJ. give exact knowledge 
of the available machine capacity and the ext.ent to which this 
capacity is being used. Such records are called Burden Becords. They 
shoul.d show all the various machines in the factory and the time re-
quired for perfom:lng each operation at each machine. The form of 
this record will vary with the c:<llllp8.ey' using them, but the infor-
mation they are able to give will be the same. To illustrate how this 
is used, a burden sheet is assiglled to each machine. As each operation 
sheet is made out, the time required for each operation is entered on 
1. See Clark, Wallace, The Gantt Chart, The !Onald Press Compaey, 
New York. N. y.. 192T."'" see il.s'""0';""11imaent Is Handbook. pp. 646-
649. 
the burden card. If' the total ot the time entered on the record 
is multiplied bw the total number of units of product scheduled 
for production each day and this product exceeds the total. work-
ing hours per ~, then the particular machine is overburdened. 
Dispatching holds an important place in production con-
trol. In this control essential. there is opportunity to use a 
number of statistical. records. Salle of the places where statis-
tical. records cane in are: first, assigmnent of work to men or 
machines in accordance with the production schedule; second, in-
spection; third, tool assignment; .fourth, movement of work from 
one operation to the next; firth, recording time of starting and 
completion of each operation; sixth, keeping of records concerning 
completion of jobs, defective work, and idle time of workmen and 
equipment. Some of the fo:nns used in this work include the work 
order or job ticket, the move order, the instruction card, the idle 
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man card, the idle machine record, the route sheet, the work ordsr 
file, dispatch racks, and time-stamps or clocks. Other important fo:nns 
are discussed in the lfanagement Handbook. (l) 
As the discussion goes aJ.ong with regard to production con-
trol, it becanes evident that we must discuss the place of quaJ.ity 
control and what is involved in that. It is obvious that with the 
present intense competition between manufacturers there must be same 
way to control the uni.fonnity of a product. lhe method most widely 
used in the control of quaJ.ity is inspection of the product. In this 
inspecting work, the statistical. device known as "sampling" :may be used. 
1. See Management 1s Handbook, pp. 656-676. 
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In connection with the process of inspection and quality 
control, the Quality Control Chart was developed, This chart was 
developed by Dr. w. A. Shewhart, research statistician in the Bell 
Laboratories about 1924, (l) 
Inventory Control. 
Inventories have been called the 
1'1;!raveyard of American business because they 
have so frequently been the prime cause of 
business failures." (2) 
In the whole production set-up the inventory items l!lllst be 
watched with great diligence. In this discussion, the idea is not 
so lllllCh as to whether the inventories are priced correctly as it is 
with the minimum and maximum limits of the inventory. The object 
of inventory control is to have just sufficient -quantities of every-
thing required to enable a company to fill customers 1 orders prompt-
ly. 
Inventory control must start ll:ith some sort of a forecast. 
This is true whether the company is a manufacturing or a merchandis-
ing establishment. This forecast is built up after a careful stud;y' 
has been made of the manufacturing requirements. After the inventory 
forecast has been made, some sort of report is necessary which will 
interpret inventory balances and fim purchase commitments in tenns 
of the t:illle required for their consumption. A report of this type is 
essential to bring out into the open those parts o.f the inventor-.r ro-
1. Sec Dudley, John w., Jr., Examination of Industrial Measurement, 
McGra..-Hill Book Company, lhc., New !ori', 1946, p. ~0. 
2. Fiske, Wyman P., Introduct:i.on to the Control and Valuation of :In-
ventories, N. A. c. A. Dll.letin, 1941, P• 1. 
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quiring special action. Too often the major emphasis in an in-
ventory control system will be placed on the avoidance of short-
ages in order to keep up sales. This point of view is, of course, 
highly desirable, but equal emphasis should be directed toward 
avoiding unsaleable overstocks. A report, to be of real value, of 
course, must reflect the existence o! either condition. (l) 
Operating expense Control. 
The basic problem of operating expense control is not 
simply a matter of reducing expenses. The problem is one of relating 
expenses to results. It is not low opearting costs that lead to 
pi'o!it, but relative~ low costs. 
The matter of operating expense control presupposes a bud-
get of each expense item and, in a manufacturing concern, the pre-
sence of a well organized cost accounting system. 
Cost accounting consists of those phases of accounting in 
general Which have to do with the classification and assignment of 
costs to centers o! operation, to product units and to portions of 
the revenue stream. In addition, it includes the reporting of all 
types of cost information. Within its scope are the accounting tech-
niques which seek to detemine the over-all periodic net income of the 
business firm as well as the portions of that income derived from 
divisions, departments, product lines, or other subdivisions of the 
business enterprise. 
Thus defined, cost accounting is not a separate field in it-
self, but rather it comprises all o! the cost recording and report-
1. See Production Handbook, pp. 52'7-542 for purchase record systems 
and reports to management. 
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ing activities of the accountant. (l) lfost cost accountants feel 
that the pr:lma.zy function of cost accounting is to organize cost 
. 
data as an aid to lllal'lagement in the min:imization of costs. 
Cost control means more than cost reduction, It compre-
hends the complete balancing of all cost factors With operational· 
results. As a consequence of this function of cost control, a 
number of somewhat specialized cost accounting techniques have been 
developed; for example, the study of the characteristics of various 
cost elements With relation to rates of productive activity, the use 
of the flexible budget, the isolation of controllable costs, and the 
detection and reporting of variances from reasonable stancJE.rc'.s • 
The second important function of cost accounting is income 
determination, Tiro aspects of this function are realized: first, 
the determination of the periodic income of the entity as a whole; and 
second, the dete:rndnation of the income of such subdivisions of the 
entity as may merit separate analysis. 
The final major function of cost accounting lies in its 
usefulness in contributing to the making of specialized lllal'lagerial. 
decisions, Typical specialized problems, J1111.!V of which are non-
current, include product pricing, efficiency valuation, decisions 
relating to production and distribution methods, employee compensa-
tion plans, asset replacement, volume changes, and a host of other 
problems, the solutions of which should depend partly on cost account-
ing data, 
Control of Fixed Assets. =;.;;;;...;~-
A considerable investment in equipment is needed to operate 
l, See Read, W. H., Cost Accounting Concepts, Accounting Rsviell', Jan-
uary, 1948, p. 28, 
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the modem business enterprise. In order properly to prepare State 
and Federal tax returns and to secure the proper depreciation allOII"-
ances in these returns, a complete record must be kept of each item 
of equipment Olllled, Failure to keep such records invariably penal-
izes the owner in that he does not receive the depreciation allowances 
to which he is entitled, J,:Oroover, such a record is useful to Uc owner 
by providing ready reference to the date when equipment was purchased(jl 
the source from which secured, the terms on which purchased, etc. 
The procedures used for planning and controlling invest-
ments in fixed assets are variously known as the budget of capital 
expenditures, the plant and equipment budget, the capital outlay bud-
get, and the physical capital budget. In no case does the capital 
budget, by llhatever name it may be lmOIIll, have reference to financial 
programs involving the raising of funds for capitalization purposes. 
Previously it was brought out that the master budget (1) 
includes both an estimated balance sheet and a statement of profit and 
loss. All the budgets discussed in the preceding pages are thos of 
operating income and expenses. From the total of all these budgets, 
the estimated profit and loss statement is prepared. In order to pre-
pare an estimated balance sheet at the end of the budget period, it is 
necessary to prepare two more budgets, namely: the equipment budget, 
and the financial budget. Both of these budgets must be prepared in 
connection with the income and expense budgets because the sales, pro-
duction, and e:;.:pense budgets are all built up on definite equipment 
and cash requirements. 
If the equipment requirements are budgeted on the basis of 
the other budgets, there will be greater efficiency in the kind of 
l. The master budget is a recapitulation of all the various budgets, 
~lly in the form of an estimated Pro.fit and Loss statement. 
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equipment and less waste. Under a planned budget of plant re-
quirements, the needs of the plant in the way of additions and re-
newals are carefully surveyed, and not only is the plant maintained 
in a better condition for operation, but also less funds are wasted 
in choosing and installing the equipment. 
In connection with the control of equipment there canes up 
the idea of having separate property ledgers in Which helpful records 
ma:y be kept in addition to the asset accounts in the general ledger. 
Because depreciation of property is a real cost, accurate records of 
it should be kept; and this may be done by using these property led-
gers. 
A property ledger consists of loose-leaf sheets or cards, 
preferably cards. A sheet. or card is used for each piece of property, 
whether it is a building, a machine, a chair, a desk, or other fixed 
equipment. 
mation: 
The property ledger cards should give the following infor-
a. Description of property (including manufacturer's num-
't!er in the case of machinery and equipment). 
b. Date of acquisition. 
c. Invoice price or cost. 
d. Installation cost. 
e. Total initial cost. 
f. Estimated life in years or hours. 
g. Yearly and hourl;y depreciation rate or charge. 
h. Columns to show the ammal depreciation charges, 
annual repairs, and replacements. 
i. Spaces or columns to show hours of productive 
operation each month and each year. 
lbe property-ledger sheets or cards, when sliJIIID&rized as to 
the values appearing theron, should of course agree with the general.-
ledger controlling accounts. The total investment. in fixed assets 
appears in general classifications on the general ledger, and each 
classification should be supported by a separate property ledger 
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wherein the details or the investments appear. Thus, the general 
ledger account for machinery would be supported by the machinery-
property ledger in which each machine has a separate sheet or a 
card. 
The general-ledger account shows the total cost of all 
machines, and this total is the lllllll or all the individual costs 
appearing on the ledger cards. The lllllll of all the accrued depz-
eciation on the individual cards or the machinery ledger should 
equal the credits in the Reserve for llachinery Depreciation account; 
while the sum of all the replacements made on individual machines 
should equal the charges to the reserve. 
From the property-ledger cards, a complete history of the 
performance or each machine each year or oftener can be secured, and 
this record is the basis or an effective control over machine opera-
tions. By relating these records to production that is dependent 
upon machine performance, an operating efficiency index may be ob-
tained, giVing a clue to the proper proportioning or machine invest-
ment to productive processes in the various routings or product through 
the factory. 
Idle time or machinery is recorded, and, when studied in 
relation to processes, ch~U~gBs may be made which lessen or eliminate 
idle time, such as a rearrangement or machines or possibly elimination 
of some of them •• 
~Financial Bldget. 
The last budget that Will be discussed under the topic or 
budgeting is the Financial Indget. It is the last budget to be dis- · 
cussed here, but surely it is not the least. 
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In all budgetary procedure there must be a close tie-up 
between income and expenses; in other lll>rds, income on the one hand 
must take care of costs and expenses on the other hand; and the finan-
cial budget is the means of accomplishing this, 
The financial budget is, therefore, not a departmental 
budget, but it is a budget which co-ordinates, in a plan of financ-
ing, the estimated receipts with the estimated expenses of all de-
partments. 
A financing plan should be broader than a mere cash bud-
get; it should be a funding budget, i.e., it should provide not only 
for cash outlays but for accruing or accumulating expenses which will 
have to be met by cash outlays later on. 
Financial planning of this kind may, from time to time, 
lead to temporary cash surpluses; but such a situation is not un-
desirable, because excess cash may be put into liquid incom~ryielding 
securities. 
A funding plan as distinguished from a cash budget, gives 
full consideration to such items as accruing depreciation, taxes, re-
pairs, etc, Although we do not pay for depreciation month by month, 
yet we do continuously secure the services of the depreciatins units, 
and the cost o:f those services should be provided :for currently, We 
should not permit the bill :for depreciation to keep on accumulating, 
and then :find, when replacements must be made, thc.t no funds a.re avail-
able. .Again, ii' taxes are payable once a year, why not build up a 
cash :fund month by month to meet this liability? Repairs occur irreg-
ularly, but they ordinarily benefit an entire period o:f operations. 
The real question in :financing is, How can Accounts Rec-
eivable be made to yield cash so that the determined and fairly well:-
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fixed monthly disbursements may be promptly met? A general answer to 
this important question is that the credit and collection activities, 
as well as periodical borrowing, must be so scheduled and planned 
that the cash will flow into the business as it is needed to meet 
the budgeted expenses. 
In lines of business that have no marked seasonal condi-
tiona and where credit has been carei'ully extended, collections may 
be expected to cane in quite regularly to meet the ordinary current 
expenses, But in most lines of business there are seasonal fluctuations, 
with constant ups and downs in collections, while purchases vary from 
month to month, the pay-roll fluctuates, and selling expenses are now 
high, then low. If these irregular conditions are fully recognized, 
and if the irregularity is fairly consistent or seasonal, provisions 
can be made for the retention of cash when collections are heavy in 
order to meet the demands for cash when the expenses become heavy in 
relation to current collections. 
say: (1) 
The financial budget has many advantages. Riggleman and Frisbee 
"The advantages of the financial budget in controlling 
the finances are too obvious to enumerate. &It one 
particular advantage should be mentioned. The amotmt. 
of cash on hand ar.d the amount of liabilities of a 
company mean little, except in relation to the other 
assets and the volume of operations. To one trained 
in accounting principles, it will be evident that 
the procedure of working out the financial budeet 
results in estimates of many assets other than cash 
and in predictions of the amounts of a:u liabilities. 
By using these estimates and predictions 1 and by 
taking the estimated inventories from the production 
budget and the estimated plant additions from the 
plant budget 1 a balance sheet can be prepared show-
ing the condition which the budgeted operations will 
produce. To the management, this balance sheet is 
1. Riggleman, and Frisbee, ~. Cit, p. 425, 
valuable because all assets and liabi1:ities 
are given, and the executives can, therefore, 
anticipate the strength or weakness of the 
condition toward which the business operations 
are planned. n 
Summary of the chapter. 
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fudgets in business must represent a unified and proper~ 
balanced whole. Attar the sales and income have been planned, by 
certain periods, as dictated by the status of the particular business, 
the e:xpenses of all departments must be scheduled and separat~ bud-
geted in proper connection to the income because control of expenses 
in a business lies in well coordinated control. of e:xpenses within and 
between departments. 
Coordinated budgeting is the heart of business control, and 
the financial budget is the insti'Illllent through which the entire in-
come-producing activities and estimates are co-ordinated with the 
costs of production or purchasing and the e:xpenses of administra-
tion and selling. 
To make budgetary control. effective requires virt~ a 
day-by-day comparison of actual perfo:nnance with the general budget, 
with the det.ail.ed budgets, and with all the various quotas. R!.ggJ.em.an 
and Frisbee believe that the bv.dget is very important in manageaent 
control.. They say: (l.) 
"It should be emphasized that the budget system is 
more than a series of estimates. Although lll8lV 
estimates are made in preparing the budget pJ.ans, 
these pJ.ans, when adopted, become the basis o:f 
a.dJl..inistrative policies and executive decillions. 
They are indeed the 1bl.ue prints• and the archi-
tect's specifications for the building of the 
business enterprise during the period for which 
they are prepared." 
Thus, it can be seen that with the budget so important as 
J.. Rl.ggl.eman and Frisbee, ~. Cit., p. 4.26. 
a control instrument, accounting and statistics play their part, 
side by side as the basis upon which the various budget est:ilnates 
are built, coordinated, and controlled. 
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CHAPTER II 
STATISTICSL CHARTS AND REPORTS 
• 
Control Through Charts 
'.!he preceding chapters have sh011ll us the ways in which stat-
istical facts and figures are brought together as valuable means of 
control. Management secures valuable aids in control problems through 
the figures that have been presented. lht these figures can be fw-
ther extended and developed if the statistical f~.cts are vitalized-
given life, so that their meaning and importance stand out clear and 
unmistakable. 
This process of giving life to statistical facts may take 
two general forms. In one, the facts are presented in numerical tab-
ulations; in the other, they are sh011ll in charts or graphs. The assem-
bling of statistics for presentation naturally starts with numerical 
tabulations; for it is only through the collection and properly arrang-
ed tabulation of numerical facts that chB.I!'ts and graphs may be con-
structed. 
Statistical Tabulations--~ PurpOses Behind ~· 
The effectiveness of statistical control depends greatly 
upon the skill with which the numerical statistics of a business are 
classified and grouped. Yet, too often, tables of statietics seem but 
a jumble of figures. He who compiles statistics must have a clear ctm-
ception of what the statistical presentation is to accomplish. 
The purpose of the statistical record or report e;i ves the 
key which answers every question of selection, of grouping, and of 
presentation of numerical facts. The manager nrust lmarr just iktat 
figures he is Bf'ter and why he wants them; the sales-promotion manager 
must kncnr just how the information he seeks about prospective buyers 
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will prove usei'ul, Keeping the purpose of the investigation con-
stantly in mind Saves a VaSt aJllOl.Ult Oi" needles::; Work, ancl alec> t01:c'.S 
to el:'.r.in .. 'ltc f::'a.: tcbulctU.rns Dll'.f figures which lll!cy" cloud the question 
that is up for ane.J.ysis. 
Arranging Tabulations LogicaJJ.y. (1) 
'!he present and probable fUture uses of the statistical data 
collected will suggest how the tabulations should be arranged. In 
compiling the facts relating to a company's payables, the facts could 
be arranged in chronological order of maturity dates, or alphabeti~ 
byc:reditors 1 names, or in groups according to the nature of the obli-
gations; or a canbination of two or more such methods might be the best 
for the purpose. 
Statistical records regarding standard parts used in pro-
duction are sometimes arranged according to arbitrary part-numbers, 
sanetimes according to the material of which they are made, sometimes 
according to the products for which they are designed. There are also 
other logical arrangements, and good reasons can be advanced for every 
one; the choice should fall on that arrangement which best serves the 
present and probably future purposes. Tabulations of figures should 
be arranged in sane logical order which will facilitate the finding 
of any desired numerical facts, the obtaining of subtotals for natuaa.l.ly 
related groups, and the comparison of itEIIIIII and subtotals whose re-
lative values it may be desirable to stu~. 
~ _!! a Chart, .2:: Graph? 
According to Webster, a chart is a map for the use of naviga-
tors; a sheet showing facts graphicaJ.l:n an outline or diagram having 
some geographical or physical application; a graph showing changes and 
l. See Rl.ggleman and Frisbee, (\). Cit., pp. 76-lSl. 
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variations. A graph is defined as a diagram indicat:ing 8Ir:f sort 
of relationship by means of a system of dots and l:ines; a curve, as 
symbolizing an equation or function in the principles of coordinate 
geometry. From the foregoing, it can be concluded that charts and 
graphs are virtual.ly SfllOIJi1lliOUS, and they are so used here. 
~ purgose £!Graphs, 2!: charts. 
The function of these two management aids is to present to 
the m:ind in a definite, clear, and caaprehensive wa:y, the relation of 
important factors, one to another. (l) 
Within recent years accountants, credit men, production man-
agers, sales managers, advertising men, and general business execu-
tives have come more and more to realize how greatly graphic charts 
may help them in their work. 
The use of graphic charts or "curves", as they are some-
times called, pennits more rapid and accurate interpretation of data. 
Pages and pages of valuable figures might be laboriously prepared, 
yet they have little value unless studied as an aid to administrative 
guidance. A simple chart may convey more real info:nnation than the 
most elaborate written report. Alwqs, of course, it is necessary to 
discrim:inate between important and unimportant data. There is a proper 
and an improper use for charts. 
Collecting the statistics is only half the battle. The 
method of presentation is fully as important as the data itself. The 
charts should be put up in such inviting :Conn that they will be studied 
by the executive. 
We have, in the graphic chart, a mighty instrument for eJCS-
l. See Riggleman and Frisbee, ~. Cit., p. 76. 
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cutive control-a mechanism which sifts figures, abolishes detail, 
and makes important points stand out, thus giving all the necessary 
information to the executive at a glance, It makes possible, without 
mental exertion in reading, accurately measured information of de-
Viations and permits Vital comparisons, Certain charts give the 
present status and indicate the trend, Abnormal conditions are 
shown by unusual ''Peaks" and "valleys." The executive should watch 
chance happenings. Properly used, a graph is simply an aid for exe-
cutive judgment, never a substitute, 
The extensive use of charts and curves in corporate re-
ports furnishes ample demonstration of the high regard now held by 
business men for the graphic fom of fact presentation. (1) 
Essentials ~ Charting. 
It is agreed that there are various ways of charting and 
about all of these methods are in use today, However, there are some 
essentials of chart making which should be brought out here. The 
more important essentials are six in number and are as foll0115: 
a. Charts should be laid out on as natural a 
plan as possible, 
b. The zero line (in some charts, the base line) 
should al~ be clearly illdicated and em-
phasized and should be included in the chart, 
c. A method of presentation 11111st be selected 
which is free from optical illusions. 
d. The title of a chart 11111st be so complete 
and so exact that it can be understood by 
one who lm0115 nothing more about the chart 
than the title tells. And every- chart should 
be dated, 
e. It is in man;,v cases very- desirable to shmr 
on the chart itself, or :Immediately adjacent 
to it, the numerical tabulations which the 
chart portrays, thus providing e:xact figures 
for any computation that ~ne may desire 
to make. 
1. The Business Week Magazine usually has a series of charts and gr$!18 
to illustrate its articles. 
£, Simplicity is essential; do not try to 
shaw everything that is showable on one 
chart, 
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One will be well repaid it' he examines the m~Uzy" kinds o£ 
charts being published today in the ildght of these six essentials 
of chart. making. 
Many valuable and suggestive chart-£onns, and mlllzy" accurate 
statistical tabulations covering almost every important industry, are 
to be found in the SUrvey of CUrrent Business, a monthly publication 
of the U. s. Department of Commerce. 
Varieties of Charts. (l) 
Foley says that charts, generally, are divided into "action," 
and "non-action 11 , The "action 11 chart portrays data that is moving, 
while the "non-action" chart portrays data that is fixed, or static. 
Some of the various kinds o£ charts presented by Foley are: 
a, the Organization Chart. 
b. Bar Charts • 
c. Pie Charts. 
d. Curve Charts. 
e. Route Chart. 
£. Process Chart. 
g, Form distribution chart. 
h. Correlation chart 
i. Time charts. 
j. Progress chart. 
The first four o£ the above-111entioned charts are the "non-
action" type, while the rest are the "action" type. The "action" type 
of chart is essentially for the manager, while the "non-action" type 
is essentially for the accountant. The latter type is backVIard looking, 
while the fonner is forward looking, 
Charts ~ f!?.::. Control ~~~~ 
Since the chart, or graph has £or its purpose the aiding o£ 
1. See Foley, James F., "Charts and Their Use By Business Management," 
Noma Formn, vol, 24, Number 1, January, 1949, p. 7, 
management, and since it has great value in presenting a large 
number of statistics in such form that direct comparisons can 
easily be made, it is necessary that these relations be brought 
out by certain special charting methods. Let us consider some of 
the various methods of charting. 
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When an organization sets up a budget, they frequently 
use a chart to portray the figures in graphic form. .After the mas-
ter budget is completed the process is carried one step further by 
putting the essential data in graphic fonn. (1) 
Also, in the preparation of budgets, 
''the profit realization chart is a valuable aid 
in analyzing past experience and projecting 
the facts and factors to disclose the effect of 
operations. If a distinction is to be drawn, 
this is probably the most :important single chart 
for every executive who has the responsibility 
for determining sales volume and price policy. 11 (2) 
The line chart, such as illustrated in the Profit Realiza-
tion Chart and the Master Budget Chart, for general year-round utility, 
is probably preferable to any other type. But for dertain kinds of 
facts, other forms are useful. 
For example, we lll2.y vrish to show the component parts of a 
total--we may do so by the use of a so-called "bar chart, 11 which is 
simple in construction. The total length of the bar represents 100 
per cent. The various component elements of the total are shown as 
segments of the bar. (3) 
The bar chart can be used for comparative purposes, i.e., 
by showing a llUIIlber of different bar charts on the same scale, each 
one representing a separate period of time. The bars may be lined up 
·• 
2. 
See page 170. See also Knoeppel, c. E., Profit Engineering, LICGrall"" 
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955, Nerr York, N. f. 
Sinclair, Op. Cit., p. 370. See also the same book, pp. 371-581. 
The last named page illustrates the 1'Profitgraph. 11 
Any book on statistics will illustrate this. 
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one over the other or side by side. The circle chart is not use-
ful for canparative purposes, however, and its field is probably 
limited to the illustrations of facts which are not intended to be 
canpared from period to period. 
The ordinary line chart is sometimes made to serve the 
purpose of prophecy. The trend of a line may be detemi.ned by ex-
tending that line into the future. For example, the history of a 
comp8.IJOr may show the following: 
Year 1952 4,000 units produced 
II 1933 4,500 
" " II 1954 5,000 II II 
II 1935 5,500 II II 
II 1936 5,900 II II 
n 1937 6,500 II n 
II 1938 7,000 II n 
n 1939 7,500. n n 
n 1940 e,ooo n n 
n 1941 e,soo II n 
II 1942 9,000 n n 
From these facts we may construct a chart which shows these 
above figures, and then make an extention beyond 1942 which will be 
the probable units produced in coming years. 
EYen such a complicated thing as the organization of a large 
business may be reduced to the form of a picture. 
Organization charts are of the very highest importance. The 
defects of an organization are never so apparent as when an attempt is 
made to construct an organization chart. 
The Gantt Chart, which has been brought out before, is used 
to control the progress of orders through a shop. 
This very useful form of chart is adaptable to every purpose 
where progress in reaching certain predetermined goals is to be mea-
::;ured. It can be dra1m by a.tzy'Oile, with no more equipment than a pencil 
and ruler; it is so canpact that the progress of many items can bG 
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shown on one chart (comparisons are thus facilitated); and it in-
dicates at a e;lancc, on Tlhich items progress is below e:xpectations. 
For controlling operations and sales, this tom of chart-one of the 
greatest contributions to chart-making-is probably more useful than 
Sl1Y other. 
Index numbers are a somewhat ingenious method of facilita-
ting comparisons of numerical data, and the chartine; of index ntll1l""" 
hers is a valuable f.!ethod of facilitating control through peroent§ge 
and ratio relationships. 
Index numbers are merely percentages--porcent~scs calculat-
ed on some arbitrary value or quantity known as a base figure. This 
base figure serves as a collllllOn denominator, by which a series of ab-
solute values is translated into relative values for the purpose of 
ready comparison. (:J, ) 
The index numbers ms.y be plotted on a chart and they will 
show the trend of prices in index munbers, or percentages of the base 
price. 
Effective control of large and complex industries is facili-
tated by the use of index numbers 110rked out and charted. The elements 
that have an effect on the profits of a business can be assembled and 
combined into an index curve or a series of :i.."l.dex curves whose varia-
tions give the general management a bird 1s-eye view of the health and 
progress of the entire enterprise. 
One :lnportant factor in the out::~t.SJ1C~.:iJt.S ::~uccc:::s of ne.:-~.:- a 
large corporation is found in the chart room. Here the executives 
meet each month. Here are lite~ hundreds of charts covering every 
department and every branch of the organization. Thc:;e charts sho'11 
l. Sec Rigglanan and Frisbee, Cp. Cit., p.l.M. 
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amounts of sales, rates of turnover, margins of profit, and so on 
for each branch and for each depart:.ment; they also Bll~Dinarizing indexes 
for the major divisions of the business and for the business as a 
llhole. Arv diviation from the nonual or e:xpected results is imm-
ediate~ revealed on the index charts. nte management has, through 
the indexes, a constant check on the operations of every department 
of the business. 
Each separate department or function of business has its 
own peculiar uses for charts. In every department there arefacts and 
statistics which require comparison and analysis. Every department 
head requires those facts to be placed before him in a fom easy to 
interpret. 
In the SaJ.es Department we find that the manager is vita.J.q 
interested in facts and figures relating to gross sales for the busi-
ness as a llhole, and also relating to the individual efficiency of 
each salesman. 
It ·is absolute~ essential for a sales manager to keep in 
da~ touch with the volume of sales actua.l.ly made, compared with the 
sales quota. ibis was brought out in the last chapter and a chart was 
drawn to illustrate it. 
To secure a satisfactory volume of total sales requires con-
stant watchfulness over the current sales of individual salesmen. Stat-
istics reflecting the individual's activities, the muolK"r of orders be 
has obtained, the average profit per order, and his cost of obtaining 
business, are splendid aids to the manager. 
In the advertising department graphic charts have value. 
The advertising man's problem is similar to that of the eales ma;nager, 
except that instead of' dealing with saleemen, the advertising executive 
deals with various magazines and other periocliceJ.s. 
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Requests for information from interested readers of an 
advertisement are knawn as "inquiries. " It is usnally figured that 
a certain percentage of the total inquiries received will result in 
orders. That percentage indicates the effectiveness of the "follow-
up" material, consisting of letters, pamphlets, and other :fonns of 
sales literature. 
One of the principal figures llhich should be watched by 
the advertising manager is the current ratio between inquiries and 
orders. 
Another thing to be watched is the comparison between the 
total dollars of sales and the total dollars spent for advertising. 
The two above-mentioned departments have been used to show 
that it is possible to use statistical charts to good advantage in 
the control of eve:ey major part of a business unit. (l) 
Control Through .!!!ports 
Jolanagement mu.st have adequate information about the con-
dition and progress of a business if it is to exercise effective con-
trol over all the activities that contribute either directly or in-
directly to the making of profits. While this :fact may be readily 
recognized, the "how" of getting adequate information is not always 
given the careful consideration it deserves. Management cannot succ-
eed in controlling the activities in its charge Without regular, de-
pendable, and properly organized reports on all these activities--re-
ports in llhich the operational conditions, results, and needs are 
c:eystalized. 
The current :facts llhich show whether profits are increasing 
1. See Riggleman and Frisbee, ~. Cit., chapters V and VI :for a good 
discussion of chart mechanics and application. 
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or diminjshing, whether compa.ey policies are being closely adhered 
to by the personnel, whether market conditions, production conditions, 
empla,ment conditions, credit conditions are materializing as an-
ticipated--these facts must be brougbt to the attention of the manage-
ment in concise, well-8ll8lyzed reports so that it may know what is 
'lll'Ong and who is responsible for it; and also what is right and who 
is responsible for that. SUch infomation condensed into relatively 
brief reports serves as the basis of higher executive actions. (l) 
~ .llsports Facilitate Internal control. 
In analyzing the problem of control througb reports, it is 
well to notice that there are three important facilitating functions 
which reports render to internal bu.sinsss control: 
a. Reports are sources of compact infomation which the 
management requires to control the various activi-
ties of the business. 
b. The preparation of a report-indeed, the"Very fact that 
a report is to be prepared-tends to intensify the 
feeling of responsibility on the part of the executive 
who submits the report of those whose 110rk has con-
tribu.ted to the results disclosed in the report. 
c. Properly prepared reports enable management to show 
each executive and each worker to what extent he is 
meeting the requirements of his position, and also 
the relation of his work to that of the business as 
aS'IIbole. 
We see, therefore, that reports have a threefold value as 
a means of control, and a properly organized replll'ting system must 
recognize and develop all these values. 
Fundamentals ~ good reports. 
What are the fundamentals of a truly useful report? What 
standard shall management set for the reports prepared under its 
1. See Glover, John G., and :lfase, COleman L., lolanagerial COntrol, 
The :a:>nald Press Compa.ey, New York, N.Y., 1937, P• 248. 
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direction1 The following four points w:iJ.l help to understand what 
the fundamentals are: 
a. Reports must follow organization structure. 
They should cover a definite section of' the 
business i'or which a particular individual 
is responsible. 
b. Reports should show information over which those 
receiving the reports have a measure of control. 
Figures should be shown on the records of' the 
section of' the business that can do something 
about them. 
c. Reports must be prepared from accounting records 
and must tie in with accounting records. 
The accounting records of' a compan;,y are the 
recognized summary of' its operations. 
d. Reports should S1llDID&l'ize results so as to provide 
adequate indication of' performance and trends 
without burdensome detail. 
~Reports!::!. needed? 
The following is a SUJDillB.r.Y" of' some of' the reports prepared 
by some companies. This SUJDillB.l7 points out readily the reasons for 
the preparation of' these reports and the value attributed to them: (l) 
a. The Financial statements. 
For whom t>repared: The management (including 
directors) 
Purpose of' the report: To set forth the finan-
cial position of' the company and results from 
operations. 
Desci'iption of' report: Consolidated and consol-
idating balance sheets and profit and loss state-
ments, supported by divisional profit and loss 
statements; also application of' funds statement, 
s1lllllll8.ries of' properties and imrentories. 
Opinion as to Value of' the Report: Vecy essen-
tial as a source of' information and guidance to 
the management. 
b. Operating forecasts. 
For whom prepared-l&ana.gement. 
Purpose of' the report-To infom management of' 
the results of' future operations as accurate-
ly as possible 
l. See Hull, Charles c., "Reports prepared by the Controller n The 
Controller, October, 1947, Controllers Instituee of' Amerlca -
lh'ittleboro, Vemont. ' 
Frequency of report.-monthly. 
Description of report.-Consolidated profit and loss 
forecast support.ed by statements of individual com-
panies and divisions for a period of approxilllately 
one year from date of issuance. 
Opinion as to Value of !eport.-Valuable aid to Manage-
ment in fo:nnulating policies as to future commitments, 
etc, Probably could be modified and issued quart.erly. 
c. Name of report.-Balance Sheet and cash forecast. 
For whom prepared-Management. 
Purpose of the Report.-To infonn Management of the 
future cash requirements of the company. 
Frequency of the report.-monthly. 
Description of report.-Consolidated balance sheet and 
cash forecast supported by balance sheets of individual 
companies as of dates covered by operating forecasts. 
d. Name of report-Interim report. 
For wham prepared-stockholders. 
Purpose-To infonn stockholders currently, of financial 
position of companies and results from operations. It 
is prepared quart.erly. The report is a consolidated 
balance sheet, surplus and profit and loss statement. 
e. The annual report is prepared for stockholders. This 
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is the usual report to the stockholders. It is prepared 
annually. The report contains the financial statements 
the same as in the interim reports, accompanied by the 
President's letter directing attention to salient points 
in the statements as well as a review of the past years 
operations, statistical data, sales, earnings, dividends, 
etc., covering approximately a ten year period also in-
corporated in this report. 
f. Elnployee •s report is made for the employees. The purpose 
is to transmit to the employees in simple language, cez-
tain of the infonnation available to stockholders. It 
is issued annually. The report is a simplified annual 
profit and loss statement showing distribution of the 
sales dollar as to salaries and wages, dividends, taxes, 
etc. 
~~mparison of Budgeted Cost and Expense with Actual Ex-
penditures. This report is prepared for management and 
department heads. The purpose of the report is to supply 
infonnation for purpose of cost control. It is prepared 
I:lont!o~:'. The report, c0r.tains budgeted and actual costs 
for current and prior month and variances from budgeted 
costs are shown. The report covers factor"J overhead by 
c1.C'p~rt:mcr.ts and administrative staff groups. 
h. Tentative Plant Operations. This report is prepared for 
management. Its purpose is to infozm management of 
l. 
approximate results from operations as prompt-
ly as possible, It is prepared monthly, and 
sets forth sales and operating profits or 
losses by divisions, This report enables 
management to obtain a "bird' a-eye" view of 
approximate results each 1110nth, several days 
prior to issuance of final statements. 
Sales and Profits based upon standard costs, 
nus report is prepared for Management to keep 
management advised daily of volume of business 
and indicate profit or loss for the 1110nth. This 
report is prepared daily. It contains the sales, 
standard costs by profit at standard, by divisions, 
in graph or chart form. It is a valuable guide to 
management in making decisions. 
Analysis of Plant operations. Prepared for manage-
ment to give information as to the reasons for var-
iances from standard of budgeted costs, It is pre-
. pared 1110nthly. 
Departmental expense statements-prepared for top 
ma:1agement and department heads-to provide basis 
for expense control at all levels--detailed report 
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of expense for eacl: depart~tent for nonth and cumu-
lative foi' year with canparison with forecast eJC-
pense and prior year 1s expense--as an expense co:1trol 
statement, these reports are of great value, 
Confidential statement of operations--top management 
and branch managers-to provide detailed analysis 
of sales and expenses for each of branch sales office 
operations-sales by units and dollar amounts and 
expenses in detail for month and year to elate, with 
ratios of expense to sales indicated percentagewise, 
As an expense control statement, this report has great 
value, 
~~~~· Production schedule, Given to sales and operating de-
partments to inform sales and operating departments 
of production schedules as a guide in planning sales 
and operating functions--s~lar to ordinary stock 
report, indicating beginning inventories, past pro-
duction and available stock as of date of report but 
including a production schedule for balance of year--
as a guide for future planning, this report has great 
.value. 
,j ~erchandise inventor:r Report. Given to top manage-
ment with emphasis on sales admi ni stration to empha-
size the need for liquidation of used merchandise avail-
able for resale. It lists merchandise by units, in-
dicating location by ?Brehouse. Properly used, this 
report has great value when production can 
satisfy demand. Under current conditions, 
liquidation of used merchandi se is not a 
problem. 
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Lo-.' Sales irregul.ari ty reports. This report is 
given to top management With emphasis on the 
sales department to keep management informed 
of any laxity in sales methods or procedures, 
a listing of irregularities in sales presenta-
tions or preparation of orders to permit speci-
fic handling where conditions require. This 
report has proved to be of great value to a 
company in the control of sales irregulailiilies. 
4(./ Sales and Commission account analysis. This re-
port is given to the vice president in charge of 
Sales and Branch managers to indicate individual 
sales perfonnances and highlight commission account 
conditions requiring attention. It is a listing of 
sales and condition of commission account covering 
all sales representatives of the company as a basis 
for judging performance o.f individual sales re-
presentatives in considering individuals for pro-
motion and in the control of over draft e:xpense, 
This report ranks high in value. 
/ ~ Accounts Receivable sumlllary. This report is given to 
the Treasurer to provide an overall analysis of credit 
sales and collections. It is a statement indicating 
beginning balances by classes of accounts receivable, 
sales, allowances, collections and write-o.ffs. It is 
issued monthly. Since it is impractical to make a 
detailed analysis of accounts receivable more fre-
quently than semiannually 1 this report nils in the 
gaps serving as a basis for judging the performance 
' \/~· 
of the Credit and Collection Department, since it in-
dicates collectior.s <..nd outstanding balances nth 
relation to sales. 
Departmental payroll analysis. This report is given 
to top management to provide an analysis of payroll 
e:xpense by departments. It is a summary of monthly 
payrolls by department, including normal and over-
time hours worked in comparison with payroll expense 
for the previous year. In prov:irline manat;el!'.ent y;ith 
a single statement .for analysis of controllable ex-
penses o.f this nature, this report must be considered 
of more than average value. 
Comparative commodity Sales summary. This report is 
given to the eecutive sales and production departments 
to indicate buying trends and sales efforts by commo-
dities. It is a monthly report of sales by commodities 
in comparison llith prior year's performance for the 
same month. While this statement cannot be 
accorded top rank in value, it must be con-
sidered at least second rank in importance. 
L'~• Order handline; report. This report is given to 
operating manager and treasurer to keep respon-
sible executives advised of progress in the 
handJ.i .• "l.g of orders. It is a daily record of 
total orders received, handJ.ed and carried over. 
In nonnal times when adequate personnel is avail-
able and carry-over of orders from day to day is 
unusual, this report 'IT.iJ.l have little value. 
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l'-• n • .-,_ily cash hal<-"'cc. This report is given to the 
president and treasurer to keep top management in-
formed of the status of bank accounts. Beginning 
balances, receipts, disbursements and ending bal-
ances, together with a record of fnn<ls carried over 
in the office for deposit and an approximation of 
accounts payable, is what the report conveys. This 
report is of considerable importance to the treasurer 
-who is responsible for transfer of funds to the op-
erating-accounts. 
While this information about needed reports comes from the 
Controller of a large corporation with many divisions and departments, 
nevertheless, many of the same reports that he mentions can be used to 
good advantage in all companies. 
Reports ~.!!! Controls. 
Naturally, a.:ny particular business will not want to usc all 
the W>rions t~'}JeS of reports that it would be possible to name. In 
general, it may be said that in setting up a schedule of reports for 
a.:ny business, it j_s necessary to consider, first, -what information and 
other values the proposed reports can bring to the management; next, 
how often each of the reports should be made, to be most effective; 
then, what it will cost in time and money to prepare cu:d to 2h.dy 
the reports; and, finally, which of the reports promise to have val-
ues sufficient to justify their preparation and use. 
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Some of the more illlportant reports for the ordinary type 
of business enterprise 1JOUld include: Sales reports, Production 
reports L--•md ff.anc7evet2rts. 
__ ~~] __ 1 ~e Salc~0 rep;~-::ould include such things as: 
u 
- /
0
. : - a. Dai:cy reports 
!· Yesterday's sales by classes of products and by 
districts. 
! 
j 
:~ j C/ ../·" r', 
b. Weekly reports 
Summaries of dai:cy reports; also sales by each 
salesman. 
c. Monthl:y reports 
Stumnaries of sales measured both in units and in 
dollars. These are accompanied by comparisons 
with past records and vrith quotas, m1d are e.r.<J.lj-
7-ed by dep8rtments of classes of goods sold, by 
territories, and by salesmen. 
Gross profits, selling expense, and net sales pro-
fits, anal:yzed by departments or classes of goods 
sold, territories and by salesmen. 
Tenns granted on credit sales; also turnovers of 
different classes of goods. 
Month:cy and accumulated expenses compared with bud-
get. 
Sales department expense 
Sales-promotion c:;:;er.sc 
Advertisi::::.c c:-:per..r:0 
~,-,.,,.,,...,PS c-f' 'MF'Pc.l--.,"':f,.!' ~,..!; •-r· r:---c,-r·~-- c -,~+ -~ n'' .,.~ expense )-....,~,o.;J- , ...... ... ~-~-~'··-•·....,. '-'· '.1,· __ , __ ~..,, _,_,_,.,;,c..u _,_,_ 
items to sales, and comparisons with past records. 
Salesmen's salaries, commissions, and expenses. 
Departmental overhead 
Sales-promotion expense 
Advertising expense 
. Rl:Jports on related actiVities 
Unfilled orders 
Rejections by credit department 
Jeturned goods and adjustments 
Collection ratios and bad-debt 
losses. 
Rl:Jports on competitive and general trade conditions, 
by territories 
d. Quarter::cy-, semiannual, or annual reports. 
Summarized statements and comparisons of monthl:y re-
ports; these include comparisons with past history 
of the company. 
statistical bases for dete:nuining quotas and budge~•"' -· 
e. Rl:Jports on factors outside the sales department. -;, .--
Comp!!titive and g$I18ral trade conditions by territories. 
Compe "tive produ s, their advantages and disadvan-
tages. 
Products 
New 
it may be desirable to add to the line./ 
ing p ctices and ideas. / 
..# /' 
Production reports might include: 
a. I8ily or weeJ.t4r reports 
lSJ. 
The number of men on the pay roll, by depart.ments, 
and comparisons with standards. 
Absences, by depart.ments. 
status of production orders in process. 
b. Monthly performance records. 
Volume o£ output by kinds of products and by de-
part.ments; comparisons with past months, with 
quotas, and nth delivery promises. 
Departmental costs, and comparisons With past costs 
and With budget. 
For the operating depart.ment. 
Direct-labor hours and cost per hour 
Indirect-labor hours and cost per hours 
Quantity and cost of material used 
Quantity and cost o£ material produced 
Costs per unit, or by jobs; comparisons with past 
coats, predetennined or budget costs, standard costs, 
and competitive costs. 
!.))• Monthly S1lllll!lary and ~sis of idle ttme of men and o£ 
equipment; also study of losses through rejected material. ~ Monthly summary o£ purchases and analysis of purchase 
data, with unit costs and comparisons covering princi-
~ pal materials. 
vtf. Monthly reports on total inventories; also on inven-
tories of principal materials, goods in process, and 
finished goods; unfilled purchase orders; comparisons 
with past records. 
Turnover ratios on all inventories 
f. Monthly analysis of IIIBDilfacturing eXpenses, with cc:mt-
parisons. 
g. Labor data 
Ana~is of each PB3'" roll, by depart.ments, with cc:mt-
parisons. .Analysis of labor turnover, by depart.ments, 
and by causes. 
h. Semiannual or annual reports on the condition and ade-
quacy of the plant, the methods employed, etc. 
i. .Annual report on burden rates. 
~Financial reports might include: 
a. Daily reports 
Yesterd83'"'s cash-in and cash-out and find balance. 
Today • s cash requirements 
Prices of marketable securi8ies 
b. The immediate financial situation 
Probable cash receipts 
cash sales 
Collections 
Income from investments 
Notes p83'"&ble to be issued 
Probable cash requirements 
Determinable eXpenses and obligations 
Other budgeted expenses and payments 
Speculative or seasonal buying of material in 
cash markets 
~ The future financial situation 
Schedule of financing requirements of year 1 s 
operating budget. (Sales, SJqlenses, production 
costs, inventories). 
Schedule of expansion program 
Schedule of stocks and bonds to be sold 
The dividend program 
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Schedule of payments on or purchase of the canpan;y Is 
bonds and stocks; sinking-fund requirements. 
The trend of the financial markets 
d. Financial analysis (monthly and annual, with compari-
sons with past periods and 'll'ith standards.) 
Financial profit and loss 
Discounts taken and lost 
Gain and loss on investments 
Interest and discounts paid 
Turnover and cost of working capital 
Cost of permanent capital 
Financial data 
Budget predictions and actual performance com-
pared. 
Collection ratios with comparisons 
other financial ratios 
e. Departmental expenses analysed and compared with budget. 
Summaq ~ ~ chapter. 
This chapter has endeavored to bring out the implltaance of 
charts and reports in the control of a business enterprise. The sources 
of information for these charts and reports necessarily &De from both 
the inside and outside the compan;y. &t, regardless of the source of 
the information, the aid supplied by these two devices cannot be over-
emphasized. The main thing to be remembered is that the basis for con-
structing charts and reports is accounting and statistics. From these 
two departments (in some cases, only one department) come the informa ... 
tion, which, when analyzed through the medium of charts and reports, 
will guide the management in making proper decisions and exei:'Cising 
effective control. 
CHAPTER XII 
• SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary• 
Successful operation of any business enterprise is not a 
matter of chance, but comes as a result of constant controlling of 
the activities of the organization. 
In the preceding chapters discussion has been entered into 
concerning some of the various ways management can control business 
operations. Endeavor has been 1nade to point out the role of account-
ing and statistical information as it is put to use by management in 
order to be relieved of details and to save valuable time. The more 
detail which can be taken away from top management the greater use-
fulness he Will have to the organization. 
From our study it is seen that about the first contribution 
in aiding management comes from the accounting department a: the clerks 
there systematically keep records of every business transaction that 
ever takes place within the organization. Then these carefully kept 
records are summarized by such devices as the balance sheet and the 
profit and loss statement. Then the summarized Elata are care:full.y 
M<ilyz:od by various accotmtw.e e.nd statistical devices, such as: 
averages, percentages, ratios, comparative statements, charts, graphs, 
etc. The budget, it was found, is of great value to the management in 
the control of an enterprise. It was found that the budget ve~J de-
finitely employed the two sciences of accounting and statistics, both 
in its preparation and in its operation, 
It was further found that the science of statistics could he 
used very definitely, not only as a help in relating internal data of 
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a business one with another, but also in bringing in external data 
and making it possible to relate the internal and external data for 
purposes of control. 
It was also seen that accounting and statistics could be 
used to analyze and interpret data of a nature other than financial. 
As far as can be seen, there is no kind of decision that management 
must make but what he uses both accounting and statistical information 
to guide him. 
Lastly, it was seen that accounting and statistics must be 
resorted to in business administration to: 
a. Control all expenses 
b. Measure operating results 
c. Formulate the business policies. 
Conclusions: 
This thesis has brought out, in a general way, the findings 
of the author. The findings are not necessarily new in nature, but 
it is felt that these two tools of accounting and statistics, as pre-
sented here and the many other applications of them can be developed 
to meet almost any situation in the business world. Only recently have 
economic and other dovelop~e:1ts i;-,.crcased so r2.pic1J.:r that a knowledge 
of accounting and statistics has had to increase with them. New Prob-
lems arise from day to day and there must be men and women who know 
and understand the significance of proper tools with which to set up 
and control the lliajor business activities of our day. 
Our study has brought us to the realization of hry;; :iJrrportant, 
control is in our modern >Vorld. It has shown us that business control 
is a matter of looking ahead to plan what should be accomplished and 
then looking back to see how the actual accomplishment matched the ob-
jective, 
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Our study has brought out to some degree, the emphasis 
placed on accounting in recent legislation. This emphasis is in-
dicative of a trend. Economic transitions result in corresponding 
changes in the financial structure of business organizations and 
refonns in operating methods. The tendency is toward a closer con-
trol in every department of business. Existing organizations must 
constantly be revised to meet new conditions. New enterprises must 
be organized in confonnity. 
In all these problems the accountant is pror.~ised an in-
teresting ever-increasing field of activity. His responsibility is 
likely to be even greater in the years to cane. It is very important, 
therefore, that he should have a thorough and practical knowledge of 
business organization to serve these needs most constructively. 
Management control is broad in scope when it places the 
prime responsibility on the administrator, but this study has endeav-
ored to bring out some of the ways in which the administrator can 
sUilllllon help. ·;rith the pressing and urgent requirements of operation, 
and current questions demanding :iJmnediate action, the 11facts 11 de-
partment of the business organization can, and will furnish infor-
mation that "l'lill relieve the mind of the chief executive of a host of 
details and make room !or him to concern himself with the more illr 
portant things. 
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Appendix I 
List of Statistical sources 
General 
1. statistical Abstract of the United States. Annual. Bureau of the 
Census. 
2. The Statesman's earbook. Annual. Macmillan ana Company, Ltd., London. 
3. Monthly Bulletin of statistics. Monthly. Statistical office of the 
United Nations, Lake Success, New York. 
4. Statistical Yearbook of the League of Nations. Annual.(Last published 
in 1944). League of Nations, Geneva. 
5. The World Almanac and Book of Facts. Annual. New York World-Telegram 
Company, New York. 
6. Information Please Almanac. Annual. Doubleday and Company, Inc. and 
Garden City Publishing Company, Inc., New York. 
7. An Almanaok (also known as Whitaoker's Almanac.) Annual. Published 
by Joseph Witacher, F. s. A., London. 
8. The Handbook of Basic Economic Statistics. Annual beginning 1947, 
with Monthly Supplements. Government Statistical Bureau of ~ashinton, 
D. c. (A private organization.) 
9. World Economic Review. Annual. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
-merce. 
10. The Economic Almanac. Annual. National Industrial Conference Board, 
New York. 
11. Survey of Current Business. Monthly with weekly supplements. Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic commerce. 
12. Federal Reserve Bulletin. Monthly. Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System. 
13. Standard and poor's Trade and Securities: Basic Statistics and Cur-
rent Statistics •. Monthly. Standard and poor's Corporation, New York. 
14. Periodicals, such as: 
Barrens. Weekly. Barrens Publishing Con~any, New York. 
Business Week. Weekly. McGraw-Hill PUblishing Company, New York. 
The Magazine of Wall Street, Bi-weekly. The Ticker publishing 
Company, New York. 
15. Daily newspapers. 
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Commodities--Prices, Production, Consumption, Stocks, Exports, 
and Imports. 
1. Census of Agriculture. Quinquennial. Bureau of the Census. 
2. Yearbook of Agriculture. Annual, 1894-1935. Department of Agricul-
ture. (Since 1935, statistical material has not oeen included but 
has been transferred to Agricultural Statistics.) 
3. Agricultural Statistics. Annual. Department of Agriculture. 
4. Crops and Markets. Quarterly. Department of Agriculture. 
5. Special studies of the United States Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
and of the various state agricultural experiment stations. 
6. Commerce Yearbook--Val. I, United States. Annual. Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce. (Discontinued after 193Z) 
7. Foreign commerce Yearbook. 
eign and Domestic Commerce. 
Foreign Countries) 
Annual (Latest in 1939). Bureau of For-
(Formerly Commerce Yearbook--Val. II, 
8. Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce. Monthly. Bureau of the Census. 
9. Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States. Annual. Bureau 
of the Census. 
10. Summary of Foreign Trade of the United states. Annual. Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
11. The Balance of International Payments of the United States. Annual 
(latest in 1940). Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
12. Foreign Commerce Weekly. Weekly. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. (Formerly Commerce Reports.} 
13. Mineral Resources of the United states. Annual (1883-1932). Geolo-
gical survey. 
14. Minerals Yearbook. Annual beginning 1933. (Supersedes Mineral re-
sources of the United States.) Bureau of Mines. 
15. Census of Mineral Industries. Decennial. Bureau of the Census. 
16. Census of Manufactures. Biennial (Latest in 1939}. Bureau of the 
Census. 
17. census 
Trade: 
Bureau 
of Business. various years (latest in 1939). Vol. I Retail 
Vol. II Wholesale Trade; Vol. III Service Sstablishments. 
of the Census. 
18. Commodity Yearbook. Annual. Commodity Research Bureau, Inc., New 
York. (The 1942 volume has a special title Commodity Statistics and 
includes the data contained in previous yearbooks on 60 commodities.) 
19. ~bolesale Prices and Price Indexes. Weekly and monthly releases, 
special bulletins, and Monthly Laber Revies. United States Bureau 
of Labor Statistics. 
20. Consumers• Price Index and Retail Food Prices, by Cities. 
and annual releases, special bulletins, and Monthly Labor 
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Monthly 
Review. 
21. Consumer Market Data Handbook. 1939. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce. 
22. Industrial Market nata Handbook of the United States. 1939. Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
23. County Data Book. 1947. (Contains 1940 and 1945 data.) Bureau of 
the Census. 
24. Dodge statistical Research Service. (Construction contracts awarded.) 
Monthly F. w. Dodge Corporation New York. 
25. National Income in the United States. Various years (Latest in 1946). 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
26. Sales Management Survey of Buying Power. Annual. Sales Management, 
Inc., New York. 
Financial--Money, Banking, Securities, 
Interest Kates, Taxation, etc. 
1. International Financial Statistics. Monthly. International Monetary 
Fund, Wahington. 
2. Banking and Monetary statistics. 1943. Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System. (Data for 1914--1943). Date for Subsequent 
Periods in Federal Reserve Bulletin. 
3. Bulletins of the individual Federal Reserve banks. 
4. Bulletins of various large banks. 
5. Annual Report of the Board of Governors of the FeGeral Reserve System. 
6. Annual Report of the Comptroller of the currency. 
7. Annual reports of the banking departments of various states. 
8. Annual Report of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
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9, Assets and Liabilities of Operating Insured Banks. Reports on call 
dates. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
10. Federal Home Loan Bank Review. Monthly, with Annual Supplement. 
Federal Home Loan Board, 
11. Statistical Bulletin. Monthly. Securities and Exchange commession. 
12. Treasury Bulletin. Monthly. Treasury Department. 
13. Dun's Statistical Review, Monthly. Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., New 
York. 
14. Commercial and Financial Chronicle. Weekly. William B. Dana Com-
pany, New York. 
15, Statistics of Income. Annual. Bureau of Internal Revenue, 
16, state Finances. Annual, Bureau of the Census, 
17, City Finances. Annual. Bureau of the Census, 
18. County Finances. Annual. Bureau of' the Census. 
Business Records of Individual concerns. 
1. Standard and Poor•s Corporation Records. Daily. standard and Poor's 
Corporation, New York, 
a, Fitch Individual Stock Bulletins, Monthly. Fitch Publishing Company, 
New York. 
3. Fitch Individual Bond Bulletins. Monthly. Fitch Publishing Company, 
New York. 
4, Fitch Stock Record. Monthly. Fitch Publishing Company, New York, 
5, Fitch Bond Record, Monthly. Fitch Publishing Company, New York. 
6, Security Owner's Stock Guide. Monthly. Standard and Poor's Corpora-
tion, New York. 
7, Moody's Manual of Investments. (Industrials, railroads, Public utilities, 
governments, banks, etc,) Annual, and bi-wekkly bulletins. Moody's 
Investor's Service, New York. 
8. Moody's Bond Survey. Weekly. Moody's Investor's Service, New York. 
9. Moody's Stock Survey. Weekly. Moody's Investor's Service, New York. 
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10. Insurance Yearbook. (Life; fire and marine; casualty, surety, and 
miscellaneous.) Annual. The Spectator Company, New York. 
11. Reports of insurance commissioners of variuus states, especially New 
York. 
12. Annual reports to stockholders of vari~us corporations. 
13. Media Records. (Newspaper and Newspaper Advertisers.) Annual. Media 
Records, Inc., New York. 
Employment, Wages, and hours of labor. 
l. Monthly Labor Review. Monthly. United states Bureau of Labor 
statistics. 
2. The Labor Market. Monthly. United States Employment Service. 
3. Employment and Payrolls. Monthly. Bureau of Labor Statistics (In 
some cases more detailed and prompt than Monthly Labor Review.) 
4. Yearbook of Labour Statistics. Annual. International Labor Office, 
Geneva. 
5. Bulletins of various state bureaus of labor or industrial commissions. 
6. Special bulletins of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
(Wages and hours of labor, employment and unemployment, productivity 
of labor, etc. ) 
7. Special bulletins of the Women's Bureau. 
8. Census of Unemployment. Latest in 1937. Bureau of the Census. 
(Unemployment data were included in the 1940 Census of Population.) 
Miscellaneous 
l. Statistics of Railways in the United States. Annual. Interstate 
Commerce Commission. 
2. Water-Borne and Inter-Coastal Commerce and Passenger Traffic of the 
United States. Annual. u. s. Maritime Commission. 
3. Statistical Handbook of Civil Aviation. Annual, with quarterly Sup-
plements. Civil Aeronautics Administration. 
4. A Yearbook of Railroad Information. Annual. Eastern Railroad Presi-
dents I conference Comali ttee on Public Relations. New York. 
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5. Automobile Facts and Figures. Annual. Automobile Manufacturers As-
sociation, Inc •• Detroit. 
6. Municipal Yearbook. Annual. International City Managers• Association, 
Chicago. 
7. Census of fopulation of the United States. Decennial. Bureau of the 
Census. 
8. Various monographs, and annual and special studies of the Bureau of the 
Census, and the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
9. Bulletins of bureaus of business research of various universities. 
10. Census of Religions Bodies. Decennial. Bureau of the Census. 
11. Vital Statistics of the United States. Annual. u. s. Public Health 
Service. (Supersedes Mortality Statistics, and Birth, Stillbirth, and 
Infant Mortality Statistics.) 
12. Monthly Vital Statistics Bulletin. Monthly. u. s. Public Health 
Service. 
13. Public Health Reports. Weekly. u. s. Public Health Service. 
14. Social Security Bulletin. Monthly. u. s. Social Security Board. 
15. Social Security Yearbook. Annual. u. s. Social Security Board. 
16. Life Insurance Fact Book. Annual. Institute of Life Insurance, New 
York. 
APPENDIX II 
Fort.y-i'our ways to .Ana:cyze Sales 
IV 
John s. Perkins 
Printel.'ll' Ink, Nov. a, 1940 
For each individual salesman, determine: 
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1. Total sales compared with past periods, quotas, and in relation 
to total compaey- or territor;r sales. 
2. Sales or individual products or groups of products compared 
'll'ith past periods and quotas and ~ed in relation to total 
sales of the product in the territor;r and in relation to the 
total sales of the salesman. 
3. Total expenses, broken dCIIIll by' principal types, presented in 
amounts !Uid percentages and compared with past periods !Uid budgets. 
4. Ratio or e:xpenses to sales, compared with past periods, quotas, 
and corresponding ratios or other salesmen. 
5, Jmount of gross profits produced compared with past periods !Uid 
quotas, and in relation to g110ss profits or the compaey. 
6. Ratio of g110ss profits to sales compared with past periods, quotas, 
and other salesmen, !Uid in relation to the profit ratio of the 
compaey as a whole. 
7. Amount of profits accounted for, broken dcmn by' individual pro-
ducts, if possible, each being expressed as a percentage of total. 
profits accounted for by the salesman !Uid compared with past 
periods, quotas, and other salesmen. 
a. Total selling e:xpenses per order, compared with past periods, quotas, 
and other salesmen. 
9. Number of calls made, compared with past periods, standards, and 
other salesmen, 
10. Ratio or calls to orders and sales, compared with past periods, 
standards, and other salesmen. 
ll. Percentage distribution of working time by principal activities, 
compared with past periods, st!Uidards, !Uid other salesmen. 
12. Amount of average order, compared with past periods, standards, 
a and other salesmen. 
13. Number of itEIIIIS per order, compared 'llith past periods, standards, 
!Uid other salesmen. 
14. Breakdcmn of orders and vol1DD6 or sales by new and old customers, 
compared with past periods, st!Uidards, and other salesmen. 
15. Breakdown of orders and volume by direct call or mail orders, 
caupared with past periods, standards, and other salesmen. 
16. Breakdown of qrders !Uid volume by' credit arrangements, compared 
with past periods, standards, and other salesmen. 
17. ~is of lost orders, cancellations, returned goods, and so 
fort.h, compared with past periods !Uid other salesmen. 
For each customer (or group or customers) dete:rndne: 
18. Total purchases, compared with past periods and quotas and in 
relation to total sales in the territor;r. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
25. 
24. 
'25. 
'26. 
\ 27. 
-28. 
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Purchases by products, compared with past periods and quotas, 
and in relation to product sal.es in the territory and to total. 
product sal.es of the company. 
Total e:xpenses incurred in selling the custaner, compared with 
past periods and quotas. 
Iatio of selling e:xpenses to purchases of compan;y, compared with 
past periods and in relation to other customers or groups of 
customers • 
Bross profits earned from purchases of each customer, compared 
with past periods and quotas, other customers, size of orders, 
and in relation to total profits of the company. 
Percentages of total. purchases divided by direct call and mail 
order,s compared with past periods and other customers. 
Total purchases, classified on the basis of credit arrange-
ments, compared with past periods, standards, and llith similar 
customers in a similar territory. 
Average amount of credit supplied a customer in relation to 
sal.es and profits and compared with past periods, quotas, and 
with other customers. 
Average size of order, compared with past periods, quotas, and 
with other customers. 
Average frequency of orders, compared with past periods, quotas, 
and other customers. 
Average number of items per order, compared with past periods, 
quotas, and other customers. 
For each product, determine: 
29. Total sales of product by territories and sal.esmen, compared 
with past periods, quotas, and potential.s and in relation to 
total. sal.es of the company. 
50. Total. sal.es of each product, broken dmm by size, style, color, 
price range, and so forth, and compared with past periods and 
quotas. 
51. Total gross profit obtained from each product, compared with 
past periods and quotas. 
52. Bltio of gross profits to sal.es volume of product, compared with 
past periods, quotas, and other products and in relation to 
profit rate of entire company. 
55. Sales of product, broken dmm by customer or trade channels, com-
pared with past periods and quotas. 
For each territory, determine: 
54. Total. sal.es in territory, compared llith past periods, quotas, 
and potential.s, and in relation to total. sal.es of company. 
55. Total. sales of territory, broken dmm by products, compared with 
past periods, quotas, potential.s, and other teln'itories. 
56. Total. sal.es of territory, broken dmm by sal.esmen, compared with 
past periods and quotas. 
57. Total. sales of territory, broken dmm by individual customers or 
groups of custaners, compared with past periods, potential.s, and 
standards. 
38. Expenses incurred in covering territory, compared 'With past 
periods and quotas. 
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39. Expenses of the territory, as percentage of sales in the terri-
tory compared with past periods, quotas, and other territories. 
40. Gross profits produced in the territory, compared with past 
periods and quotas. 
41. Gross profits produced in the territory as a percentage of sales, 
compared with past periods, quotas, other territories, and the 
profit ratio of the comp~ as a whole. 
42. Gross profits produced in the territory, broken down by products, 
compared 'With past periods, quotas, and other tnritories. 
43. Number of calls made in the territory, broken down by salesmen, 
compared with standards and past periods. 
44. lt:llationship of calls to orders and sales in the territory, 
compared with past periods and with other territories. 
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APPENDIX III 
The following is a list of articles relating to the subject of the 
Budget, Its operation and value to Management: 
SUBJECT N. A. C. A. 
Bulletin, Vol. 
Industrial accounting as an 
aid to management I 
Costs as an aid to Management III 
Gelation of the Budget Control 
to Cost Accounting III 
Executive Uses of Costs VI 
Administration of the Budget VI 
Executives 1 Viewpoint VI 
Preparation and Control of· 
A Budget VII 
Production Dudgeting VII 
Preparation and Administration 
of Budgets VII 
Budgets a~d Predeterrr,ination 
of Gosts 
Preparation and Administration 
of Budgets 
Cost Accounting and Budgetary 
Practice 
Accounting Information for 
The Executive 
Budget of financial operation 
Budgetary Control 
Experi~nces with Budgets to 
Aid Management 
Economic Considerations 
affecting commercial Budgets 
VII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
IX 
IX 
IX 
IX 
DATE 
June, 1920 
October 1, 1921 
January 16, 1922 
Sept. 2, 1924 
Dec. 15, 1924 
May 1, 1925 
Sept. 15, 1925 
Oct. 15, 1925 
Jan. 22, 1926 
Oct. 1, 1926 
Oct. 15, 1926 
June 15, 1927 
Oct. 15, 1927 
Nov. 15, 1927 
July 1, 1928 
July 15, 1928. 
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Keys to Internal Control of 
Costs X Oct. 15, 1928 
Accounting from the !:Ianagement 
Vie'npoint X July 1, 1929 
Manual of Budget Preparation XI Nov. 1, 1929 
Budgeting and Forecasting in 
an Individual Company XI Fe "b. 15, 1930 
Effective Use of Cost data XIII Oct. 1, 1931 
Flexibility in Budget Control XIII June 15, 1932 
F.ow to determine costs on a 
predetermined sales forecast XIV Feb. 15, 1933 
